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Executive Summary:
The transportation sector, led by use of the personal automobile, has been cited as a
major and the fastest growing human contributor to increased greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and to global climate change. In the U.S., the transportation sector accounts for 27
percent of GHG emissions (US EPA, 2005). In Florida, the transportation sector emits an even
higher proportion of GHG than the nation at about 40 percent of emissions (Florida Climate
Action Team, 2007). Private automobiles account for the bulk of these emissions; chief among
these are carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide (Davis & Hale, 2007).
Figure 1: Emissions Produced and Displaced by Transit

Source: APTA, 2009a

Given the overall trend towards increases in transportation activity and in auto-mobility
particularly, several policy responses directed at reducing GHG emissions in the transportation
sector have been advanced. These include developing vehicles that are more fuel efficient and
emit fewer GHGs, developing lower carbon content fuels, and mitigating growth in the amount of
personal vehicle miles traveled (VMT) either by changing the character of the built environment
in a manner that decreases demand for auto-mobility or shifting the trips made by personal
automobiles to public transportation (Ewing, Bartholomew, Winkelman, Walters, & Chen, 2007).
In the U.S. several federal and state initiatives have focused on increasing vehicle fuel
efficiency standards and creating lower carbon fuels. Nevertheless, improvements in vehicle
technology and fuels are likely to be offset by growth in VMT. The potential for mitigating the
growth in VMT, through public transportation offsets of personal vehicle trips, is the focus of this
study. Emissions calculators, like those developed in this report, are among the most effective
tools that can be used to estimate impacts of GHG emissions and are utilized and
recommended by international and national climate change mitigation experts
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2007b). Building on the work by the American
Public Transportation Association (APTA) (2009a), this project seeks to produce measurable
criteria that can be used by transportation agencies to determine (1) levels of GHG
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displacement by transit service in Florida and (2) under what circumstances the investment in
transit service will reduce net energy consumption and provide considerable net benefits in
terms of GHG emission reduction. The reduction of GHG occurs through the offset of trips that
would otherwise be made by private automobiles in general. The GHG offset from the
displacement of private vehicle trips by transit is the focus of the analysis as opposed to
reductions in emissions from public transit itself. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the sources of
GHG emissions from transit and sources of displacement. This study does not measure
emissions produced from transit. It does measure the displacement of emissions from transit
where suitable methodologies exist. The baseline 2006 assessment measures mode shift and
congestion relief displacement but not the land use multiplier (Chapter 3). The 2006 to 2017
expansion projections are based on mode shift displacement under different investment
scenarios (Chapter 4). These methodologies are in the early stages of development. Although
only a handful of transit agencies are measuring and applying GHG reduction strategies, the
number is likely to increase with the onset of federal climate change legislation.
A mode shift factor is an estimate of the number of VMT that would have taken place in
the absence of transit provision. Because not all transit riders have access to private
automobiles, the number of trips displaced by each transit trip was estimated to be less than
one (meaning if transit were not provided, some of the trips taken on transit would either be
accomplished by walking or biking or would not be taken at all). A mode shift factor of 0.40, for
example, would be interpreted as: in the instance transit was not provided, for every 100 transit
riders, 40 of those are choice riders and would take their trip using personal automobile and 60
are transit dependent riders who would either walk or bike, or the trip would not be taken. The
default mode shift factors used in this study are shown in Table 1. Other pertinent information
on measuring GHG displacement from transit is located in the Literature Review in Chapter 2.

Table 1: Default Mode Shift Factors
Agency Size
Small
Medium
Large

Service Area Population Size
Less than 500,000
Between 500,000 and 1,250,000t
Greater than 1,250,000

Mode Shift Factor
0.34
0.42
0.47

Source: APTA, 2009a

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology and quantifies the baseline level of GHG
reduction due to displaced trips in the year 2006 based on APTA’s methodology (2009a).
Estimates of mode shift and congestion relief impacts for transit agencies and two regional
transit authorities were developed (see Table 2). The population size of the transit agency listed
in Table 2 uses that appropriate mode shift factor listed in Table 1.
The steps in the calculations are to:
1. Estimate the Reduction of Annual Auto Vehicle Miles Traveled and Annual Auto Fuel
Savings due to Mode Shift to Transit by Choice Riders
2. Calculate and Sum the Metric Tons of GHG Displaced due to Transit Mode Shift
3. Estimate the Fuel Wasted in Congestion
4. Adjust the Gallons of Fuel Wasted to Fuel Saved due to Mode Shift to Transit During
Congested Periods by Choice Riders
5. Calculate and Sum the Metric Tons of GHG Displaced due to Transit Congestion Relief
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Table 2: Transit Agencies by Service Area Population and Size Category and Summary of
Emissions Displacement by Mode Shift and Congestion Relief, 2006
Transit Agency

Bay
Ocala
Hernando
Indian River
Manatee
Lakeland
Gainesville
Polk
Tallahassee
Okaloosa
St Lucie
Escambia
Sarasota
Pasco
Lee
Volusia
Space
Hillsborough
Jacksonville
Pinellas
Palm Beach
CFRTA
Broward
Miami-Dade
SFRTA
TOTAL

Population
Size

85,458
85,459
87,500
88,391
103,000
110,000
149,173
153,924
162,310
170,498
241,305
307,220
389,000
424,355
429,057
468,670
504,891
578,252
827,453
881,705
958,582
1,536,900
1,623,018
2,379,818
5,448,962
18,023,984

Size
Category

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large

Displaced
Displaced TOTAL Displaced
Metric Tons of Metric Tons of
Metric Tons of
GHG from
GHG from
GHG form Mode
Mode Shift,
Congestion Shift + Congestion
2006
Relief, 2006
Relief
228
13
241
137
14
150
76
7
82
146
12
158
888
72
960
1,019
66
1,085
3,512
366
3,878
155
24
179
1,220
185
1,406
62
5
67
82
3
84
687
51
738
1,118
81
1,200
695
37
731
1,835
124
1,959
1,790
131
1,921
751
95
846
9,206
1,297
10,503
9,362
1,128
10,490
8,209
1,162
9,371
8,049
1,162
9,211
25,381
4,557
29,938
28,448
7,344
35,793
82,533
19,819
102,352
14,449
538
14987
199,671
38,268
237,939

Table 2 also provides the summary of the emissions displacement from both mode shift
and congestion relief by transit agencies in 2006. A total of 199,671 metric tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent was displaced by mode shift alone in 2006. The total for congestion relief,
which only occurs for transit during morning and afternoon peak travel times, was a
considerably smaller amount of GHG with Florida transit only displacing 38,268 metric tons of
GHG. The total displacement by transit in 2006 measured here was 237,939 metric tons of
GHG. Next, mode shift and congestion relief displacements will be presented graphically and
discussed in more detail.
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Figure 2: Small Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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Figure 3: Medium Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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In Figure 2, the data reflect the expected relationships for small Florida transit agencies.
On average, small agencies displaced about 850 metric tons of GHG through mode shift and
about 75 metric tons of GHG through congestion relief. The figure shows that among small
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transit agencies, Gainesville stands out. Gainesville shows almost 4,000 metric tons of GHG
displaced by mode shift and congestion relief. In Gainesville, about 3,500 metric tons of GHG
were displaced through mode shift alone and almost 400 metric tons of GHG were displaced by
providing transit service during congested periods. Other agencies reduce less GHG than
Gainesville.
Figure 3 shows the GHG reductions associated with medium size transit agencies in
Florida. Very small systems like the Space Coast have very little GHG reductions whereas
Hillsborough and Jacksonville both reduce over 10,000 metric tons of GHG. On average, these
medium sized systems displaced about 7,000 metric tons through mode shift and about 1,000
metric tons of GHG through congestion relief.
Figure 4 shows the two large transit agencies in Florida in Broward and Miami-Dade.
Miami-Dade has 1.4 times the population of Broward but displaces almost 3 times the amount of
GHG. Miami-Dade moves more people more miles than Broward and displaces more GHG as
a result. Additionally, Miami-Dade has 16 times the population of Gainesville but Miami-Dade
reduces over 22 times the GHG than does Gainesville. This suggests that large urban areas
may be the most efficient at reducing GHG with transit.
Figure 4: Large Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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Figure 5 shows the multicounty regional transportation authorities in Central Florida
(CFRTA) and South Florida (SFRTA). The SFRTA is mostly a commuter rail with limited bus
connector service whereas CFRTA is exclusively a bus service. Despite the geographically
large and heavily populated service area in South Florida, Central Florida moves more people
and displaces more GHG. The congestion relief for SFRTA is particularly anemic because the
measure of congestion relief is sensitive to the number of trips rather than the length of trips.
Passengers on SFRTA take fewer trips but go on average 29 miles per trip compared to CFRTA
passengers who take more trips that go on average 6 miles per trip.
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Figure 5: Central and South Florida Regional Transit Authorities Displaced GHG Emissions
through Mode Shift and Congestion Relief
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Figure 6 shows all of the transit agencies studied. Gainesville no longer stands out
when compared to large urban areas. For its size though, Gainesville is still to be admired.
What is notable now is Miami-Dade. This transit agency displaces over 4 times as much GHG
per person as all the other transit agencies (excluding CFRTA and SFRTA for comparability).
Next, alternative scenarios bear out that large urban areas have the potential to displace a great
deal of GHG with certain kinds of transit investment.
Public transportation use in 2006 in Florida prevented the emission of more than
237,939 metric tons of carbon dioxide, the equivalent of electricity consumption by over 12,000
households. The major finding from the mode shift and congestion relief displacement estimates
is that large urban areas like Miami-Dade displace a larger proportion of GHG compared to their
population. Many passengers in Miami-Dade are probably choice riders that could take
personal auto trips but instead take transit. This accounts for the large volume of trips and
therefore GHG displaced.
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Figure 6: Mode Shift and Congestion Relief Displaced GHG Emissions for All Transit Agencies
Studied by Population Size
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The other notable finding is that small transit agencies like Gainesville can outperform
transit agencies of similar size on trips per capita as well as GHG emissions displacement from
both mode shift and congestion relief. No other counties in Florida can attempt to emulate
Miami-Dade, but Gainesville is a model for all other transit agencies.
The mode shift factor used in the calculations is based on national averages of mode
shift developed for APTA. Tindale Oliver, a limited liability company, conducted a study of
Florida transit agencies that had a recent mode shift survey and estimated higher mode shift
factors by service population area in Florida (see Appendix B). Our report chose to utilize the
more conservative estimates developed for APTA.
APTA believes the advantage of the congestion relief measure is simplicity and that is also its
weakness. The way congestion relief is calculated is that a national average of fuel that would
be wasted in congestion if there were no transit is multiplied by the national average of mode
shift by population size. There are other more sophisticated approaches. However, Florida
transit agencies can convert published figures into displaced emissions quickly and easily
especially with the calculators provided. So the congestion relief calculation used here should
be considered a rough estimate.
The congestion relief calculation of the South Florida Regional Transit Authority is an
underestimate. The formula is based on trips; and since passengers riding SFRTA are on a
train for an average of 29 miles, there are few trips but for long distances. The congestion relief
methodology should be amended to take distance into account. Finally, this approach may
underestimate the congestion impact of public transportation in large urban areas. The
methodology assumes that displaced auto VMT is added to roadways in proportion to existing
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travel patterns by auto (current occupancy rate, spatial and temporal distribution, etc.), while
transit use tends to be high in heavily congested corridors at peak travel times, where
congestion relief benefits are also high. In addition, this approach assumes that the relationship
between traffic volume and congestion is linear, whereas theory would suggest that marginal
trips have exponentially increased impacts (APTA, 2009a).
Chapter 4 develops an emissions calculator to estimate the changes in GHG emissions
and energy savings from the base year 2006 to a planning horizon year, 2017. This chapter
runs three growth scenarios. The Trend Scenario has transit passenger miles traveled growing
at the historical rate of 4.81 percent. Transit ridership grows with increased population. In the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario, transit ridership grows at twice the rate of the Trend
Scenario at 9.62 percent increase in passenger miles annually. In the Metro Areas Scenario,
transit ridership grows at a rate, 10.05 percent annually, slightly higher than the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario. The higher rate of growth is concentrated in the metropolitan areas
including Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Duval, Hillsborough, Pinellas and Orange
Counties. Passenger miles in the non-metro areas only grow at the historical average of 4.81
percent.
The steps to calculate mode shift scenarios from 2006 to 2017 include:
1. Quantify Data for each Transit Mode
2. Calculate Annual Auto VMT Reductions
3. Calculate Energy Savings from Annual Auto VMT Reductions
4. Calculate GHG Emissions from Energy Savings and Annual Auto VMT Reductions
5. Convert GHG Emissions for Auto Trip Reductions to Metric Tons of GHG
6. Calculate GHG Emissions from Change in Transit Use for each Mode
7. Convert GHG Emissions for each Transit Mode to Metric Tons of GHG
8. Calculate Net GHG Emissions for each Transit Mode
9. Sum GHG Emissions for All Modes for the Given Agency
10. Aggregate Agency Totals for Statewide Total
The emissions calculator scenarios paint three very different pictures of the future
implications of transit in the state of Florida. Figure 7 shows the total net change in GHG
emissions overall and the breakdown by agency size and for the state as a whole. Figure 8
shows the corresponding net energy change measured in gallons of gasoline for the same
scenarios and area size. The Trend Scenario produces a net gain in GHG emissions while the
two alternative scenarios, the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario and the Metro Areas
Scenario, produce a net reduction in GHG emissions.
The Trend Scenario has an increase of 176,000 metric tons of GHG in 2017. This
scenario assumes the historically low passenger loads and as a result, shows a net gain in
GHG emissions for the year 2017 from 2006 levels.
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Figure 7: Summary of GHG change by Scenario, Year 2017 Estimates
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Figure 8: Gallons of Gasoline Saved by Scenario and Area Size, Year 2017
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If passenger miles of public transportation were to increase at double the rate of the
Trend Scenario, from 4.81 percent to 9.62 percent, using the approach set forth in the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario, the change in GHG emissions between 2006 and 2017
would be a substantial net reduction. The total net change in GHG emissions for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario is -333,000 metric tons in 2017. Although the net reduction in GHG
emissions is a vast improvement over the Trend Scenario, the small and medium service area
populations served by transit have a minimal impact on the overall net reduction in GHG
emissions for this scenario. The areas served by transit with a small service area population
have the least amount of net GHG emission reductions. The lowest net GHG emissions were
by the Gainesville Regional Transit System. In the medium service area agencies, again the
Space Coast Area Transit has the least GHG emission reduction. The areas served by transit
with large service area populations also have the greatest reduction in net GHG emissions for
the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. With the exception of one agency these emissions
correlate with the service area population size; approximately 75 percent of the net reduction in
GHG emissions for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario come from areas served by
transit agencies with large service area populations.
If passenger miles of public transportation were to increase in metro areas by 10.05
annual percent, the change in GHG emissions between 2006 and 2017 would be a net
reduction. The total net change in GHG emissions for the state of Florida for the Metro Areas
Scenario is -309,000 metric tons for 2017. There is an extremely high range of values in net
GHG emissions amongst the 25 transit agencies. The greatest net reduction of GHG emissions
by far is Miami-Dade Transit with a net emission reduction of 132,000 metric tons. The transit
agencies serving non-metro areas, which include both small service area populations and
medium service area populations, have the same net GHG emissions as in the Trend Scenario,
described above. All of the non-metro area agencies have a net gain in GHG emissions.
Miami-Dade Transit is an extreme outlier. The area served by Miami-Dade Transit has
the greatest amount of net GHG emission reductions amongst any agency for the Metro Areas
Scenario with -132,000 metric tons. This is almost three times the reductions of any other area
served by transit in the state and can be attributed to its large service area population (more
people means there are more opportunities to reduce auto trips and thus emissions). It is clear
from the findings that the areas served by transit with large service area populations have the
most impact within all three scenarios, producing both the largest net gain in GHG emissions
(Trend) as well as the largest net reduction in GHG emissions (Aggressive Statewide Growth
and Metro Areas) over the other two categories, small and medium.
There are no energy savings for the year 2017 from 2006 levels for the Trend Scenario
and an excess of just over twelve million gallons of gasoline would be burned under this
scenario. The total net change in GHG emissions for the state of Florida for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario is accompanied by energy savings of nearly 56 million gallons of
gasoline in 2017. The total net change in GHG emissions for the state of Florida for the Metro
Areas Scenario is associated energy savings of over 55 million gallons of gasoline for 2017.
In the final analysis, all of these scenarios beat the Climate Action Team goal of doubling
ridership (passenger miles) in the state of Florida by 2025 (Florida Climate Action Team, 2007).
By 2021, passenger miles will double under the least aggressive Trend Scenario from 2006
levels and will be almost two and a half times the 2006 levels by 2025. However given the
assumptions in this report, the Trend Scenario of growing transit ridership by an annual increase
in passenger miles by 4.81 percent will not reduce GHG or fuel consumption between the years
2006 and 2017. In fact, GHG and fuel use will increase over that time period under this
scenario. The Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario assumes that the average increase in
passenger miles will double to 9.62 percent annually, a 100 percent increase from the Trend
Scenario. This scenario shows the maximum reduction in GHG compared to both the Trend
and Metro Areas Scenarios (See Figure 7). As expected, the Aggressive Statewide Growth is
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associated with a reduction in gallons of gasoline slightly over the Metro Areas Scenario.
Remember, the Metro Areas Scenario assumes that non-metro areas’ transit growth in
passenger miles would follow historical averages and grow by 4.81 percent annually (same as
the Trend Scenario). This scenario assumes growth in passenger miles by 10.05 percent
annually in the metro areas only between years 2006 and 2017.
It could be assumed from this assessment that concentrating growth in areas with large
service area populations would produce the largest net reduction in GHG emissions. However,
as the Metro Areas Scenario exhibits, when aggregated to a statewide total, ignoring the areas
served by transit with small service area populations has negative effects. Thus the findings
show that growth in transit ridership throughout the entire state of Florida, as in the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario, would produce the greatest amount of net reductions in GHG
emissions from transit in the year 2017.
The key limitation of this study is: “How might transit agencies increase passenger miles
by the assumed rates?” The Trend Scenario simply assumes the same rate of growth and this
trend will likely continue. But the Metro Areas and Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenarios
assume an annual doubling or even more in passenger miles. To achieve the beneficial results
of the 2006 to 2017 expansion scenarios, agencies should continue focusing on strategies such
as increasing ridership, optimizing routes to increase vehicle passenger loads, improving transit
access and comfort, and improving speed and reliability. Public transit will have to attract more
choice riders (riders who are able to use personal vehicles but choose to take transit). Large
transit agencies with joint development projects around transit stations can also promote
compact development in and around transit nodes and look for other ways to mitigate
congestion. Recent American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding opportunities
rewarded transit agencies looking for ways to reduce emissions by “greening” their transit fleet,
buying lower emitting, alternative fuel and lighter vehicles. Many Florida transit agencies
applied for ARRA funding or are greening their fleets independently.
The purpose of this study is to provide some guidance to the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) Transit Office with expected effects on GHG and fuel consumption under
different growth scenarios. The crucial question of how to increase passenger miles by transit
agencies is beyond the scope of this report. However, if transit agencies have limited revenue
to implement passenger mile increases then the FDOT Transit Office may wish to concentrate
dollars and effort in the metropolitan area. This would likely be the most cost effective
investment to reduce GHG. These areas alone in the Metro Areas Scenario reduce almost as
much GHG and gallons of gasoline as the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. The Transit
Office would need to invest and focus on eight transit agencies rather than two dozen or more.
However, for maximum energy efficiency and emissions reduction the Aggressive Statewide
Growth Scenario is the best.
When this project started, the assumption was that efficient transit reduces GHG and the
methods developed in this project, as well as other national and international efforts, could
reliably measure the reduction. If transit agencies could show measurable reductions in GHG,
transit may be able to (1) receive revenue from allowance auctions from a cap and trade system
and, (2) to a lesser degree, qualify as GHG offset projects. Both offsets and allocations
potentially mean more funding for transit. See Chapter 5 and Appendix A for more information.
Central to the motivations of this report is having policy makers recognize and
acknowledge public transit as a strategy to reduce GHG in the transportation sector. A key way
to support transit in this role is though new dedicated funding sources, such as from upcoming
cap and trade legislation. There are various options for distributing greenhouse gas emission
auction allowances under a cap-and-trade program. Auction allowances represent a significant
source of revenue and can be used to compensate firms or individuals affected by climate
change policy or to raise funds for other socially desirable policy objectives, such as renewable
energy, public transportation and rail investments (Pew Center on Global Climate Change,
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2008a). However, this depends on which legislation is implemented in a federal cap and trade
system.
During the 2008 Congressional session, the Senate Lieberman-Warner Bill (S. 2191
and S. 3036) would have provided up to 2.75 percent of cap and trade emission allowance
revenue for transit, worth an estimated $3 billion in new annual funding. This bill was not
approved. Over one year later, the U.S. House of Representatives approved its version of a
climate bill sponsored by Representatives Waxman and Markey (H.R. 2454). This more recent
House bill fails to provide guaranteed transit investment funding and potentially only sets aside
one percent of the auction revenue to transit, or less than $1 billion in new annual funding
(APTA, 2009b).
A proposed amendment to a climate change bill called Clean Tea would direct more
funding to clean transportation investments including public transportation and passenger rail.
The Clean Tea amendment to a similar Senate bill would allocate 10 percent, or roughly $10
billion annually, of the emission allowances for new investment in transit and other strategies
that reduce vehicular emissions (APTA, 2009b).
Table 4 shows the estimated additional revenue potentially available to public transit and
rail from recent federal cap and trade bills. The 2008 Liberman-Warner Senate bill would
increase the Federal Transit Administration appropriations by 20 percent. The current 2009
Waxman-Markey House-approved bill would only increase those appropriations by less than
eight percent. If the Senate Clean Tea amendment to a Senate climate change bill is
implemented, the appropriation to the Federal Transit Administration could increase up to 45
percent.
Table 4: Estimated Additional Revenue to Public Transit and Rail from Recent Federal Cap and
Trade Bills based on Federal Transit Administration Appropriations History*

2008 Senate Lieberman-Warner Bill
2009 House Waxman-Markey Bill

Additional Revenue to Public
Transportation and Rail from
Proposed Federal Cap and Trade
Bills
$3,000,000,000
>$1,000,000,000

2009 Senate Clean Tea Amendment
to House Waxman-Markey Bill

$10,000,000,000

Expected funding in 2012**
Plus Addiditional Funding
from Cap and Trade Bill
$15,121,650,524
>$13,121,650,524

$22,121,650,524

Percentage
Increase
20%
>8%

45%

*2009 Dollars
** assuming an 8% average increase in appropriations to FTA

Due to other legislative priorities, the Clean Tea amendment has not yet been voted on
in the Senate. It is unclear if the U.S. Congressional and Executive offices will meet the
December 2009 deadline for developing a cap and trade system in time for the United Nations
Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen. Since allocation of auction revenue is the most
contentious issue, the allocation methodology may be developed after the Copenhagen
meeting. Additional funding for transit from cap and trade legislation, whether an eight or 45
percent increase is undecided at this date.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Introduction
This report began in June of 2008 around the time that Florida Governor Crist’s Action
Team on Energy and Climate Change was creating the Florida Climate Change Action Plan
(Florida Climate Action Team, 2007). The plan, completed in late 2008, includes strategies to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, including recommendations for proposed legislation
for consideration by the Florida Legislature. The team was comprised of several technical
working groups (TWG); including a transportation and land use TWG. The authors of this report
communicated with the facilitator of the TWG to raise awareness of public transportation as a
strategy to meeting the goals of the plan and to make them aware of the study and its methods.
Both of these objectives were met. In fact the analytical techniques in this report, especially of
the expansion scenarios, have been utilized by the nonpartisan Center for Climate Strategies in
an Economic Analysis and Study Review of Southern Region Climate Policy Options at the
Southern Governors' Annual Meeting in August of 2009 (Center for Climate Strategies, 2009).
Around July of 2008, the principal investigator of this report joined the Climate Change
Standards Working Group of the American Public Transportation Association (APTA). The
methodologies for the Climate Change Standards Working Group and this report developed in
tandem. The APTA Climate Change Standards were published September 22, 2009. Building
on the work by APTA (2009a), this project seeks to produce measurable criteria that can be
used by transportation agencies to determine (1) levels of GHG displacement by transit service
in Florida and (2) under what circumstances the investment in transit service will reduce net
energy consumption and provide considerable net benefits in terms of GHG emission reduction.
The reduction of GHG occurs through the offset of trips that would otherwise be made by private
automobiles in general and in congestion. The GHG offset from the displacement of private
vehicle trips by transit is the focus of the analysis as opposed to reductions in emissions from
public transit itself.
This research is important for several reasons. Although it was originally designed to do
so, it no longer seeks to make a case for transit’s participation within emerging carbon markets
as offset projects (see Appendix A). The change is purposeful: transportation may be a sector
that is capped in a cap and trade system and, thus by definition, may not be eligible for potential
offset revenues. If transit emissions are capped, this research provides some guidance to
agencies seeking to demonstrate progress towards GHG emission reduction goals. The
methodology and measurement of displaced GHG from transit in and of itself communicates to
policy makers the value of public transportation beyond mobility. Just now, policy makers are
debating the benefit of providing climate change cap and trade auction allocation revenues to
transit in ways that could significantly increase the budget for the Federal Transit Administration
to respond to climate change (Blumenauer, 2009). Outside of climate considerations, there is
research that suggests GHG reduction improves air quality, promotes walking and efficient land
us which lead to public health benefits. As an example, the pollutants that affect ozone are the
principle components of smog, a leading cause of asthma symptoms in urban areas; therefore
by reducing GHG emissions, transit can decrease the overall emissions including those
responsible for smog.
This report includes the text, 25 emissions calculators in Microsoft Excel for transit
agencies and regional transit authorities in Florida and a user’s guide to the calculators. Transit
agencies may find it useful to update the data within the calculators annually to monitor the
amount of GHG displacement that is occurring. The calculators should also be useful for grant
applications and investment decision making with respect to GHG reduction.
The remainder of this chapter reviews the scientific evidence on climate change and
public transportation as one strategy to address climate change and evaluates GHG calculators
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such as the ones developed here. The second chapter reviews the scientific literature as well
as findings from transportation planners and transit agencies on emerging and current practices
of GHG reduction. The third chapter discusses the methodology and quantifies the baseline
level of GHG reduction due to displaced trips in the year 2006 for qualifying transit agencies.
Chapter 4 develops methods for estimating the net GHG change in different scenarios from the
year 2006 to 2017. The final chapter presents different funding scenarios for transit from recent
federal cap and trade bills and discusses the role of advocacy in shaping awareness of the
benefits of transit.

Background
It has long been recognized that fossil fuel burning has caused increasing levels of
carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere, beyond what can be considered a natural background.
An observational program begun in the 1950s documented the annual increase in CO2. That
led to widespread scientific and public policy consensus in the form of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change in 1994, which created the Kyoto Protocol in 1997
(United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2009). Collectively, the scientific
consensus on anthropogenic involvement in global warming has been clarified since the
publication of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th Assessment Report
(IPCC, 2007a).
Concentrations of each of the GHGs including carbon dioxide, methane, ozone, and
nitrous oxide are increasing. These increases are inextricably tied to burning of fossil fuels.
The concentrations of CO2, in particular, are higher than at any time in the past 650,000 years
on earth. Many of these greenhouse gases are also hazardous pollutants to human health in
their own right, in addition to being attributed to increased global mean temperatures. In
particular, ozone is a pollutant when present in the lower atmosphere and is also a greenhouse
gas. Ozone is already regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA,2008e)
and monitored in each state, as are those anthropogenic gases that contribute to acid rain and
photochemical smog (in particular oxides of nitrogen and sulfur). Aerosols are also regulated
and monitored by the EPA and all states.
It is critical that public policy makers embrace this scientific consensus and take action to
mitigate climate change globally and locally. Action has occurred internationally and in many
U.S. States, including Florida. In addition to the Florida Climate Action Plan, Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) adopted California automobile fuel economy
standards in January 2009 but it was not ratified by the Florida Legislature later that year. In the
meantime, the EPA has moved to either adopt or infuse California standards into national policy
which will make GHG reductions and moves the U.S. closer to the Kyoto-level goals (US EPA,
2009b).
In Florida, transportation accounts for up to 44 percent of total statewide emissions,
which is larger than the EPA national estimate of 33 percent for the sector (US EPA, 2009a).
Florida is within the top ten states with the most transportation-related GHG emissions among
all 50 states. The trend is upward towards emissions increase. In spite of increased automobile
fuel economy, the number of passenger miles driven and spent idling in traffic has increased
over time, more than compensating for the fuel efficiency. Electrical utility generation due to
burning of coal and natural gas at large power plants accounts for nearly 50 percent of all
Florida emissions. It is clear that transportation reductions should concentrate on reduction of
vehicle miles traveled by light duty vehicles, including automobiles and light trucks, as these
account for nearly two thirds of all transportation-related emissions. As the third largest state
and a state with among the highest proportion of emissions coming from transportation,
Florida’s transportation sector stands to play a major role in how emission reductions are
calculated.
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Florida expectations from the yet to be implemented Climate Action Plan are for
accelerated reductions to be in place by 2017, faster than IPCC 2020 goals (Florida Climate
Action Team, 2007). Emissions calculators, like those developed in this report, are among the
most effective tools that can be used to estimate impacts of GHG emissions and are utilized and
recommended by the IPCC. Much work remains to be done in this area to accurately reflect the
science used in the climate models.
In the IPCC (2007b) mitigation report, all impacts are rated in terms of both their overall
impact as well as how well-established the evidence is for the impacts. In the vernacular of the
IPCC, most transportation impacts are rated as “medium to high” scientific agreement, with
“medium to much” evidence, which bodes well for mitigation in the transportation sector in
general. The IPCC expects that changes in lifestyle and behavior patterns will contribute to
climate change mitigation across all sectors.
Among the key recommendations are the following (IPCC, 2007b):
• More fuel-efficient vehicles, including
o Hybrid vehicles
o Cleaner diesel vehicles
o Increased use of biofuels and non-gasoline fuels (e.g., propane)
• Modal shifts from road transport to rail and public transportation systems
• Increased use of non-motorized transport (including cycling and walking)
• Better land-use and transportation grid planning
Scientific consensus presented by the IPCC (2007a) documents the extent to which
international action can mitigate changes in global mean temperature (Figure 1.1). Model
calculations are being performed now in preparation for the 5th generation Assessment Report
of the IPCC, which is scheduled to be released in 2012. There are six scenarios covered in the
2005 report that highlight the need for GHG mitigation and climate action in a global context.
Scenario I in Figure 1.1 is the most aggressive in terms of expected reductions across all
sectors, and will be difficult to achieve. It is the one that many nations are actively pursuing and
striving to meet. Scenario VI, which assumes virtually unlimited growth of emissions and lack of
controls, is foreboding and has serious implications on Florida in particular.
In a subtropical to tropical coastal state like Florida, climate simulations are inconsistent
in their determination of a “future Florida climate” – some scenarios produce a warmer climate,
some cooler; some are wetter and some are drier. However, the models all agree that
Floridians are more likely to be impacted by increased sea levels and hurricane activity as well
as drought and flooding events (Emanuel, 2007). These scenarios are all projected to the year
2100 in terms of changes in GHG.
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Figure 1.1: Equilibrium global mean temperature increase above the preindustrial (ca. 1850)
era in degrees Celsius (°C), plotted as a function of the concentration in GHG stabilization level
assumed in parts per million CO2 equivalent (IPCC, 2007b).

FDEP has not certified or established any emission calculator for use in Florida. This
project has chosen to use national models for the calculations. Transportation emissions should
not be neglected in any calculation of inventory of GHG for Florida for several reasons; the
relatively high percentage of emissions that come from the transportation sector and findings
that the transportation sector has the potential to be the fastest growing sector for emissions
(Wright & Fulton, 2005). Given recent regulatory actions by the EPA and proposed rulemaking
to regulate greenhouse gas emissions under the Clean Air Act (US EPA, 2009b), it is likely that
both the power generation and transportation sectors will be regulated in such a way to reduce
or at least halt their emissions growth.
It is no surprise that the public transit GHG calculator from King County, Washington that
served as the basis of the American Public Transportation Association’s Climate Change
Standard (APTA, 2009a) was created by the first U.S. metropolitan area to achieve compliance
with the Kyoto protocol. One limitation is that this calculator and all others do not take into
account climate variables such as temperature and humidity. Gas solubility is dependent on
temperature and water vapor content is also related to some chemical reactions and gas
exchange rates (National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2009). These topics are
discussed in the ecological literature but not in the energy sector to any large extent. After
deliberation, it appears the King County and APTA (2009a) calculator is the most suitable for
use for this project.
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Figure 1.2: Florida Ozone Compliance Values, based on DEP monitors, 2006-2008 (Courtesy
Florida Department of Environmental Protection, 2009).1

The EPA presently regulates several gases as pollutants and Florida may be reaching
non-attainment in many counties for the GHG ozone in 2009 (FDEP, 2009; see Figure 1.2). A
total of nine counties would likely be determined by the EPA to be in non-attainment status
based on 2006-2008 measurements. Trends in air quality are generally improving in most
areas over the past decade for Florida, according to FDEP. However, observations show that
many areas are just below the new non-attainment threshold. Under present definitions of nonattainment and compared to some past observations, it could be argued by some that Florida’s
air quality is deteriorating (Center for Enterprise Development, 2004). Although recognition of
the GHG reduction generated by transit may not be part of any current regulatory scheme, it will
clearly be an important part of air quality improvement in general. If transit is part a strategy to
reduce GHG, it will also improve air quality.

1

The original figure has been modified to highlight those regions (in orange) with 74 or 75 parts
per billion measurements, placing them just outside of the non-attainment limits. Preliminary
data from 2009 suggest that Bay, Manatee, and Sarasota Counties (illustrated by green
triangles inside red polygons) may not be in violation once final results are in for the year (K.
Stevens, personal communication, 2009), but that the remaining six counties will be in nonattainment.
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Florida will not likely be moving towards emissions testing, so will use estimates of GHG
emissions from vehicle tailpipes to account for emissions from the transportation sector. This
report is the beginning of a system that generates such statewide emissions inventory. By
examining the relative proportion of emissions from various future scenarios for transit use, for
example, we begin to gain an understanding of the relative savings that can be gained by
modifications in transit systems, or by other changes in behavior, such as land use, or use of
other modes of transit, or other forms of trips (e.g., reductions of short trips with cold starts,
which produce a large portion of automotive emissions). Use of more efficient fuel-economy
standards and reducing trips in personal vehicles will surely play a role in needed GHG
reduction. This report shows that there are real savings that can be made by smart uses of
public transit systems.
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Chapter 2: Transit Related GHG Displacement-Literature Review
In order to produce the mode shift and congestion relief baseline 2006 and mode shift
projections from 2006 to 2017 several investigations were undertaken. First, the peer-reviewed
and practice literatures were reviewed to identify emerging methods for quantifying potential
reductions of GHG emissions as well as potential energy savings by transit trip displacement of
travel by private automobiles. It also identifies policy experiments developed to achieve those
same goals. Second, the literature review was supplemented with data from interviews with
transportation researchers, expert practitioners--within Florida transportation and transit
planning agencies and leading transportation agencies nationwide--to determine current and
emerging practices for estimating GHG emissions and energy savings induced by the increased
use of transit.
The literature review and interviews informed the methods for estimating potential GHG
emission reductions and energy savings at the base year of 2006 and also for a planning
horizon year of 2017 for various transit investment scenarios, and identified the best and most
readily available sources of data for executing those calculations. In most cases, the estimations
are based on information of trip characteristics contained in the National Transit Database
(NTD, 2008) and National Household Travel Survey (NHTS, 2008). Data on emissions
estimates produced by vehicles came from U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA
2008c).
These data were employed to provide 2006 baseline estimates for 25 transit agencies in
Florida and to aggregate those estimates to the state level in order to project an estimate of the
Florida-wide impact of public transportation on greenhouse gas emissions reduction and energy
savings in 2017. In addition to the baseline estimates, the effects of three different transit
investment scenarios on GHG emissions and energy savings, between 2006 and 2017, were
compared. Those scenarios included (1) a business-as-usual scenario in which transit
investment produces absolute annual increases in ridership but transit in general loses ground
over time to personal vehicles in terms of mode share; (2) a scenario in which transit investment
is substantially increased throughout the state in order to produce an increase in transit
ridership throughout the state at a rate that displaces a portion of the travel by the personal
automobile; and (3) a scenario in which transit investment is substantially increased in areas of
the state where higher transit ridership already exists (given the same aggregated increase in
ridership for the state used in scenario 2, yet concentrated in several metropolitan areas in
Florida). The three scenarios are then compared. In return, the comparison of these
alternatives will identify the transit investments that have the most potential in reducing GHG
emissions and increasing energy savings.

Literature Review
Peer-reviewed and transportation planning practice literatures were reviewed to identify
emerging methods for quantifying potential reductions of GHG emissions and potential energy
savings by transit trip displacement of travel by private automobiles and to identify policy
experiments developed to achieve those same goals. The literature identified potential energy
savings and benefits from transit. These were deployed to quantify mode shift and congestion
relief on energy consumption and GHG emissions for the baseline year of 2006 as well as
extended the mode shift methodology on GHG emissions and energy savings in expansion
scenarios to the year 2017. This report synthesizes available information and produces a
compendium of the knowledge available on transit’s ability to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
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Because of its focus on methods, this literature review is relatively focused. A broader
overview is currently being undertaken by the Transit Cooperative Research Program in
“Greenhouse Gas Emissions Savings from Transit,” which includes discussions of the potential
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by increasing ridership on existing transit, shifting single
occupancy vehicle travel to targeted new transit investments, using transit to facilitate compact
development, and minimizing transit’s emissions from its own operations and construction
(Transportation Research Board, 2009b).
Overview: Energy savings and benefits from transit
The transportation sector, led by use of the personal automobile, has been cited as a
major and the fastest growing human contributor to increased GHG emissions and to global
climate change. Transportation is by far the largest consumer of energy by sector (compared to
industrial, residential, and commercial sectors) in the nation, consuming around 26 quadrillion
BTUs of energy, nearly 98 percent of it derived from petroleum-based energy sources. It is
estimated that transport accounts for 14 percent of global GHG emissions, with the vast majority
of these emissions produced by the roadway passenger and freight vehicle transportation
(Hensher, 1997). In the U.S. the percentage is higher: the transportation sector accounts for 27
percent of GHG emissions (US EPA, 2005).
Today, around 78 percent of daily commuters travel by single occupancy private
automobile (Davis & Hale, 2007). Increasing the use of public transportation is seen by many
as a key tactic to any strategy aimed at reducing emissions and reducing fuel (oil) consumption
by encouraging travelers to use public transit for their daily travel needs instead of private
automobile (see, for instance, Transportation Research Board, 1997). It has been estimated that
if a mode shift were to occur where all travel was done using private automobiles and public
transit was not used, approximately 16.2 million metric tons of extra CO2 per year would
emitted. For every person that switches from private, single-occupancy automobile to public
transit, one pound of CO2 per day is saved (Davis & Hale, 2007). Shapiro, Hassett, and Arnold
(2002) found the use of public transportation produces 90 percent less Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) and 50 percent less Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) than private automobiles. Both
of these gases contribute to ground level ozone. It is also estimated that if those traveling in the
United States were to make public transportation their mode choice in ten percent of their daily
travel needs, this would reduce oil consumption by nearly 40 percent, saving the same amount
of energy that is used by the petrochemical and food production industries currently.
Calculating GHG Savings from Transit
Recently, a handful of methods have been proposed for calculating the potential GHG
savings from transit provision. Among these is that developed by American Public
Transportation Association’s Climate Change Standards Working Group in 2009.The following
discussion uses the APTA methodology as a framework for organizing detailed information
about the calculation techniques.
As noted earlier, transit potentially displaces emissions through the direct offset of
personal vehicles, reducing congestion, and supporting compact development. Transit
produces emissions from its vehicles, their production, and their maintenance. Typically,
calculations at a minimum consider direct offset of vehicle trips and the emissions produced by
transit vehicles in order to measure net impacts. Such an analysis is undertaken in this report in
the expansion scenarios. More comprehensive analyses may also undertake consideration of
the congestion reduction benefits (which we do) and the compact development benefits (we do
not) of transit. Very few analyses, usually undertaken at the national scale, attempt to also
consider all the ways in which transit contributes to GHG emissions, largely because the data
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are not available or easily collected (See Figure 2.1 for a diagram of emissions produced and
displaced by transit).

Figure 2.1: Emissions Produced and Displaced by Transit

Source: APTA, 2009a

Emissions Displaced by Transit
Some researchers and transit advocates contend that by moving more people with fewer
vehicles, public transportation reduces greenhouse gas emissions. Davis and Hale (2007)
estimate that in the U.S. in 2005, public transportation reduced CO2 emissions by 3.9 million
metric tons. Furthermore they state that an average commuter who shifts his home to job
commute from his personal vehicle to public transit reduces his resulting emissions of GHGs by
the equivalent of 4,800 pounds of CO2 a year (Davis & Hale, 2007). A U.S. household’s carbon
footprint can be reduced by 25-30 percent in a year if that household travels primarily by transit
(Davis & Hale, 2007).
Their calculations are as follows:
• If current public transportation riders were to use personal vehicles instead of transit they
would generate 16.2 million metric tons of CO2.
• Actual operation of public transit vehicles, however, resulted in only 12.3 million metric
tons of these emissions.
• Therefore, the difference between the industry’s emissions and the trips it offset is 3.9
million metric tons of GHG emissions that would have occurred without transit.
The math appears relatively straightforward. It is complicated however by a number of
factors. These include being able to estimate the amount of the shift to personal vehicle travel
or other means of travel that would occur in the absence of transit service, the relative
“directness” of transit versus personal vehicle trips, and the methods for estimating transit’s own
emissions. A discussion of each follows.
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Calculating Mode Shift
Moving trips from personal vehicles to transit vehicles is deemed the primary way that
transit service reduces GHG emissions. Each trip taken in a transit vehicle—and not in a
personal vehicle—may have a direct, immediate reduction in GHG emissions related to that trip.
Passenger loads on transit vehicles, measured as load factors, partly determine the extent to
which GHG reductions will be realized by transit trips. If a transit vehicle carries very few
passengers, the overall efficiency of transit in terms of GHG production is lessened. Transit
vehicles may produce their own emissions (as is the case with most Florida buses), and if very
few passengers are on the vehicle, the transit vehicle may (depending on its make, model and
source of energy for propulsion) emit more GHG than if those trips were taken in personal
vehicles.
In their calculations, Davis and Hale (2007) assume all transit trips would otherwise be
made by personal vehicle. On its face that appears reasonable. But it does not take into
account the fact that, as ubiquitous as auto ownership is in the U.S., it is not universal. Most
transit riders are, in fact, transit dependent, meaning that they do not have access to a personal
vehicle either because they cannot afford to drive, are prohibited from driving for some other
reason (age or physical ability), or chose not to own a personal vehicle. If transit were not
available, some transit riders would either not take the trip or would take it by some other, nonmotorized means of travel.
It has become the practice to employ a mode shift factor in order to estimate the
proportion of personal automobile trips that transit would displace. A mode shift factor is a
calculation of the ratio of displaced VMT to transit passenger miles (see APTA, 2009a). The
mode shift factor estimates the proportion of transit trips taken by individuals that chose transit
over personal vehicle travel, taken either by a car in their household or by deploying a car in the
household of an acquaintance. In some ways, therefore, the mode shift factor roughly estimates
the proportion of “choice riders’” currently using transit compared to all riders. Public transit
modes associated with higher percentages of choice riders, are, hence, associated with higher
mode shift factors. For example, if an agency reports 100,000 passenger miles in a given
month and calculates a mode shift factor of 0.6, it would estimate that it displaced 60,000 VMT
by personal automobile. Put another way, this means that an additional 60,000 VMT would have
been produced by personal vehicles in the absence of transit service.
In order to estimate the modes and the amount of travel that would replace transit travel
if transit did not exist, four methods are most often employed; simulating the absence of transit
in travel demand models (TDM); examining travel behavior during interruptions to transit
service; querying transit riders about their travel alternatives; and, if not enough data are
available, using a set of standards based on population size to estimate mode shift.
A mode shift factor can be determined with TDM outputs by removing transit from the
model or constraining transit and determining the level of impact it has on system performance.
A travel demand model is usually composed of four-steps: 1) trip generation; 2) trip distribution;
3) mode choice; and 4) trip assignment. Of the four steps, the third step, mode choice, is the
point at which traveler trip mode choices are predicted according to the various travel modes,
such as auto, transit, and walking. The most sophisticated models are capable of generating
predictive information about “what if” scenarios illustrating the potential outcomes of various
improvements to transit service, including changes in headway, cost of travel, and shorter travel
time. In order to compute mode shift a comparison is made between at least two scenarios: one
without transit and one with transit service in place (APTA, 2009a)
Discreet choice models within travel demand models predict decisions made by persons
based on several variables such as socio-economic status, mode preference and prospective
policy changes such as transit system improvements and changes in land use (Koppelman &
Bhat, 2006). Such models use a set of two assumptions to predict travel behavior. The first
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assumption is that people are essentially rational decision makers. This means that people will
choose the best available alternative as long as they have a choice between at least two
alternatives. The second assumption is utility maximization. This assumes that people will
choose the alternative with the highest utility value to them. This technique usually requires
extensive amounts of data for a region and requires technical knowledge on various practices
and software used for discreet choice model. The model uses a series of algorithms to
determine utility levels for each mode of transportation and has the capability of comparing
alternatives. For example, if a person has the option to commute to work via auto, transit,
walking or biking, the user will choose the one that has the most value to them based on
specific variables such as travel time. If transit offers the shortest travel time, then transit offers
the most utility for the user. The model also uses socio-economic data such as household
income and automobile ownership to predict travel behaviors and these variables can influence
mode preference (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006).
The second approach uses natural experiments to quantify mode shift (APTA, 2009a).
The natural experiments approach takes advantage of times where the transit systems have
been halted for a variety of reasons (i.e., union strikes, natural disasters, etc.) and assesses
travel behaviors and traffic during the time that transit remains out-of-service. For example, a
natural experiment may have been used during the New York City Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA) strike in December of 2005 and the Los Angeles MTA strike in 2003.
The third approach uses on-board survey-based data to estimate a mode shift factor and
apply to it an agency’s passenger mileage. The APTA methodology discussed later employs
this approach. It queries information from users to identify those that have chosen transit as an
alternative to driving a private automobile. The survey gathers how many people on the bus are
choosing to ride transit and gathers information about their auto ownership. Transit agencies
may undertake a rider survey to determine how many users would not make the trip if transit
service were unavailable. These sample data sets can provide enough information to estimate a
mode shift factor. The use of survey-based data can be used to determine mode shift by using
responses of user preferences.
Finally, if none of these methods are feasible a default mode shift factor value is used by
agency type. This approach uses estimates provided by Transit Performance Monitoring
Systems (TPMS). A program funded through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and
administered by APTA, TPMS compiles and analyses data collected from transit operators
through passenger surveys with the purpose of informing public officials on the benefits and
services that transit provides. The data are received from voluntarily participating transit
agencies. The information found within the TPMS organizes data by agencies size. By using
TPMS, this approach assigns a value to the mode shift factor based on the population size and
mode share estimates found in these areas. This method is relatively robust and does not
require the level of sophistication required to operate a TDM. Therefore, these data are
available to most transit agencies and provide an estimate from the samples made available
through TPMS. In this report, the mode shift factors are derived by the on-board travel survey
data collected by the Transit Performance Monitoring System and summarized by APTA
(2009a; for an alternative set of mode shift factors for Florida, see Appendix B). These mode
shift factors take into account that not all transit riders have access to private automobiles. The
number of trips displaced by each transit trip is estimated to be less than one (meaning if transit
were not provided, some of the trips taken on transit would either be accomplished by walking
or biking or not be taken at all).
Indirectness of Transit Trips
The mode shift estimates assume that transit trips and displaced trips are equal length;
subjecting results to bias (APTA, 2009a). In order to estimate the annual auto VMT reductions
that were displaced by each new passenger mile traveled due to increased transit use, the total
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passenger miles for 2006 and 2017 were multiplied by the ratio of VMT to passenger miles
provided by APTA (Shapiro et al., 2002), 0.826, to create the VMT-equivalent of passenger
miles for transit. This ratio took into account the generally less direct or longer trip length, a
characteristic of transit use (Shapiro, et al., 2002). The VMT-equivalent was then multiplied by
the mode shift factor, discussed below, to calculate the annual auto VMT reductions.
Transit reduction of congestion
Increased transit use may also relieve traffic congestion. Transit is estimated to save
about 340 million gallons of fuel that would otherwise have been burned by slowed or standing
vehicles (Davis & Hale, 2007). Because an engine produces its largest amounts of polluting
emissions when the car is moving at slower speeds or is idling, this fuel savings is associated
with additional reductions in CO2 emissions and other GHGs.
According to the research done by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI), daily VMT in
urbanized areas has increased from about 1.5 million in 1982 to nearly 4 million in 2006. The
increase in VMT has led to increased congestion. Hale and Davis and Hale (2007) measured
congestion using annual hours of total delay from 1982 to 2006. They have found that as VMT
has increased, the annual hours of total delay have as well. In 1982, there were just under 1
million annual hours of total delay; by 2006 this number has risen to over 4 million annual hours
of total delay. It has been estimated that public transit, even in its current form, saves the
American commuters 5 billion hours of delay and about 340 million gallons of fuel that would
have otherwise been burned by standing or waiting vehicles (Davis & Hale, 2007).
Regular route public transportation service on buses and trains provides a significant
amount of peak-period travel in the most congested corridors and urban areas in the U.S. In
contrast to roads, transit ridership is usually concentrated in a relatively small portion of the
urban area. These areas are often the most congested and the locations where additional road
capacity is difficult to construct. Downtowns and other large employment centers in major urban
regions would have much more congestion without public transportation service (Schrank &
Lomax, 2009).
A report on predicting air quality effects of traffic-flow improvements from the
Transportation Research Board (2009a) investigates the impacts of traffic-flow improvement
projects on travel behavior and air quality and presents a recommended comprehensive
methodology for predicting the air quality impacts of these improvements (Dowling, 2005). The
emission estimation module is based on a “vehicles making trips” measure and evaluates traffic
flow improvements by characterizing the effect a project has on congestion (Dowling, 2005).
This methodology gives priority to projects that ameliorate the speed of travel and that mitigate
delays experienced along specific corridors. Both speed and delay are potentially affected by
transit service provision.
Furthermore, exhaust emissions are affected directly by speed, acceleration and route
choice. The model utilizes user-specified speed and acceleration frequency distributions
(SAFDs), expressed in the number of vehicle-seconds of operation falling within ranges to
estimate emissions (Dowling, 2005). To generate this distribution, driving cycles at different
levels of service are created for the facilities influenced by a project. To evaluate the specific
effects, vehicle activity affected by the project is categorized by vehicle-seconds in each SAFD
range. A SAFD modeled for the new traffic-flow improvement project is then produced and an
emission rate, reported in units of grams per-hour, is calculated for each SAFD range. This rate
is applied to the total vehicle-seconds of operation in each SAFD range on a corridor under
base conditions and then again for the modeled improvement project; the difference in these
values is the emission savings due to congestion alleviation (Dowling, 2005).
Paradoxically, congestion mitigation may also induce demand, resulting from travelers’
modification of route choices and trip start times based on experience of the trip duration
(Cervero, 2002; Dowling, 2005). For instance, adding capacity to a roadway, be it transit service
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or new lane miles, may reduce travel time in the short-term but in the long-term traveler
behavior changes, including making an increased number of trips due to the network
enhancement may ultimately counter the effects of the initial congestion relief (Dowling, 2005).
An interesting case study on the issue of induced demand, transit and reducing GHG is
an offset project for the Clean Development Mechanism within the Kyoto Protocol. Bogota,
Columbia, where a bus rapid transit project was implemented to reduce GHG, limited roadway
capacity to restrict induced demand (also known as “leakage” in the terminology of cap and
trade schemes). Monitoring has continued to show the congestion relief was permanent. There
were fewer cars on the road with less stop-and-go traffic (Guntter, 2004; Juerg Guntter,
personal communication, February 20, 2009). So a policy response in addition to enhanced
transit service may be a necessary tool in a carbon constrained future.
While transit agencies may employ an array of methods to estimate the GHG reduction
benefits that stem from transit’s potential to reduce roadway congestion, most rely on data
available from TTI’s annual Urban Mobility Report that provides congestion information for 85
U.S. cities and estimates of transit’s congestion reduction effect in terms of gallons of gasoline
saved. APTA suggests three approaches to calculating congestion reduction benefits from
transit, including applying a mode shift factor directly to TTI’s data; extrapolating data from TTI
through times series statistical analyses; or employing regional TDMs in the manner described
above in order to calculate any increase in vehicle hours of delay with and without transit in the
model. A recent California Public Interest Research Group (CalPIRG) study used TTI data
without adjusting for mode shift factors to produce GHG benefit estimates for transit agencies
across the U.S. (CalPIRG 2009).
Transit’s facilitation of compact development
Transit can also reduce greenhouse gas emissions by facilitating compact development
that conserves land and decreases the distances people need to travel to reach destinations.
The reasoning is that if more travelers were to use public transportation for more of their daily
trips instead of using private automobiles, the reduction in personal VMT would be associated
within more efficient patterns of land use, including reduced demand for land for parking and
increases in the densities of development (Davis & Hale, 2007). In fact, density is the single
most important factor when it comes to mode choice among commuters in suburban and urban
areas (Cervero, 1991; Dyett, Dombusch, Fajans, Falcke, Gussman, & Merchant, 1979; Newman
& Kenworthy, 1999).
While the structuring of urban geographies by transit in the nineteenth century has been
long recognized (to wit the configuration of large swathes of the Los Angeles Basin that followed
the pattern of railroad investments), the contemporary experience of changing urban patterns in
the presence of transit, particularly public transit involving buses, has been more muted. In his
review of the literature to that date, Huang (1996) noted that development had not always
followed rail transit investment in all places, nor had it occurred evenly among stations in the
same system.
Since the 1970s examinations of the land use effects of several U.S. and Canadian
urban rail systems and comparisons between systems (Cervero & Duncan, 2002; Dunphy,
1995; Gómez-Ibáñez, 1985; Knight & Trygg, 1977; Loukaitou-Sideris & Tridib, 2000; Webber,
1976) have generally concluded that several ingredients affect whether or not changes in urban
form follow transit investments and the quality of those changes when they do occur. An
expanding local economy and buoyant local real estate market, the availability of developable
land, and complementary land use regulation each influences whether a changed urban pattern
arises near transit stations. Furthermore, Boarnet and Crane have documented the role of
economic development desire (1997) and fiscal requirements (1998) in affecting municipal
zoning decisions that may undermine wider transit-oriented development goals, particularly the
development of transit-oriented housing. While important research efforts have identified the
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kinds of plans and policies that represent best practices executed in Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) projects (Dittmar & Ohland, 2004; Dittmar & Poticha, 2004; Dunphy,
Cervero & Dock, 2004; Jacobson & Forsyth, 2008), little empirical research has been done on
the association of policies that promote TOD and transit investments on urban form outcomes or
the ability to form transit-associated density nodes, especially at the urban periphery. Indeed
the extent to which transit can take credit for these land use patterns remains unclear.
As the 2008 APTA Land Use Working Group report makes clear, substantial
methodological challenges remain in regard to establishing cause-and-effect relationships
between urban form change and transit provision (see www.aptastandards.com). Nevertheless,
the idea of a “transit multiplier effect” remains a potent concept among those seeking to
measure transit’s contribution to reductions in GHG emissions. The concept is perhaps most
clearly articulated in Newman and Kenworthy (1999) as follows:
• Good transit service attracts development near it, further shortening travel
distances.
• Transit riders on good transit are able to combine several journeys efficiently into
one trip, substituting car trips for non-motorized trips—for example, picking up a
few groceries on the way home from work.
• Households that switch to transit often give up one car.
• Transit users often walk or bike to transit stations, as opposed to using personal
vehicles to do so.
In their analysis of global cities, Newman and Kenworthy (1999) estimated a “transit
multiplier” where a mile of transit travel replaces 3.1 to 4.4 miles of auto travel. In an earlier
study, Neff (1996) used travel budget theory to analyze the substitution of transit travel for auto
travel. For American urbanized areas, Neff found high substitution rates, and estimated that
every mile of transit travel replaces 5.4 to 7.5 miles of auto travel. Holtzclaw also examined this
effect in his analysis of 28 California communities (1991) and follow-up analysis of the
prototypical Bay Area urban and suburban cities of San Francisco, Walnut Creek and San
Ramon (1994). Using transit ridership data from these locales, odometer data from the
California Bureau of Automobile Repair, along with U.S. Census and Association of Bay Area
Government data, he calculates a “transit leverage” of 9 to 1 mileage reduction.
The most recent effort to attempt to examine these relationships was reported by Bailey,
Mokhtarian and Little of ICF international (2008). In the report, Bailey and colleagues seek to
isolate the land use effects of transit availability on travel by using structural equation models to
examine data from the 2001 NHTS. ICF concludes that--at the national level--the land use
effects of transit availability reduce annual petroleum consumption by 3.4 billion gallons. When
considering direct trip substitution, congestion savings, and transit energy use, the total effect of
transit on VMT reduces annual petroleum consumption by 4.16 billion gallons. However, the
policy implications of this research remain unclear. First the ICF research does not suggest a
method for calculating transit multiplier effects at the local level. Therefore, in terms of making
the political case to increase transit funding as part of the solution to global climate change,
research into the transit multiplier is probably most important at federal, state, and regional
levels (APTA, 2009a).
The most common way to account for the indirect, land use GHG benefits of transit is to
estimate a leverage factor that “scales up” the mode shift factor to account for trips made
through non-motorized modes. APTA favors the ICF structural equation model approach to
estimation over other methods for calculating leverage factors because it potentially isolates
only those land use effects attributable to transit, though applying such a method takes
considerable effort, expertise, and specialized software. Leverage factors calculated by other
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means may exaggerate the land use impacts of transit. Alternatively agencies can use the
default national multiplier, 1.9, calculated by ICF.
Emissions Produced by Transit
Tallying carbon emissions from transportation is straightforward--if it is limited to the
direct emissions associated with transit vehicle operation. It is far more difficult, however, to
account for transit’s indirect emissions, those associated with electricity purchased for the
agency’s own use (including fueling electrically powered vehicles) and emissions from various
other indirect sources, including those associated with vehicle production, waste disposal, and
the materials that go into constructing and operating transit passenger facilities. Nevertheless,
vehicle fuel is the main source of such GHG emissions, and is measured through gasoline (and
diesel) consumption.
Differences in calculations can arise depending on how far back on the commodity chain
one travels in conducting the analysis. For instance, each gallon of gasoline entails wasted
crude oil, refining, and transport, raising the final carbon dioxide equivalent tally by roughly 25
percent (25 lbs. of CO2e per gallon of gasoline, rather than 20 lbs.). Moreover, the energy
embodied in a vehicle’s production contributes roughly 10 to 15 percent of a vehicle’s lifetime
carbon emissions (Carnegie Mellon University, 1998). So the longer life-cycle of many transit
vehicles may help reduce transit’s long-term contributions to GHG emissions, but these gains
must be balanced against any opportunity costs lost from the fuel economy and other emissions
limitations available through new vehicle options (Kockelman, Thompson & Whitehead, 2008).
It should also be noted that mobile emissions are highly volatile and depend on ambient
temperatures, “park time’s” effect on evaporative emissions, and start and running exhaust
emissions of the vehicle itself; each of which have separate rates for VOC, NOx and CO2
emissions (Dowling, 2005). Given the complexity of quantifying emissions and the degree of
uncertainty associated, more conservative estimates of transit emission benefits will be less
contentious with environmental regulators. An interesting related website called Travel Matters
(2009), measures how much greenhouse gas individuals generate as a result of their daily
transportation activity and provides emission profiles of transit agency fleets for CO2 and criteria
pollutants.
Transit operations
Finally, transit can minimize its own greenhouse gas emissions by using efficient
vehicles, consuming alternative fuels and decreasing the carbon impact of its construction and
operations. It has been argued that in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, cleaner and
more efficient transit is as important as expanded and improved transit service. Indeed, this may
be vital: Beuthe (2007) claims transport activity will increase vigorously around the world due to
global economic growth and has estimated a resulting 80 percent increase in GHG emissions
from the transportation sector by 2030.
The largest impact to reducing transit’s impact on mobile emissions may come either
from the development of more fuel-efficient vehicle technologies or the use of alternatives to
petroleum fuels (Travel Matters, 2009). More efficient technologies include the use of vehicles
of hybrid electric engines, and light-weight transit vehicles, including those made of composite
carbon fiber or fiberglass materials. The lighter the weight of a vehicle, the less fuel (of whatever
type) will be required to propel it and the fewer resulting emissions.
Many cities are using alternative fuel vehicles to meet the air quality standards required
by the Clean Air Act. These fuels include natural gas, propane, bio-fuels and even cleaner
burning diesels (Shapiro et al., 2002). Compressed natural gas is often the first alternative fuel
choice for transit agencies, but while it reduces the emission of criteria air pollutants it may not
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For the future, researchers believe that hybrid-electric
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technology (engines that combine batteries with traditional internal combustion engines) will
offer the greatest greenhouse gas savings. Fuel cell technology (which relies on hydrogen fuel)
offers still greater potential for GHG savings but at this point, requires more research.
Other emissions from agency operations include direct emission from transit facilities,
indirect emissions from electricity use, fugitive emissions, and the emissions embodied in
construction and vehicle materials. Data collection for baseline emissions should be done on an
agency level by reviewing their fiscal activities such as purchases of fuel and electricity. After
baseline emissions have been calculated, agencies can estimate the potential impact of
alternative construction strategies, vehicle purchases, and power usage on lowering GHG
emissions. The Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation
(GREET, 2009) model may be employed to calculate emission reduction factors.
Calculating Emissions Reductions and Energy Savings
Several attempts have been made to tally transit’s contribution to greenhouse gas
emission reduction and energy savings at different levels of analysis. This portion will discuss
methods that have been developed to measure transit’s contribution at the national and local or
agency levels, but the transit agency remains the unit of analysis employed in this study.
A 2002 report commissioned by APTA, “Conserving Energy and Preserving the
Environment: The Role of Public Transportation” (Shapiro et al., 2002)--parts of which were later
adopted and promulgated by the association as a standard methodology--provides a relatively
simple computational strategy for estimating the environmental benefits of transit by employing
published emission averages and using readily available statistics from transit agencies to
estimate GHG emission offsets.
On the “debit” side the recommendation is to sum emissions from directly operated and
contracted transit vehicles, as reported to the NTD, non-revenue vehicles (these data are
collected locally), and fugitive sources. Indirect sources from electricity use are also quantified.
The Climate Registry General Reporting Protocol is a useful guide to measuring emissions
(2008).
On the “credit” side, the direct offset of personal vehicle trips is accounted for by using
the mode shift factor described previously. Calculations of comparing passenger miles and
vehicle miles traveled are gathered from the National Transit Database of the FTA. Personal
light duty vehicle emissions are computed by multiplying VMT by emission estimates for various
GHGs in grams-per-vehicle-mile. Statistics for all vehicles are gathered from the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s National Transportation Statistics and the EPA’s Office of
Transportation and Air Quality (APTA, 2009a; US EPA, 2005). Additional sources for emission
data include the Climate Registry’s General Reporting Protocol (2008) and the EPA Light-Duty
Automotive Technology and Fuel Economy Trends (US EPA, 2008d). A weighted-average for
vehicular emissions is used to estimate emissions given the various types of on-road vehicles.
The weighted average and a mode shift factor (derived from national level data) are employed
to estimate how much emissions would be produced if private vehicles replaced public transit
(Davis & Hale, 2007). These estimates assume that transit trips and displaced trips are equal
length subjecting results to a degree of uncertainty (see also APTA, 2008a). The GHG offset
produced by the displacement of private automobile is estimated by subtracting the estimated
emissions produced by public transit from that which would be produced if private vehicles
replaced public transit (see also Shapiro et al., 2002). Congestion relief is a smaller portion of
emissions reduction and uses estimates of transit’s benefits to gasoline consumption in the
Texas Transportation Institute’s Urban Mobility Report.
Several enhancements to the method can be imagined if more data were available. The
report by Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) has computed carbon savings
with a more detailed approach, using an estimated ratio of work and non-work travel miles and
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linking vehicle modes and occupancy levels to calculate the carbon footprint produced by the
U.S. transit industry (Davis & Hale, 2007; SAIC, 2007). The energy savings offset produced by
the displacement of private automobiles is estimated using BTUs. Annually this offset, while not
a direct emission reduction, has been equated to one month’s supply of oil from Saudi Arabia
(see also Shapiro et al., 2002). The savings in BTUs is similar to the emission calculations,
substituting BTUs per-vehicle-mile for grams per-vehicle-mile.
While the APTA (2008a) and SAIC (2007) reports mirror the intent of this study by
quantifying transit’s emission effects, they do so at different levels of analysis. Calculations on
the national scale do not identify the potential benefits of transit investment on a localized
transportation network. Using the same methods at the local level produces estimates that
possibly understate the GHG and energy savings benefits of transit.
Investing in mode shift
Given that all three expansion scenarios estimated here assume some significant
increase in transit ridership, it appears important to review the literature on what is known about
the attraction of new riders to different kinds of transit investments. When attempting to predict
travel behavior in regards to mode choice, a number of variables are taken into consideration.
These include characteristics of socioeconomic status, transportation and transit systems, land
use and urban form, and individuals’ preferences and behaviors (Bailey et al., 2008; Barff,
Mackay, & Olshavsky, 1982; Beirao & Cabral Sarsfield, 2007; Massot, Armoogum, Bonnel, &
Caubel, 2006; Pratt, et al., 2000).
Socioeconomic factors that are associated with mode choice include household
composition, income and employment status, and age. A household with children tends to take
more non-work related trips by personal auto rather than transit. Income and employment
status, along with age, may limit travelers’ choices to public transit or non-motorized modes
(biking and walking) because of the costs that are inherent to driving an automobile and the
ability to drive. Additionally, employment and income have been shown to be positively
correlated with automobile ownership and mobility, thus those persons who are employed and
have a higher income are more likely to drive their personal automobile and have a higher VMT
(Bailey et al., 2008).
The convenience and availability of transportation and transit systems also affect
travelers’ choices (Bailey et al., 2008; Beirao et al., 2007). For the transportation system this
includes distances between origins and destinations and the presence of streets with ample
sidewalks, bike lanes and transit access (Bailey et al., 2008). For the transit system, the
availability, frequency, and accessibility of public transit determine the convenience of the
system (Bailey et al., 2008). Transit is inconvenient when there are long headways or when the
distance that a pedestrian must walk to a transit stop exceeds one-quarter mile. On the other
hand, drivers are inconvenienced by greater costs in the form of higher parking prices,
increased congestion, and diminished road supply (Bailey et al., 2008). Given the lessons of
the last 20 years in the transportation sector, measures are increasingly being identified and
implemented so that the transportation network will enhance, not hinder, mode choice.
The infrastructure elements and operations that constitute transportation networks also
influence travelers’ mode choice. Various types of transportation system changes can affect
travel demand and the usage of transportation facilities and services. The Transit Cooperative
Research Program’s (TCRP) Interim Handbook; Traveler Response to Transportation System
Changes guides professionals investigating potential network improvements (Pratt et al., 2000).
Among the interventions considered therein are: High occupancy vehicle (HOV) facilities,
increased service frequency, bus routing and service coverage. With regard to HOV facilities,
there are three common objectives: increase the average number of persons per mile, preserve
the person movement capacity of the roadway, and enhance the bus transit operations (Pratt et
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al., 2000). HOV lanes are oriented primarily toward employment centers and assist
complementary facilities such as park-and-ride lots (Pratt et al., 2000). HOV facilities are
markedly effective in urbanized areas with populations over 1.5 million (Pratt et al., 2000). The
attractiveness of HOV facilities depends on a multitude of variables: travel time savings, trip
time reliability, bus service availability, location within the urban area, presence of supporting
elements and congestion levels (Pratt et al., 2000).
Scheduling and frequency modifications are most often employed by transit agencies to
improve network effectiveness (Pratt et al., 2000). Heightened frequency on previously
infrequent service routes, longer service times, and increased reliability all have shown the
potential to make transit more attractive to travelers.
Changes to bus routing and coverage may improve transit system efficiency,
effectiveness and the geographic extent of service. To make transit more competitive with the
private auto and induce a mode shift, measures must focus on accessibility for the driving
population and mobility in congested areas. Of the various strategies, the most ambitious may
involve service restructuring to effectively concentrate resources or, conversely, establishing
new service (Pratt et al., 2000).
Massot et al. (2006) argue that implementing transit service and transportation system
policies focused on mode shift is not enough, that in order to create a permanent reduction in
car use changes to the land use pattern and activity centers need to be made. Possible
changes to land use characteristics include an increase in density along with a higher mix of
uses and attention to urban design (high degree of street network connectivity) (Bailey et al.,
2008). With these changes come shorter trip lengths because destinations are closer to one
another. This increases the use of public transit and non-motorized modes, and possibly
reduces overall car ownership (Bailey et al., 2008).
Lifestyle choices also play a role in mode choice. It is difficult to measure lifestyle
behavior but many studies have shifted to include qualitative methods in their analysis (Beirao
et al., 2007). An example of this would be to account for a traveler’s preferences of moving to
an area based on the transportation network that is provided (Bailey et al., 2008).

State of the Practice
In order to inform the process of developing an estimation tool that could be applied by
transportation planning and transit agencies throughout Florida, a group of experts and
agencies were surveyed to determine the current, emerging, and “best” practices for estimating
GHG emission offsets and energy savings. Current and emerging practices were identified
through the structured interviews conducted with transit/transportation planners at 20 different
metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) and public transit agencies within Florida and the
United States. Typically, the interviews were done with planners or engineers who directly work
with the area transportation computer model, but in some cases others were interviewed such
as officials at public transit agencies and air quality/emissions specialists. Potential “best”
practices were also identified in structured interviews with senior professionals and
transportation and transit researchers, primarily at universities.
Interview Protocol
Interviews were conducted by telephone. The interview consisted of three sets of
questions: (1) questions about the state of GHG emission reduction policy and policy
implementation in the jurisdiction or service area, (2) questions about the methods currently
employed for allocating trips across various modes of travel and for estimating transit demand,
and (3) questions regarding techniques for estimating GHG emission reductions in areas where
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such practices are employed and if the MPO or transit agency has instituted policies or
strategies aimed at reducing GHG emissions.
Given the focus of this study on Florida, ten Florida agencies were interviewed. These
metropolitan areas were selected in order to examine ongoing efforts within the state and to
assess how/if each jurisdiction monitors GHG emissions and/or calculates energy savings from
increased transit usage. Selection of these cities was done by placing the prospective cites in
order by population size. Because the size of cities varies greatly, MPOs from different sized
jurisdictions were selected. These divisions were broken down into Small (cities with less than
500,000 in population), Medium (cities with between 500,000 and 1.3 million residents) and
Large (cities with over 1.3 million residents) categories. This process resulted in the selection of
three small, four medium, and three large metropolitan areas.
The selection of transit agencies from around the nation was also done in a structured
process. For this process, MPOs from the top 20 metropolitan areas in the United States with
the largest numbers of transit passenger miles were selected. From these agencies, the
urbanized areas which were deemed non-attainment for air quality by the Environmental
Protection Agency (US EPA, 2008e) were then separated from the initial group. It is assumed
that areas that are in non-attainment status with the EPA will most likely have strategies and
plans to reduce emissions in order to achieve compliance with EPA Clear Air Act standards,
including strategies addressing mobile emissions. Finally, those areas that were located within
states that have some type of climate action plans currently being implemented were selected
as well. The areas that were both non-attainment areas and were in states with climate action
plans were selected to become a part of the group of national agencies to be used in this study.
Policy
In some areas, current legislation has been enacted at the state level, thus requiring
MPOs to create polices and programs to support the goals of the legislation. For example, the
MPO in Minneapolis has implemented policies required by the state to reduce GHG emissions.
The MPO has implemented policies aiming to decrease total VMT by employing measures with
the goal of increasing HOV trips and decreasing Single Occupancy Vehicle trips and increasing
transit mode share. Areas designated as non-attainment areas by the EPA were found to be
more likely to have policies and programs aimed at reducing GHG emissions. Using data from
the FTIS, those areas within each category that had the highest number of transit vehicles
currently in use were selected. In general, MPOs only measured emissions related to their nonattainment status, as required by EPA in order to ensure that non-attainment areas meet
assigned air quality emission budgets. These policies indirectly supported GHG emissions
reductions, though most MPOs interviewed did not have any policies directly addressing GHG
emissions, as it is not currently required by EPA. The MPOs considering changes to their longrange transportation plans were found in regions that had some concerns of meeting air quality
standards in their region. Policies and programs that indirectly reduce GHG emissions include
HOV lanes and congestion pricing to encourage HOV travel and increase transit ridership.
To achieve reductions of GHG emissions, different strategies have been used to attract
choice riders. Many agencies have enacted policies and programs aimed at increasing the
numbers of choice riders. These include express transit routes, bus rapid transit, and commuter
rail systems to reduce commute time for choice riders. The MPO from Dallas-Fort WorthArlington area in Texas, for example, has proposed an expansion of their rail system into a 250
mile network of commuter rail for the region that will help mitigate congestion in the area and
attract more choice riders. Other agencies are attempting to attract more choice riders by using
marketing strategies that promote various benefits of using transit. Agencies are also increasing
education initiatives, educating commuters on increasing fuel costs and the potential saving
from increased transit usage. If more choice riders use transit, VMT can be reduced. Some
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agencies have directly set goals to reduce total VMT for their region. VMT has been used in
some areas as a performance measure when comparing scenarios. In addition to increasing the
number of choice riders and reducing VMT, some agencies have gone a step further by using
vehicles that use alternative fuels. The technologies many agencies are currently considering
include clean diesel and hybrid (electric/gas) fleets.
Quantification of Mode Shift
Currently, all MPOs use a form of transportation demand modeling. The complexity and
detail of the forecast the model is able to produce is dependent on the quality of the data input
into the model. The more travel modes that the particular metropolitan area has, the more
robust the modeling software must be in order to more closely reflect reality. Although all
MPOs use transportation demand modeling, the methods by which the agencies account for
transit demand with their models vary greatly and according to the individual computer modeling
software packages employed. While some modeling programs contain an entirely separate
transit demand feature, which can later be integrated back into the larger transportation model,
other packages simply model transit as an alternative mode without a great amount of detail.
All MPO transit demand models are capable of quantifying different levels of mode shift
depending on the degree of transit investment (more stops, increasing the number of transit
options, etc.), land-use scenarios (mixed land uses and transit-oriented development), and
service plans (additional lines of service or extension of lines into areas not previously served).
This mode shift is calculated in two ways. Some agencies calculate the overall transit mode
share within the larger transportation demand and as different variables are adjusted the transit
mode share changes. However some agencies use separate models (such as the Federal
Transit Administration’s “Summit” program) which calculate mode shift by taking into account
attributes such as average travel time, user benefits and travel costs.
In order to forecast demand and to project the likelihood of a commuter using public
transit, all agencies examine user demand by using various data. All agencies when calibrating
their transit demand models examine socio-economic factors (average household income,
household composition, employment and auto-ownership rates), transit characteristics (average
headway times, average travel times, overall quality level of transit service) as well as urban
form (levels of mixed land use and high density developments). However the quality and
frequency of new and more up-to-date data vary between the agencies. For example,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, in order to maintain updated passenger travel data, conducts on-board
and household surveys sometimes as often as every five years. MPOs located in larger
metropolitan areas tend to have more current data than smaller MPOs. Larger MPOs usually
have larger staffs, more funding and more resources with which to maintain the highest quality
of data possible.
Ideally, most agencies would prefer to have a higher level of integration between their
transit demand and transportation demand forecasts; however, only some of the agencies
examined had some degree of interaction between probability of road congestion and the
probability of commuters using transit.
GHG Emission Quantification and Reduction Protocols
It is important to note that some agencies report mobile emissions regardless of nonattainment status. Given that ozone is the most common pollutant responsible for
nonattainment, it is thus the most readily reported. Agencies that measure carbon dioxide
emissions are progressive given the absence of regulation. Furthermore, measuring the
emission reduction from the offset of private VMT by transit is rarely undertaken. Larger
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agencies tend to have more policy directed at air quality because they are the most susceptible
to be in noncompliance. The following is an analysis of the current state of practice at the MPO
level regarding emissions.
GHG emissions quantification occurs only rarely among agencies; however, it is under
development primarily for a fourth of those interviewed. Only Philadelphia, Los Angeles, New
York, and Washington, DC currently quantify GHGs. Most large agencies (e.g., Tampa,
Baltimore, Chicago, Atlanta) project they will undertake such a practice in the near future.
Volusia County, Florida, and Tampa are considering GHG metrics, and Tampa is hiring a
consultant to conduct a study of GHG emissions in the transportation sector.
Few agencies quantify GHG emission reduction from the displacement of private autos
by transit; however, some agencies do so with regard to ozone pollutants. For example, most
agencies do not measure carbon dioxide emissions, but VOC and NOx measurements are more
common among agencies (including Minneapolis, Dallas and Atlanta). Nonattainment areas are
required to account for emissions savings through assessing ridership in their air quality models
(the EPA’s Mobile6) with respect to a particular pollutant (often times ozone); Washington, DC,
Baltimore, New York, Minneapolis and Dallas are all Mobile6 users. Tampa was previously in
nonattainment but does not currently use the model. Los Angeles is in nonattainment, but they
use the EMFAC (EMission FACtor) model created for California. Minneapolis, Atlanta, and
Philadelphia explicitly stated they use the mode split component of the transportation demand
model (TDM) to project the displaced trips by transit and associated VMT displacement to
estimate the emission reduction of ozone. Philadelphia, Los Angeles, New York and
Washington, DC stated they already estimate GHG emission reduction of transit. Philadelphia
is currently undergoing a project to quantify all GHG emissions in the region from all sources
and then attribute that GHG to regional municipalities.
Current GHG reduction practices
The actual number of transportation planning or transit agencies that currently use
potential GHG reduction or energy savings as a factor in selecting transportation investments is
not exactly known but is believed to be extremely small. A notable exception is King County,
Washington, which does employ GHG emission reduction as a component in the process of
selecting specific investments within their overall transportation enhancement planning strategy.
That being said, agencies are focused on strategies that may reap GHG emission
benefits, including increasing ridership, optimizing routes to increase vehicle passenger loads,
improving transit access and comfort, and improving speed and reliability. Large transit
agencies with joint development projects around transit stations can also promote compact
development in and around transit nodes and look for other ways to mitigate congestion.
Many agencies are also looking for ways to reduce their own emissions by “greening”
their transit fleet, buying lower emitting, alternative fuel and lighter vehicles when the
opportunities present themselves. Although only a handful of transit agencies were developing
GHG reduction strategies at the time these interviews were conducted, the number is likely to
increase with the onset of federal climate change legislation.
Currently, California is the only state to enact legislation to mandate the reduction of
GHG emissions. Florida has a state climate action plan. In 2007, the legislature also passed
HB697, requiring MPOs in Florida to consider GHG reduction in long-range transportation plans
and local governments to give the same consideration to GHG reduction in comprehensive
plans. The Miami-Dade MPO is the currently the only agency in Florida which monitors CO2
emissions. Agencies in other states have set goals of reducing VMT by private automobiles,
such as Dallas, which will reduce emissions as the result of lowering VMT.
Public transit usage will be central to any strategy aimed at reducing mobile emissions.
Any strategy to reduce emissions will require that public transit attract more choice riders (riders
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who are able to use personal vehicles but choose to take transit). Transportation models are
used nationally and in Florida by MPOs to measure current traffic demand as well as projected
future demand. Transit demand is also modeled, but the quantification of mode shift is important
in assessing current and projecting ridership. Mode shift and mode choice must be quantified in
order to assess the effectiveness of measures to increase ridership. Data from on-board transit
surveys and other socio-economic data are used to project ridership. To increase the
effectiveness and accuracy of these models, the input into the model must be of the highest
possible quality.
Of the respondent agencies, only five (only Miami in Florida) currently quantify GHG
emissions in some form. In order to build consensus on GHG emissions reduction protocols in
Florida and nationally, it is important to assess the state of these methods in current practice. All
but two of these agencies use the EPA’s Mobile6 software to estimate emissions of designated
criteria pollutants from various transportation system alternatives. Although CO2 is measured
within the software, it is not currently a criteria pollutant and it is not measured with the same
amount of detail. California has created its own software and monitoring system, named
Emission FACtors model, which is specifically designed to measure emissions from mobile
sources. Currently, only four agencies (none in Florida though this will change given HB697)
give priority to projects that will reduce emissions, and none of the respondent agencies
currently quantified potential energy or fuel savings from investments.
Transportation experts were also contacted in order to establish what would be ideal
variables that would be used in any measure of GHG emission reductions and/or energy
savings. Experts believe that variables measuring mode shift, emissions and also vehicle usage
should be in the calculator. They were also asked what types of policy measures they would
implement to reduce GHG emission and enhance energy savings. Suggestions included transit
service/system improvements, land use policies, pricing measures and enhanced vehicle
technologies.

Discussion
This project seeks to produce measurable criteria that can be used by transportation
agencies to determine GHG displacement through mode shift and congestion relief and under
what circumstances the investments in transit service will reduce energy consumption and
greenhouse gas in the future. This literature review identified two working methodologies for
measuring greenhouse gas displacement of personal VMT by transit through mode shift and
congestion relief. Next the 2006 baseline estimates of mode shift and congestion relief
emissions displacement are conducted for 25 Florida transit agencies.
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Chapter 3: Displacement of Greenhouse Gases by Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief, Baseline 2006
A standardized method for measuring energy savings and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from transit is needed. This chapter develops a baseline methodology modeled on
APTA’s (2009a). Estimates were developed for each qualifying Florida transit agency (see
Table C.1 in Appendix C) and these results were aggregated to provide county-level estimates.
This estimates displacement only not emissions from operations.
The emissions calculator estimates displaced GHG emissions from mode shift and
congestion relief (a guide to using the emissions calculators is in Appendix D). Mode shift and
congestion relief impacts are assumed to be the same for all transit agencies’ modes (bus,
trolley, light rail, etc.). In the findings section, the 2006 baseline emissions reductions for mode
shift and congestion relief are presented for each transit agency studied by population size.
This project produced 25 calculators for transit agencies in Florida for the baseline year of 2006.
No data were available for two Florida transit agencies: the City of Key West and the Sunshine
Bus Company of St. John’s County. The City of Key West Department of Transportation has
fixed route bus service; however they do not report any of the data required, and after failed
correspondence, the data necessary for this study was not provided. The Sunshine Bus
Company, which runs seven fixed-route motor bus routes in St. John’s County, was newly
formed in 2007, a year after the estimation horizon year used for all transit agencies. Agencies
are able to use these agency specific emissions calculators to update emissions displacement
estimates annually. A shell of the emissions calculator described in this section can be seen in
Appendix C which also has detailed calculation descriptions that may be useful to individual
transit agencies in Tables C.1 through C.16.

Data
The data used to estimate GHG displacement associated with mode shift and
congestion relief came from different sources. Information from transit agencies such as fuel
use and miles traveled is input into the National Transit Database (NTD, 2006) by transit
agencies; and those same data are hosted more efficiently by the Florida Transit Information
System (FTIS, 2006). County population estimates for transit agencies were from the U.S.
Census Bureau (2009). The mode shift factors used for the mode shift and congestion relief
displacement were estimated for the American Public Transportation Association Climate
Change Standards Working Group (APTA, 2009a). The Climate Registry provided carbon
dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide conversion factors (Climate Registry, 2008) for the
displacement of mobile combustion associated GHG by transit.
Methodology: Mode Shift Calculations
Step 1: Estimate the Reduction of Annual Auto Vehicle Miles Traveled and Annual Auto Fuel
Savings due to Transit Mode Shift
Passengers tend to travel longer distances on transit compared to personal cars
because of the less direct routes. In order to estimate the reductions in annual auto VMT by
each transit passenger mile traveled, the total passenger miles found in the FTIS for 2006 were
multiplied by the ratio of VMT to passenger miles derived by Shapiro, et al. (2002). This ratio is
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0.826 and creates the VMT-equivalent of passenger miles for transit.2 This ratio takes into
account the generally less direct or longer trip length, a characteristic of transit use. The VMTequivalent was then multiplied by the mode shift factor to calculate the annual auto VMT
reductions.
Mode shift factors can be estimated through transportation demand models, by
analyzing passenger responses to on-board surveys, or through examining changes in travel
behavior during periods when transit service is interrupted (as is the case during transit worker
strikes). The report uses the APTA on-board survey mode shift averages collected by the
Transit Performance Monitoring System which compiles and analyzes passenger survey data.
Transit agencies of all sizes voluntarily participate in the program by providing APTA with their
survey data which are then averaged by population size for use by all transit agencies in the
country. This average mode shift factor is relatively robust. Appendix B includes a report that
derived averaged on-board mode shift factors from surveys from Florida and similar transit
agencies. These mode shift factors were slightly higher by service area population size. This
report chose to use the more conservative national figures from APTA because conservative
estimates are more readily accepted by environmental regulators and the Climate Registry
(Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Default Mode Shift Factor for Transit Agencies
Agency Size
Small
Medium
Large

Service Area Population Size
Less than 500,000
Between 500,000 and 1,250,000
Greater than 1,250,000

Mode Shift Factor
0.34
0.42
0.47

Source: APTA, 2009a

Agencies serving areas with smaller populations have lower mode shift factors because
many riders are more likely to be transit dependent in smaller areas (Table 3.1). The revenue
constraints in these agencies prohibit them from providing higher levels of transit that attract
choice riders. Larger agencies have the ability to attract more choice riders given their higher
level of service. APTA (2009a) provides a set of low, medium and high mode shift factors by
service population size. The lower mode shift factor was assumed to reflect the generally
higher ratio of dependent to choice transit riders in Florida. GHG emissions were calculated for
all Florida transit agencies that operate fixed-route motorbus and/ or commuter rail service. The
total number of Florida transit agencies that met this standard was 27. However, the number of
agencies for which data were available in the base year of 2006 was 25. Each of the 25
qualifying transit agencies in Florida was put into one of the three categories (small, medium,
large), and the correlating mode shift factor was used in the emission calculator for that agency.
For the calculator, it was assumed that the mode shift factor of a given transit agency remained
the same for each mode of service (bus, rail, etc.).
The VMT equivalent was multiplied by the mode shift factor to determine the annual auto
VMT reduction. This is the number of vehicle miles not traveled in private automobile in 2006
that occurred on transit instead. Annual auto VMT reduction will be used for the estimated
reductions in carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane from transit mode shift. Annual auto
VMT reductions are translated into annual auto fuel reduction in the unit of gallons of gasoline
by multiplying the annual auto VMT reduction by 20.3 which is the average fuel economy of light
duty vehicles in 2006 (US Department of Energy, 2008). Annual auto fuel reduction is used to
estimate the transit-associated reductions of carbon dioxide.
2

See the VMT equivalent cell in the ‘expansion scenario’ worksheet in the specific transit
agency emissions calculators.
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Equation 1 for Annual Auto Fuel Reduction (AAFR):
Inputs:
i for each Transit Mode
s Population Size
P=Passenger Miles
M=Mode shift factor
F=Fuel Economy Standards
VMTe= 0.826 equivalent of auto passenger miles for transit
AAFR =((Pi*VMTe)*Ms)

F

The annual auto fuel reduction for each of the Florida transit agencies is located in their
respective emissions calculators.
Step 2: Calculate and Sum the Metric Tons of GHG Displaced due to Transit Mode Shift
Reducing the number of miles traveled or the gallons of gasoline burned in private
vehicles because of transit mode shift also reduces N2O, CH4 and CO2. N2O and CH4
emissions were calculated by multiplying the annual auto VMT reduction by the emission factors
(in grams per mile) of N2O and CH4, respectively (Climate Registry, 2008, p. 88). The emission
factors for these two gases are shown in Table 3.2. An even split between cars and trucks
emission factors was used. An even split between passenger cars and light duty trucks creates
a conservative estimate. Carbon dioxide was calculated based on annual auto fuel reduction in
gallons of gasoline multiplied by the kilogram of CO2 per gallon.
Table 3.2: Emission Factors for N2O and CH4 for Highway Vehicles
Vehicle Type
Gasoline Passenger Cars
Gasoline Light-Duty Trucks (LDTs)
Gasoline Passenger Cars and Light Duty
Trucks (50% cars, 50% LDTs)
Global Warming Potential

N2O (g/mi)
CH4 (g/mi)
CO2(gal/gas)
0.004
0.017
8.81
0.007
0.016
8.81
0.005
0.017
8.81
310

21

1

Source: US EPA U.S. GHG Inventory 2008, Annex 3, Table A-88, Provided by King County

Equation 2 for Mode shift CO2 reduction:3
Inputs:
i for each Transit Mode
s Population Size
g Specific greenhouse gas in Table 3.2
AAFR from Equation 1
P=Passenger Miles
3

See the ‘Annual Auto VMT Reduction,’ the ‘Annual Auto Fuel Reduction,’ and ‘Avoided
MTCO2e (metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent) Emissions to Mode Shift’ cells in the
‘expansion scenario’ worksheet in the specific transit agency emissions calculators.
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M=Mode shift factor
C=8.81 kilograms of CO2 per gallon of gasoline
N= 0.005 N2O grams per mile
CH= 0.017 CH4 grams per mile
VMTe= 0.826 equivalent of auto passenger miles for transit
GWP g =in Table 3.2
GPMT=1,000,000 grams per metric ton
Mode shift CO2e reduction=∑(AAFR i * C * 1000 * GWPg)+ ((((Pi*VMTe *Ms)/N)/GPMT)
*GWPg)+ (((( Pi*VMTe*Ms)/CH)/GPMT)*GWPg))
The summation of the N2O, CH4, and CO2 forms the carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2e
of emissions reductions due to transit mode shift. The carbon dioxide equivalent can be simply
referred to as GHG. The mode shift GHG reduction for each of the Florida transit agencies is
located in their respective emissions calculators.
Methodology: Congestion Relief Calculations
This section continues the calculation of the additional emissions reductions associated
with transit mode shift during congested periods, referred to here as congestion relief. The
source of data for fuel savings due to transit mode shift during congested periods was found in
the complete data tables in the Urban Mobility Report of the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI,
2009). The latest available data were for 2005 and these were employed. Congestion is
assumed to be the same in 2005 and 2006. Again, the Climate Registry provided factors to
convert mobile combustion reductions into carbon dioxide equivalent reductions (Climate
Registry, 2008).
The methods of estimating congestion relief were developed by APTA (2009a). The
GHG emissions reductions associated with transit-related congestion relief for each of the 25
Florida transit agencies were developed according to these steps:
Step 3: Estimate the Fuel Wasted in Congestion
Fuel wasted in congestion is found in the complete data tables from the TTI Urban
Mobility Report. Average data from TTI by population size were used for the 25 transit agencies.
The data needed are “Condition if Public Transportation Service were Discontinued, Wasted
Fuel Increase (1000 gallons)” and ““Public Transportation Annual Unlinked Passenger Trips
(million)”. Both the mode shift factor (Table 3.1) and the TTI Fuel Wasted in Congestion
categorize data according to population size (Table 3.3). All the counties with transit agencies
in Florida fit within the same TTI and APTA mode shift categories (Tables 3.3 and 3.1,
respectively).
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Table 3.3: TTI Gallons of Fuel Wasted in Congestion by Population Size

Small
Medium
Large

TTI Fuel
Wasted in
Congestion
45,700
293,100
1,644,100

TTI Population Category
< 500,000
500,000 to 1,000,000
1,000,000 to 3,000,000

For each size transit system, use the TTI variable “Condition if Public Transportation
Service were Discontinued, Wasted Fuel Increase” and divide by the “Public Transportation
Annual Unlinked Passenger Trips.” This provides the amount of gallons of gasoline saved by
transit mode shift during congested periods. In 2005 on average, large transit systems saved
0.036, medium systems saved 0.023 and small systems saved 0.011 gallons of gasoline per
transit trip. The appropriate gallon per trip estimate was then multiplied by the NTD/FTISreported unlinked passenger trips. This calculates the trip adjusted gallons of fuel wasted if
public transportation was discontinued.
Equation 3 for Trip Adjusted Average Wasted Fuel (TAAWF)
Inputs:
i for each Transit Mode
s Population Size
WF= Wasted fuel increase if transit was discontinued
TTTI= Unlinked transit passenger trips from Texas Transportation Institute
TNTD=Unlinked transit passenger trips from the National Transit Database
TAAWFi=((WF/ TTTIs)* TNTD)
Step 4: Adjust the Gallons of Fuel Wasted to Fuel Saved due to Mode Shift to Transit
TTI assumes that every transit passenger’s next-best alternate mode would be the
private automobile at average vehicle occupancy of 1.25. Take the inverse of 1.25 which is 0.8
and this becomes the TTI mode shift factor used to further discount the wasted fuel estimate.
Then multiply by the APTA mode shift factor to estimate the trip adjusted gallons of fuel saved
due to transit trips during congested periods.
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Equation 4 for Trip Adjusted Gallons of Fuel Saved by transit (TAGFS)
Inputs:
i for each Transit Mode
s Population Size
TAAWF from Equation 4
M=Mode shift factor
F= 0.8 mode shift factor from TTI
TAGFSi=(TAAWFs /F)*Ms)
Step 5: Calculate and Sum the Metric Tons of GHG Displaced due to Transit Congestion Relief
This step is similar to step 2 in the mode shift calculations above. The summation of the
N2O, CH4, and CO2 forms the carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2e of emissions reductions due to
fuel saved by transit trips during congested periods.
Equation 5 for congestion relief CO2e reduction:4
Inputs:
for each Transit Mode
g Specific greenhouse gas in Table 3.2
TAAWF from Equation 4
TAGFS from Equation 5
P=Passenger Miles
M=Mode shift factor
C=8.81 kilograms of CO2 per gallon of gasoline
N= 0.005 N2O grams per mile
CH= 0.017 CH4 grams per mile
VMTe= 0.826 equivalent of auto passenger miles for transit
GWP g =in Table 3.2
GPMT=1,000,000 grams per metric ton
i

Congestion relief CO2e reduction=∑(TAGFS i * C * 1000 * GWPg)+ (((TAAWFi*N)/GPMT)
*GWPg)+ (((TAAWFi *CH)/GPMT)*GWPg)
The summation of the N2O, CH4, and CO2 forms the GHG emissions reductions due to
transit congestion relief. The congestion relief GHG reduction for each of the Florida transit
agencies is located in their respective emissions calculators.

4

See the ‘Avoided Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent Emissions to Congestion Relief’
cells in the ‘expansion scenario’ worksheet in the specific transit agency emissions calculators.
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Findings
Before showing the GHG displacement by mode shift and congestion relief for transit
agencies in Florida, it is instructive to see a rough measure of the quality of transit in Florida.
Figure 3.1 shows passenger miles per capita as a simple quality measure. The regional transit
system in Gainesville stands out among all regions as providing 192 passenger miles per
capita. Miami-Dade is the only other transit system that approaches Gainesville’s miles per
capita with 146. Most other transit agencies move between 104 miles per capita like
Hillsborough and Broward and 3 miles per capita such as Okaloosa and Saint Lucie.

Figure 3.1: Passenger Miles per Capita for Florida Transit Agencies
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Table 3.4 provides the summary of the emissions displacement from both mode shift
and congestion relief by transit agencies in 2006. A total of 199,671 metric tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent was displaced by mode shift alone in 2006. The total for congestion relief,
which only occurs for transit during morning and afternoon peak travel times, was a
considerably smaller amount of GHG with Florida transit only displacing 38,268 metric tons of
GHG. The total displacement by transit in 2006 measured here was 237,939 metric tons of
GHG. Next, mode shift and congestion relief displacements will be presented graphically and
discussed in more detail.
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Table 3.4: Summary of Emissions Displacement by Mode Shift and Congestion Relief for
Florida Transit Agencies, 2006
_____________________________________________________________________
Transit Agency Population Size

Bay
Ocala
Hernando
Indian River
Manatee
Lakeland
Gainesville
Polk
Tallahassee
Okaloosa
St Lucie
Escambia
Sarasota
Pasco
Lee
Volusia
Space
Hillsborough
Jacksonville
Pinellas
Palm Beach
CFRTA
Broward
Miami-Dade
SFRTA
TOTAL

85,458
85,459
87,500
88,391
103,000
110,000
149,173
153,924
162,310
170,498
241,305
307,220
389,000
424,355
429,057
468,670
504,891
578,252
827,453
881,705
958,582
1,536,900
1,623,018
2,379,818
5,448,962
18,023,984

Displaced
Displaced TOTAL Displaced
Metric Tons of Metric Tons of
Metric Tons of
GHG from
GHG form Mode
GHG from
Mode Shift,
Congestion Shift + Congestion
2006
Relief
Relief, 2006
228
13
241
137
14
150
76
7
82
146
12
158
888
72
960
1,019
66
1,085
3,512
366
3,878
155
24
179
1,220
185
1,406
62
5
67
82
3
84
687
51
738
1,118
81
1,200
695
37
731
1,835
124
1,959
1,790
131
1,921
751
95
846
9,206
1,297
10,503
9,362
1,128
10,490
8,209
1,162
9,371
8,049
1,162
9,211
25,381
4,557
29,938
28,448
7,344
35,793
82,533
19,819
102,352
14,449
538
14987
199,671
38,268
237,939
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Figure 3.2: Small Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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In Figure 3.2, the data reflect the expected relationships for small Florida transit
agencies. On average, small agencies displaced about 850 metric tons of GHG through mode
shift and about 75 metric tons of GHG through congestion relief. The table shows that among
small transit agencies, again Gainesville stands out. Gainesville shows almost 4,000 metric
tons of GHG displaced by mode shift and congestion relief. In Gainesville, about 3,500 metric
tons of GHG were displaced through mode shift alone and almost 400 metric tons of GHG were
displaced by providing transit service during congested periods. Other agencies reduce less
GHG than Gainesville.
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Figure 3.3: Medium Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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Figure 3.3 shows the GHG reductions associated with medium size transit agencies in
Florida. Very small systems like the Space Coast have very little GHG reductions whereas
Hillsborough and Jacksonville both reduce over 10,000 metric tons of GHG. On average, these
medium sized systems displaced about 7,000 metric tons through mode shift and about 1,000
metric tons of GHG through congestion relief.
Figure 3.4 shows the two large transit agencies in Florida in Broward and Miami-Dade.
Miami-Dade has 1.4 times the population of Broward but displaces almost 3 times the amount of
GHG. Miami-Dade moves more people more miles than Broward and displaces more GHG as
a result. Additionally, Miami-Dade has 16 times the population of Gainesville but Miami-Dade
reduces over 22 times the GHG than does Gainesville. This suggests that large urban areas
may be the most efficient at reducing GHG with transit.
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Figure 3.4: Large Size Transit Agency Displaced GHG Emissions through Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief
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Figure 3.5 shows the multicounty regional transportation authorities in Central Florida
(CFRTA) and South Florida (SFRTA). The SFRTA is mostly a commuter rail with limited bus
connector service whereas CFRTA is exclusively a bus service. Despite the geographically
large and heavily populated service area in South Florida, Central Florida moves more people
and displaces more GHG. The congestion relief for SFRTA is particularly anemic because the
measure of congestion relief is sensitive to the number of trips rather than the length of trips.
Passengers on SFRTA take fewer trips but go on average 29 miles per trip compared to CFRTA
passengers who take more trips that go on average 6 miles per trip.
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Figure 3.5: Central and South Florida Regional Transit Authorities Displaced GHG Emissions
through Mode Shift and Congestion Relief
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Figure 3.6 shows all of the transit agencies studied. Gainesville no longer stands out
when compared to large urban areas. For its size though, Gainesville is still to be admired.
What is notable now is Miami-Dade. This transit agency displaces over 4 times as much GHG
per person as all the other transit agencies (excluding CFRTA and SFRTA for comparability). In
the next section, alternative scenarios bear out that large urban areas have the potential to
displace a great deal of GHG with certain kinds of transit investment.

Discussion and Limitations
Public transportation use in 2006 in Florida prevented the emission of more than
237,939 metric tons of carbon dioxide, the equivalent of electricity consumption by over 12,000
households. The major finding from the mode shift and congestion relief displacement estimates
is that large urban areas like Miami-Dade displace a larger proportion of GHG compared to their
population. Many passengers in Miami-Dade are probably choice riders that could take
personal auto trips but instead take transit. This accounts for the large volume of trips and
therefore GHG displaced.
The other notable finding is that small transit agencies like Gainesville can outperform
transit agencies of similar size on trips per capita as well as GHG emissions displacement from
both mode shift and congestion relief. No other counties in Florida can attempt to emulate
Miami-Dade, but Gainesville is a model for all other transit agencies.
The mode shift factor used in the calculations is based on national averages of mode
shift developed for APTA. Tindale Oliver, a limited liability company, conducted a study of
Florida transit agencies that had a recent mode shift survey and estimated higher mode shift
factors by service population area in Florida. Our report chose to utilize the more conservative
estimates developed for APTA. If the Tindale Oliver estimates were used, higher emissions
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displacement would have been found. Transit agencies can manipulate the calculator and
apply Tindale Oliver mode shift factors to compare estimates.

Figure 3.6: Mode Shift and Congestion Relief Displaced GHG Emissions for All Transit
Agencies Studied by Population Size
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APTA believes the advantage of the congestion relief measure is simplicity and that is
also its weakness. The way congestion relief is calculated is that a national average of fuel that
would be wasted in congestion if there were no transit is multiplied by the national average of
mode shift by population size. Another more sophisticated approach is to use county or
regional travel demand models, typically maintained by metropolitan planning organizations.
Simply remove the transit system from the model, but then calculate vehicle-hours of delay
and/or fuel consumed in congestion. From these results, calculate greenhouse gas emissions
reductions from congestion relief (APTA, 2009a). Florida transit agencies can convert published
figures into displaced emissions quickly and easily especially with the calculators provided. So
the congestion relief calculation used here should be considered a rough estimate.
The congestion relief calculation of the South Florida Regional Transit Authority is an
underestimate. The formula is based on trips; and since passengers riding SFRTA are on a
train for an average of 29 miles, there are few trips but for long distances. The congestion relief
methodology should be amended to take distance into account.
Finally, this approach may underestimate the congestion impact of public transportation
in large urban areas. The methodology assumes that displaced auto VMT is added to roadways
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in proportion to existing travel patterns by auto (current occupancy rate, spatial and temporal
distribution, etc.), while transit use tends to be high in heavily congested corridors at peak travel
times, where congestion relief benefits are also high. In addition, this approach assumes that
the relationship between traffic volume and congestion is linear, whereas theory would suggest
that marginal trips have exponentially increased impacts (APTA, 2009a).
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Chapter 4: Displacement of Greenhouse Gas by Mode Shift, Year 2017
Scenarios
This chapter develops an emissions calculator to estimate the changes in GHG
emissions and energy savings from the base year 2006 to a planning horizon year, 2017.
Again, estimates were developed for each qualifying Florida transit agency (see Table C.1 in
Appendix C) and these results were aggregated to provide county-level estimates (see the shell
of the emissions calculator in Table C.2 in Appendix C; as mentioned previously transit
agencies have emissions calculators that can be updated annually to track changes in GHG
emissions and displacement).
The emissions calculator used in Chapter 3 estimated the displaced emissions from
mode shift and congestion relief in the baseline year of 2006. For this chapter, these same data
plus additional data will be used to run three growth scenarios. Next the data sources and the
methodology used to estimate both the GHG emissions and energy use of transit in Florida for
each of the three scenarios is presented. The results are analyzed and the findings for each
scenario as well as a comparison of the three scenarios are discussed at the end of this
chapter.

Data
The data used to estimate GHG emissions reductions and energy savings came from
many different sources. The primary source of data was the National Transit Database (NTD,
2008, 2006), where transit agencies voluntarily report their transit system’s statistics. When
data were not available from NTD, the Integrated National Transit Database Analysis System
(INTDAS) from the Florida Transit Information System (FTIS, 2006) was used. INTDAS is a
national database of transit agency statistics from 1984 to 2006. Other supplementary sources
include the Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA, 2008b), Department of Energy (US
DOE, 2008), APTA (2009a; and Weaver and Prince, 2008), and the National Household Travel
Survey (NHTS, 2008), which is a household survey that obtains travel behavior data from the
general public. A list of variables used in the calculator and the corresponding sources are
reported in Table C.3 in Appendix C.

Methodology
Modes of Transit
There are seventeen different kinds of transit modes in the FTIS database. These
modes are listed in Table C.4 in Appendix C. Service for ten of the modes in the database are
not currently offered by any Florida transit agency. Of the remaining seven modes, only fixedroute service was considered for the emissions calculator. This eliminates demand responsive
transit and vanpool, which account for 3 percent of all passenger trips in the state of Florida.5
Additionally 10.4 percent of all passenger trips are taken by modes of transit which
operate by electric point sources. For the purpose of this project, stationary sources were not
included in the analysis, including stationary sources that ultimately fuel transit vehicles (like
electrically powered light rail vehicles). Mobile and stationary sources of emissions are not

5

Lee County Transit, County of Volusia (VOTRAN), Central Florida RTA, Hillsborough Area
RTA, Sarasota County Area Transit, and Space Coast Area Transit reported their vanpools as
fixed route; however further research showed they in fact do not offer fixed- route transit service.
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compatible. The value of a ton of mobile emissions is very different than the value of a ton of
stationary emissions; they are not considered within the same analyses.
Modes of transit that are fixed-route but have a stationary source of emissions were
therefore not included in the emissions calculator. These modes in Florida include automated
guideway, light rail, and heavy rail.6 Each of these modes operates from an electric stationary
source, where the vehicles do not emit any form of emissions themselves. Therefore only two
modes were included: fixed-route motorbus and commuter rail, which account for 86.6 percent
of all passenger trips in the state of Florida.
Transit Agency Inclusion
GHG emissions and energy use were calculated for all Florida transit agencies that
operate fixed-route motorbus and/or commuter rail service. The total number of Florida transit
agencies that met this standard was 27. However, the number of agencies for which data were
available in the base year of 2006 was 25 (please see Table C.1 in Appendix C for a complete
list).7 The data for individual agencies were collected principally from the NTD. Reporting to this
and to other databases is voluntary.

Calculating GHG Emissions and Energy Savings for the Trend Scenario
Estimating GHG emissions from transit remains an emerging practice with few examples
to follow. The methods of estimation employed herein for Florida transit agencies have two
principal sources: the standards for estimation developed by APTA (2009a) and adopted by that
organization as a standard, and those used by King County, Washington (2008).
Step 1: Quantify Data for each Transit Mode
Passenger Miles
Annual passenger miles, the cumulative sum of the distances ridden by each passenger
on a public transit vehicle, were obtained from NTD for all agencies and all modes in 2006
(NTD, 2008).8
For the Trend Scenario, passenger miles were estimated for the horizon year of 2017.
The average increase in passenger miles for all transit modes in Florida has been 4.81 percent
6

For the state of Florida these include the automated guideways in Jacksonville and Miami, the
light rail in the Hillsborough area, and the heavy rail also in Miami.
7
No data were available for any variable for two otherwise qualifying Florida transit agencies:
the City of Key West and the Sunshine Bus Company of St. John’s County. The City of Key
West Department of Transportation has fixed-route bus service but does not report to any of the
data sources listed above; and after failed correspondence, the data necessary for this study
were not provided. The Sunshine Bus Company, which runs seven fixed-route motor bus
routes in St. John’s County, was newly formed in 2007, a year after the estimation horizon year
used for all transit agencies.
8
Because the City of Tallahassee did not report passenger miles to NTD in 2006, the 2006
passenger miles were estimated using data from previous years’ passenger miles and
passenger trips. A more detailed explanation of how this was done can be found in Table C.5 in
Appendix C. Indian River Council on Aging had technical problems with its passenger mile
counting system, which greatly undercounted the passenger miles for its motorbus transit
service in 2006 (Arlene S. Fletcher, personal communication, November 13, 2008). Therefore
the data used for Indian River COA were obtained from the newly released 2007 raw data from
NTD (2008).
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per year from 2001 to 2006. This calculation is further detailed in Table C.6 in Appendix C. For
the purpose of this scenario, it was assumed that this rate would remain constant, thus the
passenger miles for each subsequent year through the benchmark year of 2017 increased by
4.81 percent. As noted in Chapter 2, in the final report for the Florida Climate Action Team
(2007), a goal was set to double ridership (passenger miles) in the state of Florida by 2025.
Under our calculations of the Trend Scenario, by 2021, passenger miles will double from the
2006 levels, and will be almost two and a half times the 2006 levels by 2025.
Vehicle Miles
Annual transit vehicle miles, “the miles a vehicle travels from the time it pulls out from its
garage to go into revenue service to the time it pulls in from revenue service,” were obtained for
all qualifying agencies and modes for the base year 2006 (APTA, 2003).9
The vehicle miles for each mode were estimated for the benchmark year of 2017 using
passenger miles and vehicle miles from 2006. For each year data were available from 2001 to
2006, the passenger miles were divided by the vehicle miles for each agency, and averaged
together to produce the load factor for the transit agency. The load factor estimates the average
number of passengers on a vehicle at any given time, and is assumed to remain constant into
the future. The load factor calculations for each agency are detailed in Table C.7 in Appendix
C. The load factor was then used to find the vehicle miles for 2017 by dividing the estimated
passenger miles for 2017 by the load factor. By keeping the load factor constant through 2017,
we are assuming that passenger miles and vehicle miles increase at the same rate. Additionally
the number of passengers on a transit vehicle at any given time through 2017 will remain the
same. In other words, the buses are not getting any more or less crowded; if they become less
crowded we underestimated GHG emissions and if they become more crowded we
overestimated GHG emissions.
Fuel Consumption
There are three fuel types used by Florida transit agencies: diesel, gasoline, and
compressed natural gas. Data on fuel consumption were obtained for all qualifying agencies
and modes in 2006. A more detailed explanation is provided in Appendix C, Tables C.8 and
C.9, for the ten agencies for which information on fuel consumption was problematic.
The fuel consumption for each qualifying mode for each transit agency was estimated for
2017. The estimated vehicle miles for 2017 were divided by the vehicle miles for the base year,
2006, and multiplied by the diesel fuel consumption for 2006.
Equation 1 for Fuel Consumption 2017 (FC2017):
Inputs:
VM2017=Vehicle Miles 2017
VM2006=Vehicle Miles 2016
DFC2006=Diesel Fuel Consumed 2006
FC2017= (VM2017/VM2006)* DFC2006
Step 2: Calculate Annual Auto VMT Reductions
9

Vehicle miles for Indian River COA are from the newly released 2007 raw data from the NTD
due to inaccuracies in the 2006 data collection.
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In order to estimate the annual auto VMT reductions that were displaced by each new
passenger mile traveled due to increased transit use, the total passenger miles for 2006 and
2017 were multiplied by the ratio of VMT to passenger miles provided by APTA (Shapiro et al.,
2002), 0.826, to create the VMT-equivalent of passenger miles for transit. This ratio takes into
account the generally less direct or longer trip length, a characteristic of transit use (Shapiro et
al., 2002). The VMT-equivalent was then multiplied by the mode shift factor, discussed below,
to calculate the annual auto VMT reductions.
Equation 2 for Annual Auto VMT Reduction (AAVMTR):
Inputs:
y=Year
P=Passenger Miles
VMTe= 0.826 equivalent of auto passenger miles for transit
M=Mode shift factor
AAFR y =(P y * VMTe)*M
The number of displaced auto trips was estimated by dividing the annual auto VMT
reduction by the average trip length. This was done for each qualifying transit agency as well as
for the entire state of Florida. According to the NHTS conducted by the Federal Highway
Administration (NHTS, 2008), the average trip length for Florida was 12.11 miles in 2001. For
the purpose of this project, this value was assumed to remain constant and was used in
calculating the number of displaced auto trips for each individual agency. Although this is not
directly used in calculating the net change in GHG emissions, it is still an indicator that may be
used to judge the success of the scenario. The number of displaced auto trips can be seen in
Table C.15 in Appendix C.
Mode Shift Factor
A mode shift factor is an estimate of the number of VMT that would have taken place in
the absence of transit provision. Because not all transit riders have access to private
automobiles, the number of trips displaced by each transit trip was estimated to be less than
one (meaning if transit were not provided, some of the trips taken on transit would either be
accomplished by walking or biking or would not be taken at all). A mode shift factor of 0.40, for
example, would be interpreted as: in the instance transit was not provided, for every 100 transit
riders, 40 of those are choice riders and would take their trip using personal automobile and 60
are transit dependent riders who would either walk or bike, or the trip would not be taken.
Mode shift factors can be estimated through transportation demand models, by
analyzing passenger responses to on-board surveys, or through examining changes in travel
behavior during periods when transit service is interrupted (as is the case during transit worker
strikes). Because APTA uses national averages for mode shift factors and they are
conservative estimates, those factors were used here (APTA, 2009a). These APTA default
mode shift factors for various service areas were employed for the Trend Scenario; these are
shown in Table 4.1 below (Appendix B shows slightly higher mode shift factors, meaning more
choice riders, in a study conducted by Tindale Oliver).
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Table 4.1: Default Mode Shift Factor for Transit Agencies
Agency Size
Small
Medium
Large

Service Area Population Size
Less than 500,000
Between 500,000 and 1,250,000
Greater than 1,250,000

Mode Shift Factor
0.34
0.42
0.47

Source: APTA, 2009a

Agencies serving areas of smaller population have smaller mode shift factors because
more riders are assumed to be transit dependent in smaller areas. The revenue constraints in
these agencies prohibit them from providing higher levels of transit that attract choice riders.
Larger agencies have the ability to attract more choice riders given their higher level of service.
Each of the 25 qualifying transit agencies in Florida were put into one of the three population
categories (small, medium, large), and the correlating mode shift factor was used in the
emission calculator for that agency (each agency’s service area population and mode shift
factor can be viewed in Table C.1 in Appendix C). For the calculator, it was assumed that the
mode shift factor of a given transit agency remained the same for each mode of service.

Step 3: Calculate Energy Savings from Annual Auto VMT Reductions
The energy savings were calculated using the difference in the annual auto VMT
reduction from 2006 to 2017 and the fuel economy for light duty vehicles (see Table C.11 in
Appendix C). The annual auto VMT reduction was divided by the fuel economy in miles per
gallon to calculate annual energy savings from autos for each agency. These energy savings
calculations are detailed in Table C.12 in Appendix C.
Equation 3 for Energy Savings (ΔE):
Inputs:
y=Year
ΔVMTe= Difference in Vehicle Miles Traveled equivalent
FEldv=Average Fuel Economy for Light Duty Vehicles
ΔE y = ΔVMTe y/FEldv
Step 4: Calculate GHG Emissions from Energy Savings and Annual Auto VMT Reductions
Carbon dioxide emissions were calculated by dividing the energy savings for both 2006
and 2017 by gallons per barrel of gasoline, which was then multiplied by kilograms of CO2 per
petroleum barrel, shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Kilograms of CO2 per Petroleum Barrel of Motor Gasoline
Liquid Fuel
Motor Gasoline

kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel
369.8

Source: US EPA, 2008b

Nitrous oxide and methane emissions were calculated by multiplying the annual auto
VMT reduction by the emission factors (in grams per mile) of N2O and CH4, respectively. The
emission factors for these two gases are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Emission Factors for N2O and CH4 for Highway Vehicles
Vehicle Type
Gasoline Passenger Cars
Gasoline Light-Duty Trucks
Gasoline LDV (50% cars, 50% LDTs)

N2O (g/mi)
0.004
0.007
0.005

CH4 (g/mi)
0.017
0.016
0.017

Source: US EPA, 2008b

Step 5: Convert GHG Emissions for Auto Trip Reductions to Metric Tons of GHG
The emissions from each greenhouse gas, CO2, N2O, and CH4, for auto trips were
converted into the same unit, or CO2e, in order to be comparable to one another. The CO2e is a
measure in which emissions from different GHGs can be compared based on their global
warming potential (GWP). Each gas was multiplied by its GWP. For N2O, one ton is equal to
310 tons of CO2e and for CH4 one ton is equal to 21 tons of CO2e. The CO2e for each gas was
summed to equal the total GHG emission reductions for auto trip reductions.
Equation 4 for GHG (CO2e ) Emissions from Autos:
Inputs:
y=Year
FC = Fuel Consumed
kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel= 369.8
EF=Emission Factor
GWP=Global Warming Potential
GHG y=(FC y* kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel)+Σ (FC y*EF*GWP)
Step 6: Calculate GHG Emissions from Change in Transit Use for each Mode
Changes in GHG (CO2, N2O and CH4), emissions from increased transit use were
calculated using the difference in transit fuel consumption and the vehicle miles, between 2006
and 2017.
The CO2 emissions of the change in transit use were calculated by dividing the change
in transit fuel by gallons per barrel of diesel10 which was then multiplied by kilograms of CO2 per
petroleum barrel, shown in Table 4.4.

10

There was more than one fuel type for four agencies in Florida: Central Florida RTA,
Hillsborough Area RTA, Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority, and Polk County Transit Services
Division. Because of this, the fuel consumption for each fuel type was taken as a percentage of
the total fuel consumption for the agency to determine the change in VMT associated with each
fuel type as a percentage of the total change in VMT. The change in VMT associated with each
fuel type was used in determining the CO2, N2O, and CH4 emissions and the total GHG
emissions for the fuel type. The calculations for how the percentages were determined are
further detailed in Table C.13 in Appendix C.
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Table 4.4: Kilograms of CO2 per Petroleum Barrel of Distillate Fuel Oil
Liquid Fuel
Distillate Fuel Oil

kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel
426.1

Source: US EPA 2008a

N2O and CH4 emissions were calculated by multiplying the change in vehicle miles by
the emission factors (in grams per mile) of N2O and CH4, respectively. The emission factors for
these two gases are shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Emission Factors for N2O and CH4 for Transit
Vehicle Type
Diesel Medium- and Heavy-Duty Trucks and Buses

N2O (g/mi)
0.005

CH4 (g/mi)
0.005

Source: US EPA 2008b

Equation 5 for Change in GHG Emissions (GHG) from Transit:
Inputs:
y=Year
FC = Fuel Consumed
kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel= 426.1
ΔVMTe=Difference in Vehicle Miles Traveled equivalent
EF=Emission Factor
GWP=Global Warming Potential
GHG y=(FC y* kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel)+Σ (FC y*EF*GWP)
Step 7: Convert GHG Emissions for each Transit Mode to Metric Tons of GHG
The emissions from each GHG, CO2, N2O, and CH4, for each transit mode were
converted into the CO2e, in order to be comparable to one another. Each gas was multiplied by
its GWP. For N2O, one ton is equal to 310 tons of CO2e and for CH4 one ton is equal to 21 tons
of CO2e. The CO2e for each gas was then summed to equal the total GHG emissions for
transit.

Step 8: Calculate Net GHG Emissions for each Transit Mode
In order to calculate the net GHG emissions, the emissions from transit for each mode
were subtracted from the emissions from auto trip reductions.

Step 9: Sum GHG Emissions for All Modes for the Given Agency
The GHG emissions for each mode were compiled in a summary worksheet in order to
calculate the net change in GHG emissions for the given agency. The GHG emissions
associated with the change in auto activity and the GHG emissions associated with the change
in transit activity were summed to calculate the net change in GHG emissions.
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Equation 6 for GHG (CO2e) Emissions from Transit:
m=Mode

ΔGHG = Σ(GHG m 2006- GHG m 2017)

Step 10: Aggregate Agency Totals for Statewide Total
The sum of all the agencies’ net changes in GHG emissions was then calculated to
produce a statewide estimate for total emissions savings.

Calculating GHG Emissions and Energy Savings for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario
The Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario assumes an increase in passenger miles
over and above the average increase employed in the Trend Scenario, for all Florida transit
agencies. The same methods described above for the Trend Scenario were used to estimate
GHG emissions and energy savings from transit for this scenario. The following describes the
changes that were made to the calculations for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario.
Passenger Miles
The Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario assumes that the average increase in
passenger miles will double to 9.62 percent annually, a 100 percent increase from the Trend
Scenario; thus, the passenger miles for each subsequent year through the benchmark year of
2017 increase by 9.62 percent, shown in Table 4.6 below. At this rate, passenger miles would
double by 2014, and by 2025 (the goal year set in the final report by the Climate Action Team,
2007) passenger miles would increase by more than five and a half times the 2006 levels.
Table 4.6: Assumed Increase in Passenger Miles per Year, 2006-2017
Trend Scenario
Statewide

4.81%

Aggressive Statewide
Growth Scenario
9.62%

This increase in passenger miles will ultimately have an effect on vehicle miles traveled.
As passenger miles increase at a greater rate, more people will be using transit and fewer trips
will be taken by personal automobile, therefore reducing GHG emissions.
Vehicle Miles
Vehicle miles for 2017 were estimated using 2006 passenger miles and the load factor.
The vehicle miles were estimated for 2017 in the same manner as for the Trend Scenario.
Because the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario assumes the passenger miles will increase
by 100 percent over the Trend Scenario, doubling from 4.81 percent to 9.62 percent, it was also
assumed the load factor will increase by 100 percent for each agency. Therefore vehicle miles
for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario increase at the same rate each year, but at a
higher rate than that of the Trend Scenario.
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Mode Shift Factor
A mode shift factor for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario was calculated for
each transit agency using the estimated 2017 passenger miles for the Trend Scenario and the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario, and the default mode shift factor used in the Trend
Scenario.
The default mode shift factor used in the Trend Scenario was used to determine, from
the estimated 2017 passenger miles for the Trend Scenario, the amount of miles traveled by
transit dependent riders as well as the amount of miles traveled by choice riders. This was
done by multiplying the estimated 2017 passenger miles by the default mode shift factor to
calculate the miles traveled by choice riders for the Trend Scenario. That number was then
subtracted from the estimated 2017 passenger miles for the Trend Scenario to determine the
amount of miles traveled by dependent riders for the Trend Scenario.
Equation 7 for Estimating Dependent Rider (DR) and Choice Rider (CR) Travel Miles
Inputs:
y=Year
P=Passenger Miles
M=Mode shift factor
DR y =Py -(P y *M)
CR y= Py- DR y
For the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario, it was assumed that any increase in
2017 passenger miles between the two scenarios came from choice riders alone. Therefore,
the miles traveled by dependent riders calculated in the Trend Scenario were held constant for
the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. Thus the miles traveled by dependent riders were
subtracted from the estimated 2017 passenger miles for the Aggressive Statewide Growth
Scenario to determine the amount of miles traveled by choice riders for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario. The mode shift factor for the Aggressive Statewide Growth
Scenario was then calculated by taking the ratio of miles traveled by choice riders for the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario to the total estimated 2017 passenger miles for
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. Please see Table C.14 in Appendix C for the mode
shift factors.
Equation 8 for Calculating Aggressive Scenario Mode Shift Factor (M):
Inputs:
PCR=Choice Rider Passenger Miles
P=Total Passenger Miles
M= PCR/P

Calculating GHG Emissions and Energy Savings for the Metro Areas
Scenario
The Metro Areas Scenario concentrates a greater increase in passenger miles in metro
areas. These areas include: Miami-Dade, Broward, Palm Beach, Duval, Pinellas, Hillsborough,
and Orange counties. These major metro areas correspond to the top eight transit agencies
with the largest service areas population shown in Table 4.7.
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Table 4.7: Major Metro Areas in Florida with Service Area Population, 2006
Transit Agency

Service Area
Population
5,448,962
2,379,818
1,623,018
1,536,900
958,582
881,705
827,453
578,252

South Florida RTA
Miami-Dade Transit
Broward County Mass Transit Division
Central Florida RTA
BOCC Palm Beach County (PalmTran)
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Jacksonville Transit Authority
Hillsborough Area RTA
Source: FTIS, 2006

The same methods described above for the Trend Scenario were used to estimate GHG
emissions reductions and energy savings from transit for this scenario. The following describes
the changes that were made to the calculations for the Metro Areas Scenario.
Passenger Miles
The total statewide 2017 passenger miles for the Metro Areas Scenario equals the total
statewide 2017 passenger miles for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. However, the
percentage increase in passenger miles differs for metro and non-metro areas, in that metro
areas increase at a higher rate.
Growth in passenger miles for non-metro areas between 2006 and 2017 were calculated
in the same manner as the Trend Scenario, the same average increase as experienced
statewide from 2001 to 2006. These passenger miles from the non-metro areas for the year
2017 were then subtracted from the total passenger miles for the Aggressive Statewide Growth
Scenario. The result of this is the passenger miles for the year 2017 in metro areas. This
constitutes an increase in passenger miles of 10.05 percent, a 109 percent increase from the
Trend Scenario through 2017 for the major metro areas, seen in Table 4.8 below. At this rate,
passenger miles would double by 2014 from 2006 levels, and by 2025 (the goal year set in the
final report by the climate action team), passenger miles would increase by more than five and
half times the 2006 levels.
Table 4.8: Assumed Increase in Passenger Miles per Year, 2006-2017
Metro
Non-Metro

Trend Scenario
4.81%
4.81%

Metro Areas Scenario
10.05%
4.81%

Source: FTIS, 2006, and Author’s Calculations

The increase in passenger miles in metro areas will ultimately have an effect on VMT in
these areas. As passenger miles increase, more people will be using transit and fewer trips will
be taken by personal automobile therefore reducing GHG emissions.
Vehicle Miles
The vehicle miles for the Metro Areas Scenario were estimated for 2017 in the same
manner as the Trend Scenario by dividing the estimated passenger miles for 2017 by the load
factor. Because the Metro Areas Scenario assumes that the rate of increase is no faster than
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as calculated in the Trend Scenario, it is also assumed the load factor will remain same as the
Trend Scenario for each agency in non-metro areas.
Additionally, for the metro areas, because the Metro Areas Scenario assumes the
passenger miles will increase by 10.05 percent, a 109 percent increase from the Trend
Scenario, it was also assumed that the load factor for the metro areas will increase by 109
percent. Therefore, vehicle miles for the Metro Areas Scenario increase at the same rate each
year as the passenger miles for the metro and non-metro areas, respectively. An increase in
the load factor in the metro areas implies that more people will be on the bus at any given time.
Mode Shift Factor
For the Metro Areas Scenario, two different methods were employed for calculating the
mode shift factor. For the non-metro areas, the default mode shift factor used in the Trend
Scenario was used. For the metro areas, the mode shift factor was higher and calculated using
the method described in the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. Please see Table C.14 in
Appendix C for the mode shift factors.

Findings
The findings are based on transit agency size. (see Table 3.4 again). The results for all
three scenarios are calculated separately; a comparison of the three scenarios can be found
below. A detailed table of the results for all three scenarios by agency and a statewide total can
be found in Appendix C, Table C.15.
Trend Scenario
The total net change in GHG emissions overall, for the state of Florida in the Trend
Scenario, is an increase of 176,000 metric tons of GHG in 2017. The change in auto activity
resulting in a reduction of 108,000 metric tons of GHG when compared to the increase in transit
activity results in an overall increase in transit GHG emissions of 285,000 metric tons Therefore
the reduction in auto emissions is not enough to offset the increase in transit emissions (an
increase because of increased ridership at low passenger loads). As a result, the Trend
Scenario produces a net gain in GHG emissions for the year 2017 from 2006 levels.
Additionally the energy savings for the year 2017 from 2006 levels are at just over twelve million
gallons.
All areas served by transit add to the overall total GHG emissions with the highest being
the area served by Miami-Dade Transit adding 41,000 metric tons and the lowest being the
areas served by four agencies adding zero: the City of Ocala, Hernando County Board of
County Commissioner, Indian River COA, and Okaloosa County Board of County
Commissioners. The GHG emissions and energy savings for the Trend Scenario in 2017 are
summarized in Table 4.9 and Figures 4.1 and 4.2 below.
Table 4.9: Trend Scenario Summary by Transit Agency Service Area Population Size

Agency
Size
Small
Medium
Large
Overall

Range of Values
(metric tons of
GHG)
0 to 8,000
1,000 to14,000
5,000 to 41,000
0 to 41,000

Mean
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
11,000
21,000
7,000

Median
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
12,000
19,000
3,000
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GHG Emissions
(metric tons of
GHG)

Energy Savings
(gal of gasoline)

38,000
53,000
85,000
176,000

-946,488
-2,456,046
-8,819,935
-12,222,469

Figure 4.1: Trend Scenario GHG Emissions by Agency Size

Medium
30%

Large
48%

Small
22%
Figure 4.2: Trend Scenario Energy Savings by Agency Size

Medium
20%

Large
72%

Small
8%

Small Service Area Population
In the Trend Scenario for small service areas, although ridership for agencies serving
small population sizes is much lower than that of the agencies serving large service area
populations, the emissions from areas served by transit agencies with a small service area
population have only a minimal impact in the overall scheme of things, adding an average of
2,000 metric tons of GHG per area served by each agency. They also have the smallest range
of net GHG emissions amongst the areas served by these agencies, from zero metric tons to
8,000 metric tons.
Medium Service Area Population
As with the small service area population agencies, the areas served by transit agencies
with medium service area populations add a moderate amount of GHG emissions (in between
agencies serving small and large service area population) as would be expected. They have a
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larger range of values than areas with transit serving small area populations, ranging from 1,000
metric tons up to 14,000 metric tons, with a much larger average of 11,000 metric tons of GHG
emissions per agency.
Of the five areas served by transit with medium service area populations, four of them
are fairly homogeneous. They add 12,000 to 14,000 metric tons of net GHG emissions,
whereas the area served by Space Coast Area Transit adds only 1,000 metric tons. The lower
amount of net GHG emissions from the area served by Space Coast Area Transit can be
attributed to its low passenger miles, low vehicle miles, and the lowest service area population
within this category; it has only 4,891 people above the cutoff for the medium service area
population category.
Hillsborough Area RTA also has a lower service area population; however the area
served by this agency adds just as much GHG emissions as the areas of the remaining three
agencies which have much higher service area populations. This can be attributed to higher
ridership, thus more vehicle miles, and GHG emissions being produced, despite its service area
population size.
Large Service Area Population
The areas served by transit with large service area populations add the most GHG
emissions collectively, 85,000 metric tons, with the widest range of net GHG emissions amongst
its areas, between 5,000 and 41,000 metric tons, and an average of 21,000 metric tons per
agency. With the exception of one area served by transit, these emissions correlate with the
service area population size. Central Florida RTA and Broward County Mass Transit Division
have similar service area population sizes and the associated areas add similar levels of net
GHG emissions, 16,000 and 23,000 metric tons, respectively. The area served by Miami-Dade
Transit, which has a higher service area population size than both Central Florida RTA and
Broward County Mass Transit Division, also adds more net GHG emissions, 41,000 metric tons.
The exception in this service area population category is the South Florida RTA. Its
service area population includes three other agencies’ service area populations (Broward
County Mass Transit Division, Miami-Dade Transit, and BOCC Palm Beach County); however
its service area adds considerably less net GHG emissions than would be expected, only 5,000
metric tons. This can be attributed to its small motorbus service, new in 2004, but mostly to its
commuter rail service. The commuter rail reduces VMT by offering alternatives to long
commutes by personal automobile and has a load factor of 37.98. This can be compared to the
other three agencies’ load factors of 8.56 for Miami-Dade Transit, 9.39 for Broward County
Mass Transit Division, and 9.59 for Central Florida RTA.
If the Trend Scenario continued through 2017, where public transportation continued to
increase at only 4.81 percent, it would continue to contribute a net gain in GHG emissions.
Therefore, a more aggressive increase in public transportation usage could make public
transportation a net reducer of GHG emissions.
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
The total net change in GHG emissions for the state of Florida for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario is 333,000 metric tons with energy savings of nearly 56 million
gallons of gasoline in 2017. The change in auto activity, -495,000 metric tons, is almost five
times greater than that of the Trend Scenario thus being able to offset the change in transit
activity, 162,000 metric tons (an increase because of increased ridership, but 123,000 metric
tons less than the Trend Scenario), and to create a net reduction in GHG emissions for the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. Although the net reduction in GHG emissions is a vast
improvement over the Trend Scenario, the small and medium service area populations served
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by transit have a minimal impact on the overall net reduction in GHG emissions for the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario.
There is a fairly wide range of net GHG emissions amongst the 25 areas served by
transit agencies. The highest level of net GHG emissions of any one agency for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario in 2017 is the area served by Manatee County Area Transit with a
net gain of 3,000 metric tons of GHG emissions, and the lowest being the area served by
Miami-Dade Transit with a net GHG emission reduction of -119,000 metric tons. The GHG
emissions and energy savings for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario in 2017 are
summarized in Table 4.10 and Figures 4.3 and 4.4 below.
Table 4.10: Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario Summary by Transit Agency Service Area
Population Size

Agency
Size
Small
Medium
Large
Overall

Range of Values
(metric tons of
GHG)
-8,000 to 3,000
-16,000 to -1,000
-119,000 to
-31,000
-119,000 to 3,000

Mean
(metric
tons of
GHG)
-1,000
-12,000

Median
(metric
tons of
GHG)
0
-14,000

GHG
Emissions
(metric tons of
GHG)
-19,000
-59,000

Energy Savings
(gal of gasoline)
5,381,308
11,799,644

-64,000

-52,000

-255,000

38,764,521

-13,000

-2,000

-333,000

55,945,473

Figure 4.3: Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario GHG Emissions by Agency Size

Medium
18%

Large
76%

Small
6%

Small Service Area Population
The areas served by transit with a small service area population have the least amount
of net GHG emission reductions, -19,000 metric tons, amongst the three service area population
categories for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. The highest level of net GHG
emissions any small service area population agency has is a net gain of 3,000 metric tons by
the area served by Manatee County Area Transit, with the lowest being -8,000 metric tons by
the area served by Gainesville Regional Transit System. Because the median is zero metric
tons of GHG emissions, there are an even number of agencies with a net gain in GHG
emissions and a net reduction in GHG emissions.
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Figure 4.4: Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario Energy Savings by Agency Size

Medium
21%
Large
69%
Small
10%

Medium Service Area Population
The five areas served by transit with a medium service area population have net
reductions in GHG emissions that range from -16,000 metric tons to -1,000 metric tons,
meaning each agency is a net reducer of GHG emissions, with an average of -12,000 metric
tons of GHG emissions. Again, as in the Trend Scenario, the area served by Space Coast Area
Transit is the outlier. It has the smallest amount of GHG emission reduction, -1,000 metric tons,
with the next closest agency having a net GHG emission reduction of -13,000 metric tons.
Large Service Area Population
The areas served by transit with large service area populations have the greatest
reduction in net GHG emissions for the Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. The range of
net GHG emissions is -119,000 to -31,000 metric tons, with an average of -64,000 metric tons.
With the exception of one agency these emissions correlate with the service area population
size; approximately 75 percent of the net reduction in GHG emissions for the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario come from areas served by transit agencies with large service area
populations (Figure 4.3).
Central Florida RTA and Broward County Mass Transit Division have similar service
area population sizes and have similar levels of net GHG emissions, -54,000 and -54,000 metric
tons, respectively. Miami-Dade Transit, which has a higher service area population size than
both Central Florida RTA and Broward County Mass Transit Division, also has a greater net
GHG emission reduction, -119,000 metric tons.
The exception in this service area population category is the South Florida RTA. Their
service area population includes three other agencies’ service area populations (Broward
County Mass Transit Division, Miami-Dade Transit, and BOCC Palm Beach County), however it
emits considerably less net GHG emissions than would be expected, only -31,000 metric tons.
This can be attributed to their small motorbus service, new in 2004, but mostly to their
commuter rail service. The commuter rail reduces VMT by taking long commutes driven by
personal automobile off the road, and has a load factor of 75.96. This can be compared to the
other three agencies’ load factors of 17.13 for Miami-Dade Transit, 18.79 for Broward County
Mass Transit Division, and 19.17 for Central Florida RTA.
If passenger miles of public transportation were to increase at double the rate of the
Trend Scenario, 4.81 percent to 9.62 percent, using the approach set forth in the Aggressive
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Statewide Growth Scenario, the change in GHG emissions between 2006 and 2017 would be a
net reduction.
Metro Areas Scenario
The total net change in GHG emissions for the state of Florida for the Metro Areas
Scenario is -309,000 metric tons with energy savings of over 55 million gallons of gasoline for
2017. There is an extremely high range of net GHG emissions amongst the 25 transit agencies.
Manatee County Area Transit has the greatest net gain of GHG emissions with 8,000 metric
tons, as in the Trend Scenario, and the greatest net reduction of GHG emissions by far is
Miami-Dade Transit with a net emission reduction of 132,000 metric tons. With the median of
the Metro Areas Scenario being 1,000 metric tons of additional emissions, it is apparent that
there are more agencies with a net gain in GHG emissions. However because this Scenario
overall produces a large net reduction, those agencies which produce a net reduction in GHG
emissions produce much more reductions than the gains produced by the net emitting agencies.
The GHG emissions and energy savings for the Metro Areas Scenario in 2017 are summarized
in Tables 4.11 and 4.12 and Figures 4.5 and 4.6 below.
Table 4.11: Metro Areas Scenario Summary by Area

Area
Non-Metro
Metro
Overall

Range of Values
(metric tons of
GHG)
0 to 8,000
-132,000 to -3,000
-132,000 to 8,000

Mean
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
-44,000
-12,000

Median
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
-26,000
1,000

GHG
Emissions
(metric tons of
GHG)

Energy Savings
(gal of gasoline)

39,000
-349,000
-309,000

-998,588
54,307,727
55,306,314

Table 4.12: Metro Areas Scenario Summary by Transit Agency Service Area Population Size

Agency Size
Small
Medium
Large
Overall

Range of Values
(metric tons of
GHG)
0 to 8,000
-18,000 to 1,000
-132,000 to -34,000
-132,000 to 8,000

Mean
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
-13,000
-71,000
-12,000

Median
(metric
tons of
GHG)
2,000
-16,000
-58,000
1,000
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GHG
Emissions
(metric tons of
GHG)
38,000
-65,000
-282,000
-309,000

Energy
Savings (gal of
gasoline)
-946,488
12,511,547
41,848,279
55,306,314

Figure 4.5: Metro Areas Scenario Energy Savings by Area

NonMetro
2%

Metro
98%

Figure 4.6: Metro Areas Scenario Energy Savings by Agency Size

Medium
23%

Large
75%

Small
2%

Non-Metro Areas
The transit agencies serving non-metro areas, which include both small service area
populations and medium service area populations, have the same net GHG emissions as in the
Trend Scenario, described above. All of the non-metro area agencies have a net gain in GHG
emissions ranging from nearly 0 to 8,000 metric tons. Again they have minimal influence on the
outcome of the Metro Areas Scenario in comparison to the metro areas as well as the other
agencies serving medium and large service area populations.
Metro Areas
The amount of net GHG emissions for the transit agencies serving metro areas directly
correlates to their diverse service area population with no homogeneity amongst them. Of the
eight agencies, four of them have a medium service area population (BOCC Palm Beach
County, Hillsborough Area RTA, Jacksonville Transportation Authority, and Pinellas Suncoast
Transit Authority), and four of them have a large service area population (Broward County Mass
Transit Division, Central Florida RTA, Miami-Dade Transit, and South Florida RTA). Their total
net reductions of GHG emissions are 349,000 metric tons, with a range of GHG emission
reductions from 132,000 to 3,000 metric tons.
The four areas served by transit with medium service area populations have minimal net
GHG emission reductions in comparison to the four areas served by transit with large service
area populations (although the range of net changes in GHG emissions for medium service area
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population agencies is -18,000 to 1,000 metric tons, the agency with a net gain in GHG
emissions, Space Coast Area Transit, is an outlier and is also not one that was considered to be
a metro area).
The area served by South Florida RTA had the least amount of net GHG emission
amongst areas served by transit with large service area populations for the Trend Scenario
(+5,000 metric tons); however it has the least amount of net GHG emission reductions amongst
areas served by transit with large service area populations (-31,000 metric tons). This can once
again be attributed to their small motorbus service, new in 2004, but mostly to their commuter
rail service, which has a load factor of 79.38 for this Scenario. This can be compared to the
other three agencies’ load factors for this Scenario of 17.90 for Miami-Dade Transit, 19.63 for
Broward County Mass Transit Division, and 20.03 for Central Florida RTA.
Miami-Dade Transit is an extreme outlier. The area served by Miami-Dade Transit has
the greatest amount of net GHG emission reductions amongst any agency for the Metro Areas
Scenario with -132,000 metric ton. This is almost three times the reductions of any other area
served by transit in the state and can be attributed to their large service area population (more
people means there are more opportunities to reduce auto trips and thus emissions).
If passenger miles of public transportation were to increase in metro areas by 109
percent, to 10.05 percent, the change in GHG emissions between 2006 and 2017 would be a
net reduction.
Scenario Comparisons
The emissions calculator scenarios paint three very different pictures of the future
implications of transit in the state of Florida, as seen in Table 4.13 below. The Trend Scenario
produces a net gain in GHG emissions while the two alternative scenarios, the Aggressive
Statewide Growth Scenario and the Metro Areas Scenario, produce a net reduction in GHG
emissions.
Table 4.13: Summary of All Three Scenarios by Transit Agency Service Area Population Size

Trend

Range of Values
(metric tons of
GHG)
0 to 41,000

Mean
(metric
tons of
GHG)
7,000

Median
(metric
tons of
GHG)
3,000

Aggressive
Statewide
Growth
Metro Areas

-119,000 to 3,000
-132,000 to 8,000

-13,000
-12,000

-2,000
1,000

Scenario

GHG
Emissions
(metric tons)

Energy Savings
(gal of gasoline)

176,000

-12,222,469

-255,000
-309,000

55,945,473
108,615,453

It is clear from the findings that the areas served by transit with large service area
populations have the most impact within all three scenarios, producing both the largest net gain
in GHG emissions (Trend) as well as the largest net reduction in GHG emissions (Aggressive
Statewide Growth and Metro Areas) over the other two categories, small and medium. It could
be assumed from this assessment that concentrating growth in areas with large service area
populations would produce the largest net reduction in GHG emissions. However, as the Metro
Areas Scenario exhibits, when aggregated to a statewide total, ignoring the areas served by
transit with small service area populations has negative effects. Thus the findings show that
growth in transit ridership throughout the entire state of Florida, as in the Aggressive Statewide
Growth Scenario, would produce the greatest amount of net reductions in GHG emissions from
transit in the year 2017.
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Figure 4.6 Summary of GHG change by Scenario, Year 2017 Estimates
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Figure 4.7 Gallons of Gasoline Saved by Scenario and Area Size, Year 2017
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Discussion and Limitations
In the final analysis, all of these scenarios beat the Climate Action Team goal of doubling
ridership (passenger miles) in the state of Florida by 2025 (Florida Climate Action Team, 2007).
By 2021, passenger miles will double under the least aggressive Trend Scenario from 2006
levels and will be almost two and a half times the 2006 levels by 2025. However given the
assumptions in this report, the Trend Scenario of growing transit ridership by an annual increase
in passenger miles by 4.81 percent will not reduce GHG or fuel consumption between the years
2006 and 2017. In fact, GHG and fuel use will increase over that time period under this
scenario (see Figures 4.6 and 4.7). The Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario assumes that
the average increase in passenger miles will double to 9.62 percent annually, a 100 percent
increase from the Trend Scenario. This scenario shows the maximum reduction in GHG
compared to both the Trend and Metro Areas Growth Scenarios (see Figure 4.6). As expected,
the Aggressive Statewide Growth is associated with a reduction in gallons of gasoline slightly
over the Metro Areas Growth Scenario. Remember, the Metro Areas Scenario assumed that
non-metro areas’ transit growth in passenger miles would follow historical averages and grow by
4.81 percent annually (same as the Trend Scenario). This scenario assumes growth in
passenger miles by 10.05 percent annually in the Metro Areas only between years 2006 and
2017.
The key limitation of this study is: “How might transit agencies increase passenger miles
by the assumed rates?” The Trend Scenario simply assumes the same rate of growth and this
trend will likely continue. But the Metro Areas and Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenarios
assume an annual doubling or even more in passenger miles. The purpose of this study is to
provide some guidance to the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Transit Office with
expected effects on GHG and fuel consumption under different growth scenarios. The crucial
question of how to increase passenger miles by transit agencies is beyond the scope of this
report. However, if transit agencies have limited revenue to implement passenger mile
increases then the FDOT Transit Office may wish to concentrate dollars and effort in the Metro
Areas. This would likely be the most cost effective investment to reduce GHG. The Metro
Areas in the scenario alone reduce almost as much GHG and gallons of gasoline as the
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario. The Transit Office would need to invest and focus on
eight transit agencies rather than two dozen or more.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
To achieve the beneficial results of the 2006 to 2017 expansion scenarios, agencies
should continue focusing on strategies such as increasing ridership, optimizing routes to
increase vehicle passenger loads, improving transit access and comfort, and improving speed
and reliability. Public transit will have to attract more choice riders (riders who are able to use
personal vehicles but choose to take transit). Large transit agencies with joint development
projects around transit stations can also promote compact development in and around transit
nodes and look for other ways to mitigate congestion. Recent American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding opportunities rewarded transit agencies looking for ways to
reduce emissions by “greening” their transit fleet, buying lower emitting, alternative fuel and
lighter vehicles. Many Florida transit agencies applied for ARRA funding or are greening their
fleets independently.
In 2007, the legislature passed HB697, requiring metropolitan planning organizations in
Florida to consider GHG reduction in long-range transportation plans and local governments to
give the same consideration to GHG reduction in comprehensive plans. One hopes that with
HB697, Florida will give priority to projects that will reduce emissions. In order to implement the
investments needed to further reduce GHG associated with transit and increase ridership,
transit agencies will need more funding.
When this project started, the assumption was that efficient transit reduces GHG and the
methods developed in this project, as well as other national and international efforts, could
reliably measure the reduction. If transit agencies could show measurable reductions in GHG,
transit may be able to (1) receive revenue from allowance auctions from a cap and trade system
and, (2) to a lesser degree, qualify as GHG offset projects. Both offsets and allocations
potentially mean more funding for transit.
A GHG offset represents a reduction, avoidance, destruction, or sequestration of GHG
emissions from a source not covered by a cap and trade emission reduction requirement such
as capture of methane from a landfill. The elimination of GHG emissions can be converted into
tradeable offset credits, and cap-and-trade programs can be designed to permit firms to use
these credits to meet their compliance obligations (Pew Center on Global Climate Change,
2008b). Although as this report shows, transit does replace trips resulting in displaced GHG; it
is much more complicated to prove that GHG displacement of transit compared to methane
capture from a landfill, for example. In addition, it is much more expensive to implement transit
projects compared to landfill methane capture. So, compared to other types of offset projects,
transit is more expensive and has more difficulty measuring emissions reductions. Additionally,
transportation may be a sector that is capped in a cap and trade system and, thus by definition,
may not be eligible for potential offset revenues (see Appendix A, Table A.3 for more on the
issue of transportation and offset projects). Thus, transit projects are unlikely to qualify as offset
credits in a cap and trade system.
There are various options for distributing greenhouse gas emission auction allowances
under a cap-and-trade program. Auction allowances represent a significant source of revenue
and can be used to compensate firms or individuals affected by climate change policy or to raise
funds for other socially desirable policy objectives, such as renewable energy, public
transportation and rail investments (Pew Center on Global Climate Change, 2008a). Benefiting
from auction allowance revenue is more likely than qualifying for offset projects. However, this
depends on which legislation is implemented in a federal cap and trade system (see Appendix A
for a review of proposed cap and trade systems and alternatives).
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During the 2008 Congressional session, the Senate Lieberman-Warner Bill (S. 2191
and S. 3036) would have provided up to 2.75 percent of cap and trade emission allowance
revenue for transit, worth an estimated $3 billion in new annual funding. This bill was not
approved. Over one year later, the U.S. House of Representatives approved its version of a
climate bill sponsored by Representatives Waxman and Markey (H.R. 2454). This more recent
House bill fails to provide guaranteed transit investment funding and potentially only sets aside
one percent of the auction revenue to transit, or less than $1 billion in new annual funding
(APTA, 2009b).
A proposed amendment to a climate change bill called Clean Tea would direct more
funding to clean transportation investments including public transportation and passenger rail.
The Clean Tea amendment to a similar Senate bill would allocate 10 percent, or roughly $10
billion annually, of the emission allowances for new investment in transit and other strategies
that reduce vehicular emissions (APTA, 2009b).
Table 5.1: Estimated Additional Revenue to Public Transit and Rail from Recent Federal Cap
and Trade Bills based on Federal Transit Administration Appropriations History*

2008 Senate Lieberman-Warner Bill
2009 House Waxman-Markey Bill

Additional Revenue to Public
Transportation and Rail from
Proposed Federal Cap and Trade
Bills
$3,000,000,000
>$1,000,000,000

2009 Senate Clean Tea Amendment
to House Waxman-Markey Bill

$10,000,000,000

Expected funding in 2012**
Plus Addiditional Funding
from Cap and Trade Bill
$15,121,650,524
>$13,121,650,524

$22,121,650,524

Percentage
Increase
20%
>8%

45%

*2009 Dollars
** assuming an 8% average increase in appropriations to FTA

Table 5.1 shows the estimated additional revenue potentially available to public transit
and rail from recent federal cap and trade bills. The 2008 Liberman-Warner Senate bill would
increase the Federal Transit Administration appropriations by 20 percent. The current 2009
Waxman-Markey House-approved bill would only increase those appropriations by less than
eight percent. If the Senate Clean Tea amendment to a Senate climate change bill is
implemented, the appropriation to the Federal Transit Administration could increase up to 45
percent.
Due to other legislative priorities, the Clean Tea amendment has not yet been voted on
in the Senate. It is unclear if the U.S. Congressional and Executive offices will meet the
December 2009 deadline for developing a cap and trade system in time for the United Nations
Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen. Since allocation of auction revenue is the most
contentious issue, the allocation methodology may be developed after the Copenhagen
meeting. Additional funding for transit from cap and trade legislation, whether it is an eight or 45
percent increase is undecided at this date. However, it must be said that efforts such as this
study have created awareness that investment in transit is a strategy that can reduce GHG
emissions. APTA has strived over the last year or so to create a greater awareness of GHG
benefits of transit through both marketing and measurement. Other efforts such as the study
Moving Cooler (Cambridge Systematics, 2009) and other studies have increased awareness of
transit’s role. It would have been highly unlikely that popular press would discuss transit and
GHG benefits when this study started in June of 2009. Almost a year and a half later, things
have changed. Transit’s benefits are even discussed in children’s magazines (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Popular awareness of transit’s ability to reduce fuel consumption

Source: Ladybug September 2009, page 2.

Livable Communities, GHG Reduction and Transit
This project began just as interest in transit and GHG reductions was receiving attention
nationally. This study measured baseline displacement of GHG from mode shift and congestion
relief and showed that in 2006, public transit in Florida displaced trips that would have totaled
almost 200,000 metric tons of GHG. The amount of displacement was even greater when those
trips occurred during the most congested times of the day. The study also estimated several
scenarios for transit investment that could net at the most 300,000 metric tons of GHG by 2017.
The 2006 baseline estimate did not account for the emissions from transit operations whereas
the year 2017 estimates did (emissions from fuel, but not emissions associated with electricity,
were measured). Both analyses support the notion that public transportation using energy
efficient vehicles can be a tool to reduce transportation related GHG. The overall displaced
GHG from transit in Florida is modest but growing. Many Florida communities have used grant
funding or have purchased much more efficient vehicles such as hybrid-electric buses. With
more opportunities to replace older, less efficient transit vehicles, transit will become an even
cleaner option.
Behind the increased awareness and interest in transit’s GHG benefits is advocacy. This
advocacy stems from expected interest groups such as APTA. It is also coming from Smart
Growth organizations, the Congress of New Urbanism, Transportation for America, public health
and elderly organizations. The desire for high quality transit is only partially motivated by
climate change and often motivated by improved quality of life and mobility. Secretary of
Transportation LaHood has recognized the reaction against auto-oriented mobility and desire for
more livable communities. Livable communities is defined among other things as providing
more transportation choices that will help develop safe, reliable and economical transportation
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choices; decrease household transportation costs; reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign
oil; improve air quality; reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and promote public health. Further,
Secretary LaHood said, “Creating livable communities will result in improved quality of life for all
Americans and create a more efficient and more accessible transportation network that serves
the needs of individual communities. Fostering the concept of livability in transportation projects
and programs will help America’s neighborhoods become safer, healthier and more vibrant”
(U.S. Department of Transportation, 2009). Studies like this one measure and verify only one of
the many advantages of public transportation.
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Appendix A: Proposed Federal and State Cap and Trade Programs
This appendix was last updated September 15, 2009; legislation and regulations at the federal,
regional or state level may have changed.
This appendix serves as a historical reference. It will review three interrelated subjects.
It will (1) briefly introduce the different cap and trade systems proposed or operating in the U.S.,
(2) identify whether cap and trade auction revenue (allowances) are currently or proposed to be
invested in transit in each system, and (3) review the reasons why transit projects likely will not
be considered for offsets projects for polluters that emit more than their cap.
Introduction
A climate cap and trade system would set a limit on GHG emissions and allow entities to
buy and sell rights to emit GHG, similar to the successful acid rain trading program of the early
1990s. In practice, cap and trade systems create a financial incentive for emission reductions by
assigning a cost to polluting. First, an environmental regulator establishes a “cap” that limits
emissions from a designated group of polluters, such as power plants, to a level lower than their
current emissions. The emissions allowed under the new cap are then divided up into individual
permits—usually equal to one ton of pollution—that represent the right to emit that amount.
Because the emissions cap restricts the amount of pollution allowed, permits that give a
company the right to pollute take on financial value. Companies are free to buy and sell permits
in order to continue operating in the most profitable manner available to them. So, those that
are able to reduce emissions at a low cost can sell their extra permits to companies facing high
costs (which will generally prefer to buy permits rather than make costly reductions themselves)
(Pew Center on Global Climate Change, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c).
Cap and trade is an environmental policy tool that delivers results with a mandatory cap
on emissions while providing polluters flexibility in how they comply. According to the
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), successful cap and trade programs reward
innovation, efficiency, and early action and provide strict environmental accountability without
inhibiting economic growth (US EPA, 2009a). Emissions trading are particularly suited to the
emissions of GHG which have the same effect wherever they are emitted. This allows the
government to regulate the amount of emissions produced in aggregate by setting the overall
cap for the system but gives companies the flexibility of determining how and where the
emissions reductions will be achieved. By allowing participants the flexibility to trade allowances
the overall emissions reductions are achieved in the most cost-effective way possible (US EPA,
2009a).
Regulated polluters are allocated allowances that correspond to a specific number of
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent. The total number of allowances would match the cap.
The program would require electric utilities, refineries, and other sources of global warming
pollution to have an allowance for each ton of their emissions. Polluters would pay for or be
given free allowances during the initial distribution and later trade them in an “allowance market”
(Pew Center on Global Climate Change, 2008a). Emissions trading allow companies to emit in
excess of their allocation of allowances by purchasing allowances from the market. Similarly, a
company that emits less than its allocation of allowances can sell its surplus allowances. In
contrast to regulation which imposes emission limits on particular facilities, emissions trading
gives companies the flexibility to meet emission reduction targets according to their own
strategy, for example by reducing emissions on site or by buying allowances from other
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companies which have excess allowances. The environmental outcome is not affected because
the amount of allowances allocated is fixed (US EPA, 2009a). To lower overall emission
reduction costs, a cap and trade system can also be complemented by parallel programs such
as energy efficiency standards and research and development investment (Pew Center on
Global Climate Change, 2009).
Congress and the Environmental Protection Agency are working from different angles to
address global warming and support implementation of regulations to reduce GHG emissions.
It is likely that in the near future, entities will be required to register their GHG emissions and be
required to lower those emissions on target. In May 2009, the U.S. House Energy and
Commerce Committee began to consider the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009
also known as ACES or the Waxman-Markey Bill. The Act calls for an economy-wide,
greenhouse gas cap and trade system and critical complementary measures. The Act will
require entities to report to a registry. Correspondingly, the Environmental Protection Agency in
April 2009 declared that industrial greenhouse gases are a danger to human health and wellbeing, opening the way to broad new regulations to reduce GHG. The finding could lead to farreaching rules that are likely to heavily affect cars and trucks, which account for nearly a quarter
of the nation's greenhouse gas emissions, and utilities, which are responsible for more than a
third. EPA anticipates that this coordination will reduce the burden of reporting for both
reporters and governments (Waxman & Markey, 2009).
In the event a cap and trade system is implemented as a result of the American Clean
Energy and Security Act of 2009, the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX, 2009) is a likely
marketplace for integrating emissions reductions targets with emissions trading and offsets for
all six greenhouse gases. Currently organizations voluntarily join CCX as members and form a
legally binding compliance regime, providing independent, third party verification by the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority. CCX is a self-regulatory exchange that administers the
world’s first multinational and multisector marketplace for reducing and trading greenhouse gas
emissions. CCX represents the first legally binding commitment by a cross-section of North
American corporations, municipalities and other institutions to establish a rules-based market for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. CCX enables members to receive credit for reductions,
and to buy and sell credits to determine the most cost-effective means of achieving emission
reductions.
The Climate Registry is the leading reporting registry in the U.S. (US EPA, 2009b). This
registry serves as both a voluntary and, in a few states, a mandatory greenhouse gas registry to
promote early actions to reduce GHG emissions by organizations. The Climate Registry has
developed and promotes credible, accurate, and consistent GHG reporting standards and tools
for organizations to measure, monitor, third-party verify and reduce their GHG emissions
consistently across industry sectors.
The Climate Registry has set best practice standards for voluntary North American GHG
emissions calculation, reporting and verification. It is governed by its members and as of March
2008, the Registry’s membership includes 41 U.S. states, including Florida, and the District of
Columbia. The Climate Registry’s General Reporting Protocol for its voluntary reporting
program was developed through a public consensus-based process and is consistent with other
recognized standards of international agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol (Climate Registry,
2008). The resulting voluntary reporting program, as outlined in the General Reporting Protocol,
collects GHG data consistently across jurisdictions. This consistency streamlines reporting for
organizations that have operations across many jurisdictions and allows for the exchange of
data among various GHG emissions reporting programs. Entities that report to the Climate
Registry are prepared to participate in a market-based cap and trade system.
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Transit GHG Reporting
Reducing single occupancy vehicles and moving people into transit is part of the solution
to transportation related GHG reductions. Thus far, the Climate Registry has addressed the role
of transit and has a draft Local Government Operations Protocol that requires registering the
emissions from transit. The emissions include tail-pipe emissions, stationary combustion and
indirect emissions from electricity use (Climate Registry, 2009). The key missing item in the
Local Government Operations Protocol is that transit is seen ONLY as an emitter of GHG rather
than an efficient mode shift out of single occupancy automobiles.
The American Public Transportation Association’s Climate Change Standards Working
Group (APTA, 2009) has communicated with the Climate Registry about the methodology that
shows GHG emissions and reductions related to transit. APTA also met with the Chicago
Climate Exchange to determine if transit agencies can participate in carbon market trading at
CCX. As yet, neither the CCX nor any registry has fully recognized the potential for transit to be
part of the solution addressing climate change.
Public transit must account for its GHG emitted during operations as well as the GHG
reduced through displaced car trips and congestion relief. The GHG emissions, reductions and
net impact should be reported to the public. With the knowledge of the carbon footprint of
transit, reducing emissions will be easier. Transit agencies will benefit from determining their
annual GHG emissions in other ways. Recently, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA, 2009)
accepted applications for and distributed American Reinvestment and Recovery Act grant
money for Transit Investments for Greenhouse Gas and Energy Reduction (TIGGER).
Agencies applying for TIGGER funding were required to include a measurement summary for
the energy consumption reduction or greenhouse gas emission reduction impact of their
proposed programs. Other reasons transit agencies may wish to quantify emissions include (1)
supporting internal efforts to reduce energy consumption and emissions and (2) communicating
the benefits of transit to elected officials and the wider public. All of these require the
quantification of emission savings, to varying degrees of precision.
In the U.S., there are currently both regional and federal cap and trade systems either in
operation or proposed. Several states have separate efforts including Florida. The federal,
regional and Florida systems will be compared for their treatment of transportation fuels and
potential investment in transit.
Cap and Trade Systems in the U.S.
Three regional cap and trade systems exist in the US. The leader is the Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative, called RGGI, which includes seven Northeast and mid-Atlantic
states. RGGI’s framework has been implemented, caps have been set and four auctions of
emission allowances have been conducted. The Western Climate Initiative (WCI) includes
seven Western states and four Canadian provinces. WCI will be fully implemented in 2015 and
each state and province is setting emissions caps in 2009. The Midwestern Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Accord (the Accord) includes nine Midwestern states and one Canadian province.
Recommendations for caps have been provided to governors within this group, but no actions
have been taken yet. On the federal level, the Waxman-Markey Bill in the 111th Congress
passed the House of Representatives and is being considered in the Senate. Florida has
proposed a cap and trade system that will begin a trial period in 2012.
Table A.1 shows the types of entities that will be capped within the different systems. All
systems principally regulate electric utilities which produce over half of GHG in the states.
Regulating utilities is administratively efficient since there are a small number of entities
covered. Even though transportation fuels constitute between 25 to 45 percent of GHG in the
U.S., these fuels are not included in RGGI or in the Florida systems. The proposed WaxmanMarkey Bill, WCI and the Accord all plan to cap transportation fuels upstream at the point of
importation or refinement in the future. Likewise, RGGI and Florida will likely cap transportation
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fuels upstream at some point. The fact that transportation fuels are only considered to be
capped upstream at the point of importation or refinement has implications for transit’s ability to
be an offset project.
Table A.1: Regulated Sectors in U.S. Cap and Trade Systems

What is
regulated?

The American Clean
Energy and Security
Act (WaxmanMarkey Bill)

Western Climate
Initiative (WCI)

Regional
Greenhouse
Gas Initiative
(RGGI)

Midwestern
Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Accord

Florida

In 2012, Upstream
for transport fuels,
downstream for
electric utilities and
large sources;
commercial and
residential natural gas
at local distribution
companies.
Compliance starts in
2012 with some
sources phased in
later, 2014 for large
industrial sources;
2016 for natural gas
local distribution
companies

Upstream
transportation fuels
in 2015

Started in 2008.
Fossil fuel-fired
electric power
plants 25
megawatts or
greater in size
(approximately
225 facilities
region-wide).

Upstream for
transportation fuels
in the future.

A trial period
may begin in
2012 and last
until 2016 for
utilities including
fossil-fuel units
serving a >25
MWe generator,
waste-to-energy
facilities, and
cogeneration
units.

Compliance starts in
2012 for stationary
combustion for
electricity, industrial
processes, waste
management, fossil
fuel production and
processing. .

No caps on
transportation
fuels.

In 2012, electricity
generation and
imports, industrial
combustion and
process sources,
provided that credible
measurement &
monitoring protocols
exist or can be
developed. Fuels
serving residential,
commercial and
industrial buildings
are not covered.

No caps on
transportation
fuels.

Table A.2 shows the variety of ways the different cap and trade systems will hold
allowance auctions and distribute revenue. RGGI is already conducting allowance auctions.
Free and fee-based systems are proposed in the Waxman-Markey Bill in the U.S. House and in
the Accord. Florida plans to allocate allowances for free in the trial period to 2016 and then
auction allowances from 2017 to 2050. No auction revenue is specifically allocated to
transportation or transit in ACES, RGGI or WCI; however amendments to the programs could
occur that provide more funding to transit. It is unknown if transit will benefit directly from
allowance revenue from the Accord or Florida’s system.
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Table A.2: Allowances and Allocation of Revenue in Cap and Trade Systems

Allowances
and
Allocation

The American
Clean Energy and
Security Act
(Waxman-Markey
Bill)

Regional
Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (RGGI)

Western Climate
Initiative (WCI)

Midwestern
Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Accord

Florida

Free and fee-based
allocation of
allowances. No
amounts of the
auction revenue
are specified with
the exception of
5% for reducing
international
deforestation. No
auction revenue
specified for
transportation
/transit. (Unlike
previous bills no
allocation of
auction revenue
dedicated to
transit.)

Auctions. Each
state distributes
auction proceeds
differently. No
auction revenue
specified for
transportation /
transit.

Auctions of
allowances.
Distribution of
revenue from
auction allowances
to energy efficiency
and renewable
energy, research,
development
demonstration and
deployment with
particular reference
to carbon capture
and storage,
renewable energy
generation, etc.
No auction
revenue specified
for transportation
/ transit.

Free and fee-based
allocation of
allowances at
beginning,
transitioning to an
auction-based
distribution.
Distribution of
auction proceeds
(allowances)
targeted to
accelerate:
commercial
development and
deployment of lowcarbon
technologies,
infrastructure, and
strategies primarily
for sectors covered
by the cap and
trade program.
Unlikely that
auction revenue
would be
specified for
transportation /
transit.

Free distribution
in trial period
(2012—2016)
resulting in no
auction revenues
allowances.
Transition to
auction in Stage
2 (2017—2050+)
details to be
determined.
When
appropriate
balance between
demand side
management,
rate payer
mitigation.
Unlikely that
auction
revenue would
be specified for
transportation/
transit.

Allocation revenue will likely be invested in clean, renewable energy technologies and
energy efficiency to enable further reductions in emissions. It may also provide transition
assistance to workers or economic sectors negatively affected by the cap and trade system.
Low income families may be compensated in some way for rising energy bills. Finally the
revenue perhaps will also be spent on adapting to the effects of climate change already
underway.
All of the cap and trade systems allow offset projects. Offset projects allow regulated
facilities under a cap and trade system to purchase emission reductions from industries not
included in the cap (unregulated entities) instead of reducing an equivalent amount of their own
emissions or buying allowances from other regulated polluters (Pew Center on Global Climate
Change, 2008c). The Waxman-Markey Bill would allow facilities to purchase domestic and
international carbon offsets to cover some of their emissions. For example, a power plant could
pay a landowner to plant trees to sequester carbon dioxide and use those emission reductions
to offset its own.
Transit advocates hoped that transit projects could qualify as offset projects. There is
precedent for this in climate change emissions trading systems. For example in the compliance
market, Bogota’s bus rapid transit system receives credits from developed countries to offset
emissions under the Kyoto Protocol. In the voluntary market, King County Metro has a
contractual agreement with the CCX to reduce its GHG. In 2008, GHG reductions associated
with transit in King County netted roughly $12,000 for the offset. The GHG reduction from
transit in King County Metro was largely due to the use of biofuels from a company that is no
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longer in business. King County Metro does not expect to show GHG reductions in 2009 (Gary
Prince, personal communication, November 2009).
In all of the U.S. cap and trade systems proposed, transportation fuels will likely be
capped upstream at the point of importation or refinement. Upstream regulation is easier
administratively and less costly because it involves a small number of facilities covering the
large majority of emissions (Table A.1). Entities earning offsets must be outside the sectors
regulated by the cap and trade system. The problem for transit is that if fuels are capped
upstream then transportation and transit fuel use is already regulated and transit GHG reduction
projects would be considered double counting the same regulated GHG. For example, if a
transit project were to earn offsets for reducing fuel use (and thus emissions) by shifting single
occupancy vehicle travel to transit, this would constitute double counting because the fuel
savings from transit would be counted both as a carbon offset and as fewer allowances that the
petroleum importers and refiners would have to purchase. This would allow total emissions
from regulated sectors to exceed the emissions cap without a corresponding offset from the
outside. Offset projects will come from unregulated sectors like agriculture and land fills. For
example, a regulated power plant can pay a landfill facility to capture methane through
purchasing an offset because landfills, land use, agriculture, and other sectors fall outside of the
regulated sphere under the type of cap and trade systems being discussed. So, one ton of
emissions from the power plant can be offset by one ton of emissions captured from the landfill.
RGGI does not permit transit projects as offsets. It is unlikely that ACES, WCI, the Accord or
Florida will permit transit offset projects (Table A.3).
Table A.3: Transit Permitted to be Offset Projects in Cap and Trade Systems

U.S. transit
offset
projects
allowed?

The American
Clean Energy and
Security Act
(Waxman-Markey
Bill)

Regional
Greenhouse
Gas Initiative
(RGGI)

Western
Climate
Change
Initiative
(WCI)

Midwestern
Greenhouse
Gas
Reduction
Accord

Florida

Unlikely

No

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

Discussion
The real goal for investigating allocation revenue and offset projects was to identify more
revenue for transit operations. The hope that transit would benefit from cap and trade systems
as offset projects has largely been dashed. In retrospect, offset projects would require
administrative efforts and monitoring that might make the prospect less cost effective regardless
of the potential revenue. The potential for allocating auction revenues remains a possibility.
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Introduction
The Central Transit Office of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
engaged Florida State University (FSU) to undertake a research project titled, Conserve
by Transit: Analysis of the Energy Consumption, Climate Change. (2008a).
Congressional policy brief: Greenhouse gas emissions allowance allocation. Retrieved
February 8, 2009, from http://www.pewclimate.org/policy-brief/Allocation.
The American Public Transportation Association (APTA) in conjunction with the
Transportation Research Board’s Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP)
published a study that resulted in the production of national mode shift factors. Because
the national figures include an average from across the United States, it was surmised
that mode shift factors specifically calculated for Florida would be more beneficial for this
project. The national figures include areas of the country with different topography,
attitudes, and densities that impact the propensity to use transit. It was important to
calculate a mode shift factor for Florida in order to increase the accuracy of this analysis.
In order to determine a mode shift factor for each of the requested modes, FDOT
Central Office requested that Tindale-Oliver & Associates, Inc., (TOA) assist FSU staff
by gathering survey data from local transit agencies and calculating Florida-specific
mode shift factors. TOA concentrated its data gathering efforts within Florida, but for
modes other than motorbus, TOA staff found it necessary to seek data from transit
agencies outside of Florida as there was little or no data available within the state.
The project team consisted of FSU, TOA, and FDOT. Representatives of the
Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida
participated in meetings as they are conducting a parallel project.
The following report provides an overview of the data gathering process as well
as the mode shift calculations prepared from the collected data
Data Gathering
A mode shift factor measures the percentage of people who use transit despite
having another option available to them to make the trip. By calculating a mode shift
factor, the benefits (e.g., reduced congestion, reduced emissions, etc.) of transit
implementation can be measured. Ideally, a ridership survey would be coordinated in
order to gather this type of information, but given project budget and time constraints,
the project team decided to gather data from ridership surveys already conducted.
TOA targeted previously conducted ridership surveys from all transit agencies in
Florida and a number of transit agencies outside the state. To be used in the analysis,
the surveys had to include a question phrased similarly to the following one:
If transit service were not available, how would you make this kind of trip?
________Drive alone
________Walk
________Someone would drive me
________Carpool
________Taxi
________Bicycle
________I would not make the trip
The survey data collected had to adhere to the following standards:
•

The question had to include an option for respondents to indicate that they would
not make the trip if transit were not available.
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•

•

The survey had to be representative of all transit riders and include a maximum 5
percent margin of error with 95 percent confidence (i.e., a minimum of 377
completed surveys for a ridership base of 20,000, and a minimum of 384
completed surveys for a ridership base of one million). These figures are taken
from On-Board and Intercept Transit Survey Techniques (Synthesis 63)
published under the TCRP of the Transportation Research Board in 2005.
The surveys had to be conducted within the last five years in order to capture
current land use and demographic patterns.

TOA targeted its survey gathering within Florida for the motorbus mode. Due to
the small number of Florida options for the other desired modes, TOA gathered data
from across the country for the fixed-route BRT bus, light rail, and heavy rail modes.
Table B.1 details the number of transit agencies contacted for each mode, the number of
surveys collected for each mode, and the number of surveys that met the previouslystated requirements such that they were valid for the study’s purposes. The actual
survey data for the validated surveys are provided in Appendix A.
Table B.1: Survey Collection Results

Systems
contacted
Surveys received
Validated
surveys

Motorbus

Fixed-Route
BRT Bus

Light Rail

Heavy Rail

Total

32
15

10
1

19
3

11
1

72
20

7

1

2

1

11

Survey data were deemed to be invalid for purposes of this effort if they failed to
meet the criteria listed previously. Most were not valid because they did not ask the
appropriate question although a few were not valid because they did not have a
sufficient sample size to meet the statistical requirements.
It should be noted that there are few examples of operational fixed-route BRT
bus, light rail, and heavy rail systems in the United States. Every effort was made to
contact those that could be identified via available FTA’s National Transit Database
information. Most of the systems identified with these modes had not conducted
passenger surveys within the prescribed time period.
Results: Motorbus
From the data gathered, TOA calculated mode shift factors for each mode. Seven
Florida motorbus systems provided useable data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volusia County (VOTRAN),
Hernando County (THE Bus),
Lee County (LeeTran),
Sarasota County (Sarasota County Area Transit),
Brevard County (Space Coast Area Transit),
Palm Beach County (Palm Tran), and
Pinellas County (Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority).
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Table B.2 shows the results for these seven transit agencies for the survey
question, “If transit service were not available, how would you make this kind of trip?”
Because motorbus systems operate in widely varying environments, from very rural
locations to the most urbanized locations, systems were divided into three categories.
The categories were based on service area population size as defined in APTA’s Transit
Performance Monitoring System (TPMS) Results report from June 2004. Small systems
are defined as those with service area populations under 500,000 persons. Medium
systems are those with service area populations of 500,000 to 1,250,000 persons.
Large systems have over 1,250,000 persons. No data were available for large systems.
Table B.2 Motorbus Survey Data by Florida Transit System

Transit System
Small Systems
VOTRAN
THE Bus
LeeTran
Sarasota County Area Transit
Medium Systems
Space Coast Area Transit
Palm Tran
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority

Walk

Bicycle

No Trip

Get a
Ride

Taxi

Drive

Other

22.60%
23.92%
13.63%
17.40%

9.90%
4.83%
10.59%
15.90%

14.70%
27.48%
20.93%
25.80%

26.50%
19.34%
34.30%
26.00%

9.80%
8.40%
10.21%
N/A

10.10%
7.38%
10.34%
10.50%

6.40%
8.65%
0.00%
4.40%

18.00%
12.30%
18.00%

11.00%
11.10%
9.00%

31.00%
16.40%
28.00%

25.50%
33.10%
25.00%

3.00%
14.60%
11.00%

11.00%
10.00%
9.00%

0.00%
2.50%
0.00%

Small systems are defined as those having service areas with fewer than 500,000 people. Medium systems are defined by
service area populations between 500,000 and 1,250,000 people. Large systems have service area populations greater than
1,250,000 people. No data for large systems were available.

Using these data, mode shift factors were calculated using the following equation:
Mode Shift Factor = % stating they would drive alone
+ % stating that someone else would drive them
+ % stating they would hire a taxi
+ % stating they would carpool / average carpool occupancy
Not all of the surveys included all of the alternative transportation options
provided in the equation. For example, none of the motorbus surveys included
carpooling as an option, although the light rail system surveys did include carpooling as
an option. For those surveys where carpool was an option, the national average carpool
occupancy of 2.5 persons per vehicle was used in the mode shift factor calculation.
Using the equation provided previously, the following mode shift factors were
calculated for the Florida motorbus systems, as presented in Table B.3.
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Table B.3:Motorbus Mode Shift Factor Calculations by Florida Transit System

Mode Shift
Factor

APTA Mode
Shift Factor

0.46

0.34

Medium System

0.50

0.42

Large System

N/A

0.47

Fixed-Route BRT Bus

0.43

N/A

Light Rail

0.43

N/A

Heavy Rail

0.51

N/A

System Type
Motorbus
Small System

Source: Transit Performance Monitoring System (TPMS)
Results, Phases I and II (2002) and Phase III (2004), APTA.

In order to determine a mode shift factor for Florida small and medium motorbus
systems, the previous results were weighted by the number of vehicles operated in
maximum service. The mode shift factors in Table B.4 suggest that, for small bus
systems, 46 percent of the passengers have an auto-related travel option besides the
bus. For medium size systems, 50 percent of passengers have an auto-related option
for travel.
Table B.4 Weighted Average Motorbus Mode Shift Factor Calculations by Florida Transit
System Size

Transit System

Vehicles
Operated in
Maximum
Service

Weighted
Mode Shift

0.46
0.35
0.55
0.37

46
6
51
40
143

0.15
0.01
0.20
0.10
0.46

0.40
0.58
0.45

19
125
175
319

0.02
0.23
0.25
0.50

Mode Shift
Factor

Small Systems
VOTRAN
THE Bus
LeeTran
Sarasota County Area Transit
Weighted Average
Medium Systems
Space Coast Area Transit
Palm Tran
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Weighted Average

Results: Fixed-Route BRT Bus
The same methodology for calculating mode shift factors was employed for fixedroute BRT bus systems. There are very few examples of fixed-route BRT bus systems
in the U.S. Every effort was made to contact as many of these as possible. Despite
contacting 10 systems, survey data were only available for 1 system. The only system
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with valid data for this study was the Miami-Dade Transit BRT system. The data for this
system are provided in Table B.5.
Table B.5 Fixed Route BRT Florida Transit System Survey

Transit System

Walk

Miami-Dade Transit BRT

Bicycle

No Trip

Get a
Ride

Taxi

Drive

Other

2.30%

17.80%

20.20%

1.60%

21.60%

29.60%

7.00%

From these data, a mode shift factor was calculated in Table B.6.
Table B.6 Fixed Route BRT Bus Mode Shift Factor Calculation
Transit System

Mode Shift Factor

Miami-Dade Transit BRT

0.43

Results: Light Rail
Again, the same methodology was used for calculating a mode shift factor for the
light rail mode. Despite contacting 19 light rail systems throughout the country, data for
only 3 systems were collected. Of these three systems, only two had survey data that
were valid for the purposes of this study:
•
•

San Francisco (Bay Area Rapid Transit) and
Cleveland (Regional Transit Authority).

Table B.7 provides the data gathered for these two systems.
Table B.7 Light Rail System Survey Data

Walk

Bicycle

No Trip

Get a
Ride

Carpool

Taxi

Drive

Other

San Francisco

N/A

N/A

19.82%

N/A

11.71%

N/A

37.84%

30.63%

Cleveland

N/A

N/A

22.22%

26.36%

3.70%

4.58%

36.60%

6.54%

Transit System

Note: San Francisco allowed respondents to choose more than one response, which created data that exceeds 100
percent. The results have been normalized to 100 percent.

B.8 provides the calculated mode shift factors for each of these light rail systems.
Table B.8 Light Rail Mode Shift Factor Calculations by Transit System
Transit System

Mode Shift Factor

San Francisco

0.43

Cleveland

0.69
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As with the bus system data, the light rail system data were weighted to calculate
a light rail mode shift factor. The mode shift factor calculated for light rail systems was
0.43, which means that 43 percent of light rail users have another option for making the
trip (Table B.9).
Table B.9 Weighted Average Mode Shift Factor Calculation for Light Rail Transit
Systems

Mode Shift

Vehicles
Operated in
Maximum
Service

Weighted
Mode Shift

San Francisco

0.43

517

0.41

Cleveland

0.69

17

0.02

534

0.43

Weighted Average

Results: Heavy Rail
Due to the relatively low number of passenger heavy rail systems in the country,
there were little data available for a mode shift factor analysis. Eleven systems were
contacted, but data were gathered for only one system: Virginia Railway Express.
Table B.10 provides a review of the data collected for this heavy rail system.
Table B.10 Heavy Rail System Survey Data

Transit System

Walk

Bicycle

No Trip

Get a
Ride

Taxi

Drive

Other

Virginia Railway Express

N/A

N/A

13.00%

N/A

N/A

51.00%

36.00%

The mode shift factor calculation was conducted in the same manner as the
other modes. The mode shift factor calculation result is provided in Table B.11.
Table B.11 Heavy Rail Mode Shift Factor Calculation
Transit System

Mode Shift Factor

Virginia Railway Express

0.51

Conclusions
The process of calculating mode shift factors for motorbus, fixed-route BRT bus,
light rail, and heavy rail began with determining a methodology. Time constraints did not
allow for original data to be collected for the purposes of this study. The determined
methodology was to collect survey data from previously conducted passenger surveys.
The survey data had to meet rigorous requirements in order to be valid for this study’s
purposes. The survey data had to include the appropriate question, have a minimum
number of responses, and be less than five years old.
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Over 70 transit agencies were contacted to gather survey data, but the stringent
requirements provided previously severely limited the pool of valid data with which to
calculate mode shift factors by mode. Table B.12 provides a summary of the mode shift
factors calculated by mode. Table B.12 also includes the national mode shift factors
calculated in a study by APTA.
Table B.12 Mode Shift Factor by Mode

Mode Shift
Factor

APTA Mode
Shift Factor

0.46

0.34

Medium System

0.50

0.42

Large System

N/A

0.47

Fixed-Route BRT Bus

0.43

N/A

Light Rail

0.43

N/A

Heavy Rail

0.51

N/A

System Type
Motorbus
Small System

Source: Transit Performance Monitoring System (TPMS)
Results, Phases I and II (2002) and Phase III (2004), APTA.

The mode shift factors specific to Florida for motorbus calculated during this
analysis are relatively comparable to the corresponding values calculated by APTA.
Though somewhat higher, for a number of reasons the variances make sense. Transit
usage patterns are typically varied in different areas of the country. This can be due to a
number of reasons, ranging from the level and quality of transit service provided, to land
development patterns, to the prevalence of discretionary transit riders, among others.
According to the figures presented for motorbus in Table 12, it is apparent that persons
using transit in Florida are more likely to switch to an auto-based alternative if transit
were not available.
However, this result does not necessarily mean that Florida transit passengers
are more likely to be discretionary riders. In fact, in many communities with transit
across the state, the reality is primarily the opposite. Many bus riders across the state
are dependent on transit for their mobility needs. Unfortunately, to further exacerbate
the issue, Florida does not have as extensive a transit network as some areas of the
country, its development patterns tend to be more sprawling in nature rather than
focusing on high density activity nodes that would better support transit use, and its
weather, tropical environment, and lack of pedestrian and bicycle supportive
infrastructure all significantly limit people’s alternative transportation options. For these
reasons, it is difficult for an individual to live in Florida and rely solely on transit for all
one’s transportation needs. Hence, all of these factors support the idea that Florida
transit passengers may indeed be more likely than the average American transit
passenger to have to rely on an auto-based transportation option in the absence of
transit.
Nevertheless, while the resulting Florida-specific motorbus mode shift factors are
anticipated to appropriately reflect the current transit experience in Florida, the project
team determined that it was advisable to use the mode shift values calculated in the
APTA study for two primary reasons. First, the rigorous requirements for survey data
used in this analysis led to a limited amount of survey data being available. Secondly,
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by using the APTA figures, more conservative estimates of the impact of transit can be
determined. The use of such conservative estimates will help better promote the
reasonableness of the overall study effort and further mitigate the possibility of its results
being questioned or criticized. For these reasons, the project team elected to move
forward using the APTA-calculated values for the next round of analysis.
Supplementary Tables
Table B. A provides a summary of the motorbus, fixed-route BRT, light rail, and
heavy rail systems contacted. It details whether or not the system provided survey data
and whether or not the survey data was used in the analysis.
Table B.A Summary of Transit Survey Results

System
Regional Transit System
Bay Town Trolley
Space Coast Area Transit
Broward County Transit
Tri-Rail
Palm Tran
Charlotte Area Transit
Collier Area Transit
Escambia County Area Transit
Jacksonville Transit Authority
StarMetro
SunTran
Treasure Coast Connector
Hialeah Transit System
Key West Transit
Metrobus
Polk Country Transportation System
Indian River Transit
Okaloosa County Transit
LYNX
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Winter Haven Area Transit
The Sunshine Bus Company
Volusia County Transportation
Authority

Service Area
Motorbus Systems
Gainesville, FL
Panama City, FL
Brevard County, FL
Broward County, FL
Palm Beach, Broward,
and Dade Counties, FL
Palm Beach County,
FL
Charlotte County, FL
Collier County, FL
Escambia County, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Tallahassee, FL
Marion County, FL
Martin County, FL
Hialeah, FL
Key West, FL
Miami-Dade County,
FL
Polk County, FL
Indian River County, FL
Okaloosa County, FL
Orange, Osceola, and
Seminole Counties, FL
Lakeland, FL
Winter Haven, FL
St. Johns County, FL
Volusia County, FL
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Agency
Contacted

Survey
Provided

Survey
Determined
Valid

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
N

N
N
Y
N

Y

N

N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
Y

N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N

Y

Y

Y

Table B.A Summary of Transit Survey Results Continued

System

Survey
Provided

Survey
Determined
Valid

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
N
Y

N
Y
N
Y

Fixed-Route BRT Systems
Miami, FL
Phoenix, AZ

Y
Y

Y
N

Y
N

New Orleans, LA
Salt Lake City, UT
Kansas City, MO
Cleveland, OH
Orlando, FL
Jacksonville, FL
San Diego, CA

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Los Angeles, CA
Light Rail Systems
San Francisco, CA
Baltimore, MD

Y

N

N

Y
Y

Y
N

Y
N

Cleveland, OH
Charlotte, NC

Y
Y

Y
N

Y
N

Atlanta, GA

Y

N

N

Boston, MA
Baltimore, MD

Y
Y

N
Y

N
N

Washington, DC

Y

N

N

Houston, TX
Dallas, TX

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

Denver, CO

Y

N

N

Service Area

Agency
Contacted

Motorbus Systems Continued
Hernando County, FL
Pinellas County, FL
Pasco County, FL
Hillsborough County,
Hillsborough Regional Transit Authority
FL
LakeXpress
Lake County, FL
LeeTran
Lee County, FL
Manatee County Area Transit
Manatee County, FL
Sarasota County Area Transit
Sarasota County, FL
The Hernando Express Bus
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Pasco County Public Transportation

South Miami-Dade Busway
Valley Metro LINK
New Orleans Regional Transit
Authority
Utah Transit Authority
Metro Area Express
HealthLine
Lymmo
Jacksonville Transit Authority
San Diego Metropolitan Transit System
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
Bay Area Regional Transit
Maryland Transit Administration
Greater Cleveland Regional Transit
Authority
Charlotte Area Transit System
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority
Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority
Maryland Transit Administration
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority
Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris
County
Dallas Area Rapid Transit
Denver Regional Transportation
District
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Table B.A Summary of Transit Survey Results Continued
Agency
System
Contacted
City/State
Light Rail Systems Continued
Utah Transit Authority
Salt Lake City, UT
Y
K.C. Light Rail
Kansas City, MO
Y
Metro Link
St. Louis, MO
Y
Metro Rail Miami
Miami, FL
Y
San Diego Metropolitan Transit System
San Diego, CA
Y
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
Los Angeles, CA
Y
Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority
Philadelphia, PA
Y
Pittsburgh Light Rail
Pittsburgh, PA
Y

Virginia Rail Express
Maryland Area Regional Commuter
Train
Music City Star
Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority
Maryland Transit Administration
Utah Transit Authority
Metro Link
Miami Transit Way
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority
Pittsburgh Light Rail

Survey
Provided

Survey
Determined
Valid

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N

N

N
N

N
N

Heavy Rail Systems
Northern Virginia/
Washington, DC
Baltimore, MD/
Washington, DC
Nashville, TN

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

Boston, MA
Baltimore, MD
Salt Lake City, UT
St. Louis, MO
Miami, FL

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

Los Angeles, CA

Y

N

N

Philadelphia, PA
Pittsburgh, PA

Y
Y

N
N

N
N
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Appendix C: Background and Detailed Findings from the
Calculators
Qualifying Florida Transit Agencies
A comprehensive list is shown below of all qualifying Florida transit agencies,
their service area population and corresponding agency size.
Table C.1 Included Florida Transit Agencies: Service Area Population and Size
Category
Company Name
Bay County Council On Aging Bay Coordinated
Transportation
City of Ocala
Hernando County Board of County
Commissioners
Indian River County Council on Aging, Inc.
Manatee County Area Transit
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Council on Aging of Martin County, Inc.
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Polk County Transit Services Division - Polk
County Board of County Commissioners
City of Tallahassee
Okaloosa County Board of County
Commissioners
Council on Aging of St. Lucie, Inc.
Escambia County Area Transit
Sarasota County Area Transit
Pasco County Public Transportation
Lee County Transit
County of Volusia, dba: VOTRAN
Space Coast Area Transit
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Board of County Commissioners, Palm Beach
County, PalmTran, Inc.
Central Florida Regional Transportation
Authority
Broward County Mass Transit Division
Miami-Dade Transit
South Florida Regional Transportation Authority
Sources: FTIS and Author’s Calculations
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Service Area Population

Size

85,458
85,459

Small
Small

87,500
88,391
103,000
110,000
137,956
149,173

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

153,924
162,310

Small
Small

170,498
241,305
307,220
389,000
424,355
429,057
468,670
504,891

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium

578,252
827,453
881,705

Medium
Medium
Medium

958,582

Medium

1,536,900
1,623,018
2,379,818

Large
Large
Large

5,448,962

Large

Emissions Calculator Shell
The emissions calculator shell is made up of eleven different worksheet tabs:
Results Summary, Expansion Scenarios, Bus, Commuter Rail, Automated Guideway,
Light Rail, Heavy Rail, Fuel Economy, Emissions Factors, 2017 Projections and TTI
Factors. The Transit Mode and Auto Emissions worksheet tabs are repeated for each
qualifying mode provided by the transit agency. The sheets are displayed below as a
shell, with no data.
Table C.2: Emissions Calculator Shell
Results Summary
Sub-Strategy/Program

Change in Auto Activity
VMT (million) GHGs (Mt)

Bus, Fixed Route
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
Commuter Rail
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
Automated Guideway
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
Light Rail
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
Heavy Rail
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scen.
Metro Areas Scenario
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Change in Transit Activity
VMT (million) GHGs (Mt)

Net Change
Auto Trips
GHGs (Mt)

Expansion Scenarios Sheet
Service Supplied

Vehicles in
Operation Vehicles in
year of
Max Operation data
Units
Service

Total
Vehicle
Miles

Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Service Consumed

Vehicle
Hours

Electricity Use

KWH of
Vehicle
Unlinked
VMT Propulsion
Revenue Pass. Trips Passenger
Power
Hours (Ridership)
Miles Equivalent

Electricity
Emissions
of MTCO2

Current Year
Bus, Fixed Route
Commuter Rail
Automated Guideway
Light Rail
Heavy Rail
2017 Scenarios
Bus, Fixed Route
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Commuter Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Automated Guideway
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Light Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Heavy Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Increase to 2017
Bus, Fixed Route
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Commuter Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Automated Guideway
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Light Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Heavy Rail
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
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Fuel Use

Diesel
Diesel Emissions
(gal)
MTC02

Mode Shift Emissions Reductions

CNG
Annual
CNG Emissions Mode Shift Auto VMT
(therms)
MTCO2
Factor Reduction

Annual
Auto fuel
reduction
(gal gas)

Avoided
Metric Tons
of GHG
Emissions
to Mode
Shift

Congestion Relief Emissions
Reductions

TOTAL

Total
Trip
Avoided
Adjusted
Avoided Metric Tons
Average
of GHG
Metric Tons
Wasted
Emissions
Trip
of GHG
Fuel from Adjusted Emissions
to Mode
TTI Urban Gallons
Shift and
from
Mobility
Fuel
Congestion Congestion
Report
Relief
Saved
Relief

Bus, Commuter Rail, Automated Guideway, Light Rail, Heavy Rail Emissions Sheet
Emissions
GHG Emission Reductions
Fuel Change
VMT Change
Scenario 1

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 2

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 3

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)

Emissions from Transit Vehicles
Fuel Type
All Fuels
Fuel Change
VMT Change
Scenario 1

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 2

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 3

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)

Net GHG Emission Reductions
Fuel Change
VMT Change
Scenario 1

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 2

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)
Fuel Change
VMT Change

Scenario 3

CO2 Emissions (Mt)
N2O Emissions (Mt)
CH4 Emissions (Mt)
GHG Emissions (MtCO2e)

Diesel (gal)

Fuel Economy
Source: King County Worksheet
EIA AEO 2008
Light Duty Stock - Table A7

Source: FTIS

mpg
2005
2006
2010
2015
2020

Bus
19.9
20.3
20.3
21.5
23.7

mpg
Vanpool
mpg
Light Rail
mpg

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

20.3
20.5
20.8
21.0
21.3
21.5
21.9
22.4
22.8
23.3
23.7

Commuter Rail
mpg
Automated Guideway
mpg
Heavy/Rapid Rail
mpg
Ferryboat
mpg
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2017 Projections Sheet
Gallons/barrel

42

BTU/therm

100,000

N2O GWP
CH4 GWP

310
21

Liquid Fuels
Motor Gasoline
Distillate Fuel Oil

IPCC
IPCC

kg C/Million
Btu
19.33
19.95
kg C/Million
Btu
Btu/Cubic Foot
1,029
14.47

Million Btu/Petroleum Barrel
5.22
5.83

Gas Fuels
Natural Gas

kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel
369.8
426.1
kg CO2/Cubic Foot
0.0546

Note: For fuels with variable heat contents and carbon content coefficients, 2006 U.S. average values are presented. All factors are
presented in gross calorific values (GCV) (i.e., higher heating values). LRG = Liquid Refinery Gas. Miscellaneous products includes all
finished products not otherwise classified, (e.g., aromatic extracts and tars, absorption oils, ram-jet fuel, synthetic natural gas, naptha-type
jet fuel, and specialty oils).
Source: EPA 2008 GHG Fast Facts
Table A- 88: Emission Factors for CH4 and N2O for Highway Vehicles
Vehicle Type/Control Technology

N2O (g/mi)

CH4 (g/mi)

Gasoline Passenger Cars
EPA Tier 2
Low Emission Vehicles
EPA Tier 1a
EPA Tier 0 a

0.004
0.015
0.043
0.065

0.017
0.011
0.027
0.070

Gasoline Light-Duty Trucks
EPA Tier 2
Low Emission Vehicles
EPA Tier 1a
EPA Tier 0a

0.007
0.016
0.087
0.106

0.016
0.015
0.045
0.078

Gasoline LDV (50% cars, 50% LDTs)
EPA Tier 2
Low Emission Vehicles
EPA Tier 1a
EPA Tier 0 a

0.005
0.015
0.065
0.085

0.017
0.013
0.036
0.074

Diesel Medium- and Heavy-Duty Trucks and Buses
Advanced
Moderate
Uncontrolled

0.005
0.005
0.005

0.005
0.005
0.005

Source: EPA US GHG Inventory 2008, Annex 3, Table A-88
Table A- 90: Emission Factors for CH4 and N2O Emissions from Non-Highway Mobile Combustion (g gas/kg fuel)
N2O (g/mi) CH4 (g/mi)
Vehicle Type
Rail
Diesel
0.08
0.25
Source: EPA US GHG Inventory 2008, Annex 3, Table A-90
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2017 Projections
Scenario 1
Year
Passenger Miles Load Factor Vehicle Miles
2006
0
1.74
0
2007
0
1.74
0
2008
0
1.74
0
2009
0
1.74
0
2010
0
1.74
0
2011
0
1.74
0
2012
0
1.74
0
2013
0
1.74
0
2014
0
1.74
0
2015
0
1.74
0
2016
0
1.74
0
2017
0
1.74
0

Scenario 2
Year
Passenger Miles Load Factor Vehicle Miles
2006
0
3.48
0
2007
0
3.48
0
2008
0
3.48
0
2009
0
3.48
0
2010
0
3.48
0
2011
0
3.48
0
2012
0
3.48
0
2013
0
3.48
0
2014
0
3.48
0
2015
0
3.48
0
2016
0
3.48
0
2017
0
3.48
0

Scenario 3: Non-Metro
Year
Passenger Miles Load Factor Vehicle Miles
2006
0
1.74
0
2007
0
1.74
0
2008
0
1.74
0
2009
0
1.74
0
2010
0
1.74
0
2011
0
1.74
0
2012
0
1.74
0
2013
0
1.74
0
2014
0
1.74
0
2015
0
1.74
0
2016
0
1.74
0
2017
0
1.74
0
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TTI (Texas Transportation Institute Fuel) Factors
2005 Urban Mobility Report Extract

Urban Area
Large Urban Area Average
Medium Urban Area Average
Small Urban Area Average

Wasted Fuel Increase if Transit was
Discontinued/Transit Unlinked Passenger
Trips
Fuel saved per trip
0.036
0.023
0.011

Variables used in the Emissions Calculator
A comprehensive list of the variables is shown below.
Table C.3: Variables Included and Their Corresponding Sources
Variable
Vehicles in Operation Max Service
Vehicles in Operation - Units
Total Vehicle Miles
Vehicle Revenue Miles
Vehicle Hours
Vehicle Revenue Hours
Unlinked Pass. Trips (Ridership)
Passenger Miles
VMT Equivalent
Diesel (gal)
Gasoline (gal)
CNG (therms)
Electricity (kWh)
Mode Shift Factor
Annual Auto VMT Reduction
Annual Auto fuel reduction (gal gas)
Light-Duty Stock Fuel Economy
Bus Fuel Economy
Average Transit Trip Length
Average Auto Trip Length
N2O GWP
CH4 GWP
Motor Gasoline
Million Btu/Petroleum Barrel
kg C/Million Btu
kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel
Distillate Fuel Oil
Million Btu/Petroleum Barrel
kg C/Million Btu
kg CO2/Petroleum Barrel
Natural Gas
Btu/Cubic Foot

Source
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
NTD Table 19 - Operating Statistics
Shapiro and Author’s Calculations
NTD Table 17 - Energy Consumption
NTD Table 17 - Energy Consumption
NTD Table 17 - Energy Consumption
NTD Table 17 - Energy Consumption
APTA, 2009
APTA and Author’s Calculations
EIA and Author’s Calculations
EIA AEO 2008 (from King County)
FTIS
FTIS and Author's Calculations
FHWA
IPCC; Climate Registry
IPCC; Climate Registry
EPA 2008 GHG Fast Facts

EPA 2008 GHG Fast Facts

EPA 2008 GHG Fast Facts
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kg C/Million Btu
kg CO2/Cubic Foot
Emission Factors for CH4 and N2O for Highway
Vehicles
Emission Factors for CH4 and N2O Emissions from
Non-Highway Mobile Combustion
Load Factor
Service Area Population
Texas Transportation Institute Fuel Factors

EPA US GHG Inventory 2008, Annex 3, Table
A-88; Climate Registry
EPA US GHG Inventory 2008, Annex 3, Table
A-90; Climate Registry
FTIS and Author's Calculations
FTIS
TTI

Transit Modes
A complete list of all modes recognized in the FTIS database is shown below.
Table C.4: List of Transit Modes and Abbreviations
Transit mode
Automated Guideway
Cable Car
Commuter Rail
Demand Response
Ferryboat
Heavy/Rapid Rail
Inclined Plane
Jitney
Light Rail
Motorbus
Monorail
Other
Publico
Trolleybus
Aerial Tramway
Vanpool
Alaska Railroad
Source: FTIS

Abbreviation
(AG)
(CC)
(AR)
(DR)
(FB)
(HR)
(IP)
(JT)
(LR)
(MB)
(MO)
(OR)
(PB)
(TB)
(TR)
(VP)
(CR)

Tallahassee Passenger Miles Calculations
The passenger miles reported were divided by the number of passenger trips for
years 2001 to 2005 to find the average trip length; the trend showed the average trip
length holding steady at 2.30 miles per trip. The average trip length of 2.30 miles was
then multiplied by the passenger trips recorded for 2006 to develop the estimated
passenger miles for 2006 for the City of Tallahassee.
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Table C.5: Passenger Miles for the City of Tallahassee, 2001-2006
Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Company Name
City of Tallahassee-TALTRAN
City of Tallahassee-TALTRAN
City of Tallahassee-TALTRAN
City of Tallahassee-TALTRAN
City of Tallahassee-TALTRAN
City of Tallahassee-StarMetro
= Estimated Data
Sources: NTD and Author’s Calculations

Passenger Miles
9,836,243
10,350,625
10,057,352
10,256,553
10,609,267
9,966,390

Passenger Trips
3,934,447
4,140,250
4,372,762
4,459,371
4,612,725
4,333,213

Avg. Trip
Length
2.50
2.50
2.30
2.30
2.30
2.30

Increase in Passenger Miles
The average increase in passenger miles 2001-2006 for transit in the state of
Florida is calculated and shown below.
Table C.6: Average Increase in Transit 2001-2006
Year
Passenger Miles % Change
2001
995,982,491
2002
1,016,391,516
2.05%
2003
1,078,215,008
6.08%
2004
1,128,824,252
4.69%
2005
1,199,815,846
6.29%
2006
1,258,927,739
4.93%
Average
Increase
4.81%
Sources: FTIS and Author’s Calculations

Load Factor
Calculations for the load factor for each of the three scenarios are shown below.
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Table C.7: Load Factor for each Florida Transit Agency
Motorbus
Yrs. of
Data Used
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006

Passenger
Miles
14,223,698
283,246,462
72,788,669
926,882,927
141,376,499
37,149,338
96,173,710
1,805,634,538

Vehicle
Miles
4,866,374
52,304,497
18,509,089
98,679,707
15,504,215
8,412,283
16,447,119
210,830,434

Trend
Scenario
2.92
5.42
3.93
9.39
9.12
4.42
5.85
8.56

Load Factor
Aggressive
Statewide
Growth
5.85
10.83
7.87
18.79
18.24
8.83
11.69
17.13

2001-2006
2001-2006

801,343,896
61,076,430

83,601,785
10,784,831

9.59
5.66

19.17
11.33

20.03
5.66

2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006

270,330,886
40,552,101
346,963,203

43,554,529
8,937,459
57,868,081

6.21
4.54
6.00

12.41
9.07
11.99

12.97
4.54
12.53

2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006
2001-2006

289,632,728
57,620,513
22,833,507
19,457,584

44,494,266
10,365,942
5,908,388
4,814,260

6.51
5.56
3.86
4.04

13.02
11.12
7.73
8.08

13.60
5.56
3.86
4.04

2004-2006

1,491,460

509,817

2.93

5.85

6.11

2001-2006
2001-2006

3,199,523
1,090,023

1,841,800
638,595

1.74
1.71

3.47
3.41

1.74
1.71

2001-2006
2001-2006

1,190,054
7,285,605

200,059
2,226,896

5.95
3.27

11.90
6.54

5.95
3.27

2001-2006

4,597,704

4,413,326

1.04

2.08

1.04

2002-2006

2,180,531

1,642,877

1.33

2.65

1.33

Hernando County Board of County
2005-2006
Commissioners
Commuter Rail

1,138,774

676,403

1.68

3.37
Load Factor
Aggressive
Trend
Statewide
Scenario Growth

1.68

Agency
Manatee County Area Transit
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Lee County Transit
Broward County Mass Transit Division
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
County of Volusia, dba: VOTRAN
Miami-Dade Transit
Central Florida Regional
Transportation Authority
City of Tallahassee
Board of County Commissioners,
Palm Beach County, PalmTran, Inc.
Escambia County Area Transit
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
Authority
Sarasota County Area Transit
Space Coast Area Transit
Pasco County Public Transportation
South Florida Regional Transportation
Authority
Bay County Council On Aging Bay
Coordinated Transportation
Council on Aging of St. Lucie, Inc.
Indian River County Council on Aging,
Inc.
City of Ocala
Polk County Transit Services Division
- Polk County Board of County
Commissioners
Okaloosa County Board of County
Commissioners

Agency

Yrs. of
Data Used

South Florida Regional Transportation
Authority
2001-2006
Sources: FTIS and Author’s Calculations

Passenger
Miles
489,296,234
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Vehicle
Miles
12,882,409

37.98

75.96

Metro
Areas
2.92
11.32
3.93
19.63
9.12
4.42
5.85
17.90

Metro
Areas
79.38

Fuel Consumption Exceptions: Missing Data and other Assumptions
There were several missing data pieces in regards to fuel consumption for
various agencies. No motorbus fuel consumption data were reported for the City of
Ocala, Okaloosa County Board of County Commissioners, South Florida RTA, and
Hernando County Board of County Commissioners. Therefore the miles per gallon for
each agency were averaged to reach an average for the state, 5.15 miles per gallon.
The calculations are further detailed in Table C.8 below. It was assumed that these
agencies used diesel fuel for their motorbus service. The vehicle miles for each agency
were then divided by the average miles per gallon to calculate the diesel fuel
consumption for 2006.
The County of Volusia (VOTRAN) also did not report their motorbus fuel
consumption; however they did report their miles per gallon. Therefore the vehicle miles
for 2006 were divided by the actual miles per gallon reported for the agency to calculate
the diesel fuel consumption for 2006. Again it was assumed that the agency used diesel
fuel for their motorbus service.
Additionally four agencies - Polk County Transit Services Division, Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority, PalmTran, Inc., and Broward County Mass Transit Division only reported fuel consumption for directly operated (DO) motorbus service and not for
purchased transportation (PT) motorbus service, while all other data reported included
both DO and PT. Directly operated service refers to transit service that is directly
operated by the transit agency as opposed to purchased transportation which is a
“transportation service provided to a public transit agency or governmental unit from a
public or private transportation provider based on a written contract” (retrieved from
http://www.apta.com/research/stats/expop/definitions.cfm on 11/16/08). Therefore the
fuel consumption needed to be estimated for the additional buses (PT) and was
assumed to be diesel.
The fuel consumed by the buses reported (DO) was divided by the number of
buses reported to calculate the amount of fuel consumed by a single bus. That number
was then multiplied by the number of PT buses to calculate the fuel consumption of the
buses not reported. The reported fuel consumption of the DO buses and the estimated
fuel consumption of the PT buses were added together to calculate the total fuel
consumption for motorbus service. These calculations for each agency are further
detailed in Table C.9.
South Florida RTA did not report fuel consumption data for its commuter rail
service either. After personal communication (11/13/08), fuel consumption data were
given by Maggie Ferrara at the agency. The commuter rail consumed 1,855,272
combined gallons of diesel and bio-diesel fuel in the year 2007. This datum was not
available disaggregated; therefore the number given was used, but was assumed to be
all diesel fuel. This assumption will cause the calculator to overestimate the GHG
emissions for the South Florida RTA as diesel fuel produces more GHG emissions than
bio-diesel does.
Fuel consumption data for Indian River COA were from the newly released 2007
raw data from the National Transit Database due to inaccuracies in the 2006 data
collection (NTD, 2008).
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Table C.8: Average Miles per Gallon for the State of Florida, 2006
Company Name
Manatee County Area Transit
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Lee County Transit
Broward County Mass Transit Division
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
County of Volusia, dba: VOTRAN
Miami-Dade Transit

Vehicle Miles Per Gallon
3.68
4.18
4.44
4.18
3.32
3.43
4.24
3.32

Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority
City of Tallahassee
Board of County Commissioners, Palm Beach
County, PalmTran, Inc.
Escambia County Area Transit
Jacksonville Transportation Authority

3.71
3.15

Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority
Sarasota County Area Transit
Space Coast Area Transit
Pasco County Public Transportation
Bay County Council On Aging Bay Coordinated
Transportation
Council on Aging of St. Lucie, Inc.

4.08
4.14
6.14
6.57

4.33
4.1
3.68

7.36
7.78

Polk County Transit Services Division - Polk County
Board of County Commissioners
Average
Sources: FTIS and Author’s Calculations

17.11
5.15

Table C.9: Fuel for Unreported Buses, 2006
DO
Buses

DO Fuel
Consumption
(gal)

Agency
Polk County Transit
Services Division - Polk
County Board of County
Commissioners
11
49,239
Pinellas Suncoast Transit
Authority
161
2,272,522
Board of County
Commissioners, Palm
Beach County, PalmTran,
Inc.
108
1,741,774
Broward County Mass
Transit Division
227
4,225,305
Sources: NTD and Author’s Calculations

Fuel
Consumption/
Bus (gal)
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PT
Buses

PT Fuel
Consumption
(gal)

Total Fuel
Consumption
(gal)

4,476

8

35,810

85,049

14,115

4

56,460

2,328,982

16,128

9

145,148

1,886,922

18,614

80

1,489,094

5,714,399

Mode Shift Factors
The default mode shift factors from APTA for all Florida transit agencies are
listed below with their respective service area populations.
Table C.10: Trend Scenario Mode Shift Factors for all Florida Transit Agencies
Company Name
Bay County Council On Aging Bay
Coordinated Transportation
City of Ocala
Hernando County Board of County
Commissioners
Indian River County Council on Aging,
Inc.
Manatee County Area Transit
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Polk County Transit Services Division Polk County Board of County
Commissioners
City of Tallahassee
Okaloosa County Board of County
Commissioners
Council on Aging of St. Lucie, Inc.
Escambia County Area Transit
Sarasota County Area Transit
Pasco County Public Transportation
Lee County Transit
County of Volusia, dba: VOTRAN
Space Coast Area Transit
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit
Authority
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Board of County Commissioners, Palm
Beach County, PalmTran, Inc.
Central Florida Regional Transportation
Authority
Broward County Mass Transit Division
Miami-Dade Transit
South Florida Regional Transportation
Authority
Sources: FTIS and APTA

Service
Area
Population

Mode
Shift
Factor

85,458
85,459

0.34
0.34

87,500

0.34

88,391
103,000
110,000
149,173

0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34

153,924
162,310

0.34
0.34

170,498
241,305
307,220
389,000
424,355
429,057
468,670
504,891

0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.42

578,252
827,453
881,705

0.42
0.42
0.42

958,582

0.42

1,536,900
1,623,018
2,379,818

0.47
0.47
0.47

5,448,962

0.47
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Projected Fuel Economy
Fuel economy is directly related to GHG emissions. Historic trends along with
CAFÉ standards point to better fuel economy in the future. Therefore, for the purpose of
this emissions calculator, the fuel economy for 2017 was extrapolated from the projected
fuel economy for 2020.
Table C.11: Fuel Economy Projections for Light Duty Vehicles

Year
2005
2006
2010
2015
2020

Fuel
Economy
(mpg)
19.9
20.3
20.3
21.5
23.7

2010
20.3
2011
20.5
2012
20.8
2013
21.0
2014
21.3
2015
21.5
2016
21.9
2017
22.4
2018
22.8
2019
23.3
2020
23.7
Source: EIA AEO, 2008

Energy Savings
The calculations of energy savings are listed below by agency in gallons of
gasoline then aggregated for a statewide total energy savings.
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Table C.12: Energy Savings per Agency in Gallons of Gasoline
Transit Agency
Bay County COA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
BOCC Palm Beach County (PalmTran)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Broward County Office of Transportation
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Central Florida RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Ocala
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Tallahassee (StarMetro)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
COA St. Lucie
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
County of Volusia (VOTRAN)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Escambia County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Hernando County Board of County Commissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Hillsborough Area RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

Change in Auto
Activity (VMT)
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MPG

Energy Savings
(Gal of Gasoline)

353,748
2,011,254
353,748

22.38
22.38
22.38

15,806
89,868
15,806

12,493,140
60,021,116
64,750,881

22.38
22.38
22.38

558,228
2,681,909
2,893,248

44,155,086
194,066,131
209,510,062

22.38
22.38
22.38

1,972,971
8,671,409
9,361,486

39,393,869
173,140,096
186,918,716

22.38
22.38
22.38

1,760,227
7,736,376
8,352,043

212,054
1,205,643
212,054

22.38
22.38
22.38

9,475
53,871
9,475

1,893,782
10,767,200
1,893,782

22.38
22.38
22.38

84,619
481,108
84,619

126,923
721,626
126,923

22.38
22.38
22.38

5,671
32,244
5,671

2,777,893
15,793,861
2,777,893

22.38
22.38
22.38

124,124
705,713
124,124

1,066,941
6,066,149
1,066,941

22.38
22.38
22.38

47,674
271,052
47,674

5,450,377
30,988,411
5,450,377

22.38
22.38
22.38

243,538
1,384,648
243,538

117,245
666,603
117,245

22.38
22.38
22.38

5,239
29,786
5,239

14,091,975
67,702,441
73,037,508

22.38
22.38
22.38

629,668
3,025,131
3,263,517

Indian River COA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lee County Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Manatee County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Miami-Dade Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Okaloosa County Board of County Commissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pasco County Public Transit
Trend Scenario
Evenly Distributed Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Polk County Transit Services Division
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Sarasota County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
SFRTA
Motorbus
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Commuter Rail
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Space Coast Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
STATEWIDE TOTAL
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
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226,130
1,285,676
226,130

22.38
22.38
22.38

10,104
57,448
10,104

14,474,009
69,537,856
75,017,557

22.38
22.38
22.38

646,739
3,107,143
3,351,991

1,580,879
8,988,170
1,580,879

22.38
22.38
22.38

70,638
401,616
70,638

2,847,898
16,191,877
2,847,898

22.38
22.38
22.38

127,252
723,498
127,252

1,378,222
7,835,957
1,378,222

22.38
22.38
22.38

61,583
350,132
61,583

91,415,148
401,778,952
433,752,827

22.38
22.38
22.38

4,084,680
17,952,589
19,381,270

96,386
548,008
96,386

22.38
22.38
22.38

4,307
24,487
4,307

1,078,151
6,129,884
1,078,151

22.38
22.38
22.38

48,175
273,900
48,175

12,741,186
61,212,814
66,036,487

22.38
22.38
22.38

569,311
2,735,157
2,950,692

240,221
1,365,791
240,221

22.38
22.38
22.38

10,734
61,027
10,734

1,735,552
9,867,575
1,735,552

22.38
22.38
22.38

77,549
440,910
77,549

170,744
750,439
809,963

22.38
22.38
22.38

7,629
33,532
36,191

22,255,307
97,814,356
105,572,923

22.38
22.38
22.38

994,428
4,370,615
4,717,289

1,165,990
5,601,798
1,165,990

22.38
22.38
22.38

52,100
250,304
52,100

273,538,857
1,252,059,682
1,237,755,317

22.38
22.38
22.38

12,222,469
55,945,473
55,306,314

Sources: Department of Energy and Author’s Calculations

Multiple Fuel Types for Single Agencies
The calculations of fuel usage for the four agencies that have multiple fuel types
for their motorbus service are shown below.
Table C.13: Percentages of Fuel Types, 2006
Diesel
(gal)
3,893,823
98.0%
1,934,955
99.8%
2,272,522
97.7%
49,239
91.8%

Agency
Central Florida RTA
Hillsborough Area RTA
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Polk County Transit Services Division

Gasoline
(gal)
------4,395
8.2%

CNG
(gal)
79,848
2.0%
3,090
0.2%
54,269
2.3%
---

Sources: NTD and Author’s Calculations

Calculated Mode Shift Factors
The calculations for the mode shift factors are shown below for all three
scenarios.
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Total
3,973,671
100%
1,938,045
100%
2,326,791
100%
53,634
100%

Table C.14: Mode Shift Factor Calculations for All Transit Agencies in Florida and All
Three Scenarios
Transit Agency
Bay County COA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
BOCC Palm Beach County (PalmTran)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Broward County Office of Transportation
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Central Florida RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Ocala
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Tallahassee (StarMetro)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
COA St. Lucie
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
County of Volusia (VOTRAN)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Escambia County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Hernando County Board of County Commissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

Passenger
Miles 2017
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Miles by
Miles by
Mode Shift Dependent Choice
Factor
Riders
Riders

3,121,274
5,113,165
3,121,274

0.34
0.60
0.34

2,060,041
2,060,041
2,060,041

1,061,233
3,053,124
1,061,233

89,235,782
146,183,002
152,644,030

0.42
0.65
0.66

281,838,037
461,697,422
482,103,623

0.47 149,374,160 132,463,877
0.68 149,374,160 312,323,262
0.69 149,374,160 332,729,463

251,447,609
411,912,863
430,118,675

0.47 133,267,233 118,180,376
0.68 133,267,233 278,645,630
0.69 133,267,233 296,851,443

51,756,753 37,479,028
51,756,753 94,426,249
51,756,753 100,887,276

1,871,042
3,065,078
1,871,042

0.34
0.60
0.34

1,234,888
1,234,888
1,234,888

636,154
1,830,190
636,154

16,709,668
27,373,205
16,709,668

0.34
0.60
0.34

11,028,381
11,028,381
11,028,381

5,681,287
16,344,825
5,681,287

1,119,895
1,834,573
1,119,895

0.34
0.60
0.34

739,130
739,130
739,130

380,764
1,095,443
380,764

24,510,567
40,152,372
24,510,567

0.34
0.60
0.34

16,176,974
16,176,974
16,176,974

8,333,593
23,975,398
8,333,593

9,414,086
15,421,833
9,414,086

0.34
0.60
0.34

6,213,297
6,213,297
6,213,297

3,200,789
9,208,536
3,200,789

48,091,061
78,781,130
48,091,061

0.34
0.60
0.34

31,740,100
31,740,100
31,740,100

16,350,961
47,041,029
16,350,961

1,034,504
1,694,688
1,034,504

0.34
0.60
0.34

682,772
682,772
682,772

351,731
1,011,916
351,731

Hillsborough Area RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Indian River COA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lee County Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Manatee County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Miami-Dade Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Okaloosa County Board of County Commissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pasco County Public Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Polk County Transit Services Division
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Sarasota County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
SFRTA
Motorbus
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Commuter Rail
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Space Coast Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

100,655,913
164,891,070
172,178,961

0.42
0.65
0.66

1,995,247
3,268,545
1,995,247

0.34
0.60
0.34

103,384,698
169,361,273
176,846,738

0.42
0.65
0.66

13,948,784
22,850,420
13,948,784

0.34
0.60
0.34

9,206,197
9,206,197
9,206,197

4,742,587
13,644,223
4,742,587

25,128,251
41,164,240
25,128,251

0.34
0.60
0.34

16,584,645
16,584,645
16,584,645

8,543,605
24,579,594
8,543,605

12,160,658
19,921,173
12,160,658

0.34
0.60
0.34

8,026,034
8,026,034
8,026,034

4,134,624
11,895,139
4,134,624

583,494,865
955,861,309
998,108,671

58,380,430 42,275,483
58,380,430 106,510,641
58,380,430 113,798,531
1,316,863
1,316,863
1,316,863

678,384
1,951,682
678,384

59,963,125 43,421,573
59,963,125 109,398,148
59,963,125 116,883,613

0.47 309,252,279 274,242,587
0.68 309,252,279 646,609,031
0.69 309,252,279 688,856,392

850,456
1,393,188
850,456

0.34
0.60
0.34

561,301
561,301
561,301

289,155
831,887
289,155

9,512,995
15,583,863
9,512,995

0.34
0.60
0.34

6,278,577
6,278,577
6,278,577

3,234,418
9,305,286
3,234,418

91,007,526
149,085,412
155,674,721

0.42
0.65
0.66

2,119,577
3,472,218
2,119,577

0.34
0.60
0.34

1,398,921
1,398,921
1,398,921

720,656
2,073,297
720,656

15,313,536
25,086,110
15,313,536

0.34
0.60
0.34

10,106,934
10,106,934
10,106,934

5,206,602
14,979,177
5,206,602

1,089,847
1,785,349
1,863,914

0.47
0.68
0.69

577,619
577,619
577,619

512,228
1,207,731
1,286,296

142,053,670
232,707,458
242,947,840

0.47
0.68
0.69

8,328,416
13,643,325
8,328,416

0.42
0.65
0.42
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52,784,365 38,223,161
52,784,365 96,301,048
52,784,365 102,890,356

75,288,445 66,765,225
75,288,445 157,419,013
75,288,445 167,659,395
4,830,481
4,830,481
4,830,481

3,497,935
8,812,844
3,497,935

Sources: NTD, APTA, and Author’s Calculations

Scenario Results
The results of the three scenarios - Trend Scenario, Aggressive Statewide
Growth Scenario, and Metro Areas Scenario - are displayed below along with a
statewide aggregation of the results.
Table C.15: Summary of per Agency GHG Emissions for each of the Three Scenarios
and Statewide Aggregation of GHG Emissions
Change in Auto Activity
Transit Agency
VMT (million) GHGs (MMt)
Bay County COA
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-0.35
0.000
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-2.01
-0.001
Metro Areas Scenario
-0.35
0.000
BOCC Palm Beach County (PalmTran)
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-12.49
-0.005
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-60.02
-0.024
Metro Areas Scenario
-64.75
-0.026
Broward County Office of Transportation
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-44.16
-0.017
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-194.07
-0.077
Metro Areas Scenario
-209.51
-0.083
Central Florida RTA
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-39.39
-0.016
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-173.14
-0.068
Metro Areas Scenario
-186.92
-0.074
City of Ocala
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-0.21
0.000
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-1.21
0.000
Metro Areas Scenario
-0.21
0.000
City of Tallahassee (StarMetro)
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-1.89
-0.001
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-10.77
-0.004
Metro Areas Scenario
-1.89
-0.001
COA St. Lucie
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-0.13
0.000
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-0.72
0.000
Metro Areas Scenario
-0.13
0.000
County of Volusia (VOTRAN)
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-2.78
-0.001
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-15.79
-0.006
Metro Areas Scenario
-2.78
-0.001
Escambia County Area Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-1.07
0.000
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-6.07
-0.002
Metro Areas Scenario
-1.07
0.000
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-5.45
-0.002
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-30.99
-0.012
Metro Areas Scenario
-5.45
-0.002
Hernando County Board of County Commissioners
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-0.12
0.000
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-0.67
0.000
Metro Areas Scenario
-0.12
0.000
Hillsborough Area RTA
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
-14.09
-0.006
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
-67.70
-0.027
Metro Areas Scenario
-73.04
-0.029
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Change in Transit Activity
VMT (million) GHGs (MMt)

Net Change
Auto Trips
GHGs (MMt)

1.36
1.03
1.36

0.002
0.001
0.002

-29,211
-166,082
-29,211

0.002
0.001
0.002

6.82
4.22
4.21

0.017
0.011
0.011

-1,031,638
-4,956,327
-5,346,894

0.012
-0.013
-0.015

12.37
6.94
6.91

0.041
0.023
0.023

-3,646,167
-16,025,279
-17,300,583

0.023
-0.054
-0.060

11.49
6.75
6.74

0.031
0.018
0.018

-3,253,003
-14,297,283
-15,435,072

0.016
-0.050
-0.056

0.18
0.08
0.18

0.000
0.000
0.000

-17,511
-99,558
-17,511

0.000
0.000
0.000

1.14
0.60
1.14

0.004
0.002
0.004

-156,382
-889,116
-156,382

0.003
-0.002
0.003

0.45
0.33
0.45

0.001
0.000
0.001

-10,481
-59,589
-10,481

0.001
0.000
0.001

1.37
0.61
1.37

0.003
0.001
0.003

-229,388
-1,304,200
-229,388

0.002
-0.005
0.002

0.49
0.11
0.49

0.001
0.000
0.001

-88,104
-500,921
-88,104

0.001
-0.002
0.001

2.44
1.49
2.44

0.007
0.005
0.007

-450,072
-2,558,911
-450,072

0.005
-0.008
0.005

0.28
0.17
0.28

0.001
0.000
0.001

-9,682
-55,046
-9,682

0.000
0.000
0.000

7.56
4.77
4.75

0.019
0.012
0.012

-1,163,664
-5,590,623
-6,031,173

0.013
-0.015
-0.017

Indian River COA
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lee County Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Manatee County Area Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Miami-Dade Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Okaloosa County Board of County Commissioners
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pasco County Public Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Polk County Transit Services Division
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Sarasota County Area Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
SFRTA
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Space Coast Area Transit
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
STATEWIDE TOTAL
Total Emission Reduction
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

-0.23
-1.29
-0.23

0.000
-0.001
0.000

0.14
0.07
0.14

0.000
0.000
0.000

-18,673
-106,166
-18,673

0.000
0.000
0.000

-14.47
-69.54
-75.02

-0.006
-0.027
-0.030

7.26
4.15
4.14

0.020
0.011
0.011

-1,195,211
-5,742,185
-6,194,679

0.014
-0.016
-0.018

-1.58
-8.99
-1.58

-0.001
-0.004
-0.001

1.67
1.09
1.67

0.005
0.003
0.005

-130,543
-742,211
-130,543

0.004
0.000
0.004

-2.85
-16.19
-2.85

-0.001
-0.006
-0.001

3.24
2.09
3.24

0.007
0.005
0.007

-235,169
-1,337,067
-235,169

0.006
-0.002
0.006

-1.38
-7.84
-1.38

-0.001
-0.003
-0.001

3.08
2.32
3.08

0.008
0.006
0.008

-113,809
-647,065
-113,809

0.008
0.003
0.008

-91.42
-401.78
-433.75

-0.036
-0.159
-0.171

25.27
12.94
12.90

0.077
0.040
0.039

-7,548,732
-33,177,453
-35,817,740

0.041
-0.119
-0.132

-0.10
-0.55
-0.10

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.20
0.09
0.20

0.000
0.000
0.000

-7,959
-45,253
-7,959

0.000
0.000
0.000

-1.08
-6.13
-1.08

0.000
-0.002
0.000

1.38
0.95
1.38

0.002
0.001
0.002

-89,030
-506,184
-89,030

0.002
-0.001
0.002

-12.74
-61.21
-66.04

-0.005
-0.024
-0.026

7.06
4.02
4.01

0.017
0.010
0.010

-1,052,121
-5,054,733
-5,453,054

0.012
-0.014
-0.016

-0.24
-1.37
-0.24

0.000
-0.001
0.000

1.12
0.75
1.12

0.001
0.001
0.001

-19,837
-112,782
-19,837

0.001
0.000
0.001

-1.74
-9.87
-1.74

-0.001
-0.004
-0.001

1.00
0.50
1.00

0.002
0.001
0.002

-143,316
-814,829
-143,316

0.002
-0.003
0.002

-22.43
-98.56
-106.38

-0.009
-0.039
-0.042

1.54
0.80
0.80

0.014
0.008
0.008

-1,851,862
-8,139,124
-8,784,714

0.005
-0.031
-0.034

-1.17
-5.60
-1.17

0.000
-0.002
0.000

1.13
0.74
1.13

0.002
0.001
0.002

-96,283
-462,576
-96,283

0.001
-0.001
0.001

-273.54
-1252.06
-1237.76

-0.108
-0.495
-0.489

100.04
57.61
65.10

0.285
0.162
0.180

-22,587,849
-103,390,560
-102,209,357

0.176
-0.333
-0.309

Source: Author’s Calculations
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GHG Emissions per Passenger Mile
GHG emissions per passenger mile were calculated using the net GHG
emissions and the change in passenger miles from 2006 to 2017 for each agency. The
net GHG emissions were divided by the change in passenger miles. This shows at a
micro level which scenario and which agency produces the greatest and least GHG
emissions.
Table C.16: GHG Emissions per Passenger Mile
Transit Agency
Bay County
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
BOCC Palm Beach County (PalmTran)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Broward County Office of Transportation
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Central Florida RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Ocala
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
City of Tallahassee (StarMetro)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
COA St. Lucie
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
County of Volusia (VOTRAN)
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Escambia County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Gainesville Regional Transit System
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Hernando County Board of County Commissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Hillsborough Area RTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

Net Change GHG
Emissions (metric
tons)
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Change in Passenger
Miles, 2006 to 2017

Emissions per
Passenger Mile
(metric tons)

1,732
629
1,732

1,259,607
3,251,498
1,259,607

0.00138
0.00019
0.00138

12,371
-13,017
-14,912

36,011,587
92,958,807
99,419,835

0.00034
-0.00014
-0.00015

23,194
-53,922
-60,110

113,737,278
293,596,663
314,002,864

0.00020
-0.00018
-0.00019

15,603
-50,142
-55,626

101,473,055
261,938,309
280,144,121

0.00015
-0.00019
-0.00020

269
-328
269

755,069
1,949,105
755,069

0.00036
-0.00017
0.00036

3,170
-2,179
3,170

6,743,278
17,406,815
6,743,278

0.00047
-0.00013
0.00047

533
143
533

451,940
1,166,618
451,940

0.00118
0.00012
0.00118

2,179
-4,782
2,179

9,891,373
25,533,178
9,891,373

0.00022
-0.00019
0.00022

784
-2,122
784

3,799,106
9,806,853
3,799,106

0.00021
-0.00022
0.00021

5,311
-7,703
5,311

19,407,410
50,097,479
19,407,410

0.00027
-0.00015
0.00027

469
46
469

417,480
1,077,664
417,480

0.00112
0.00004
0.00112

13,257
-14,901
-17,044

40,620,243
104,855,400
112,143,291

0.00033
-0.00014
-0.00015

Indian River COA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lakeland Area Mass Transit District
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Lee County Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Manatee County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Miami Dade Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Okaloosa County Board of County Comissioners
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pasco County Public Transportation
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Polk County Transit Services Division
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Sarasota County Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
SFRTA
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
Space Coast Area Transit
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario
STATEWIDE TOTAL
Trend Scenario
Aggressive Statewide Growth Scenario
Metro Areas Scenario

Sources: FTIS and Author’s Calculation
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75
-418
75

805,193
2,078,491
805,193

0.00009
-0.00020
0.00009

14,306
-16,060
-18,256

41,721,459
107,698,034
115,183,499

0.00034
-0.00015
-0.00016

4,310
-310
4,310

5,629,108
14,530,744
5,629,108

0.00077
-0.00002
0.00077

6,295
-1,628
6,295

10,140,643
26,176,632
10,140,643

0.00062
-0.00006
0.00062

7,935
3,305
7,935

4,907,500
12,668,015
4,907,500

0.00162
0.00026
0.00162

41,029
-119,328
-132,096

235,472,537
607,838,981
650,086,343

0.00017
-0.00020
-0.00020

364
-42
364

343,206
885,938
343,206

0.00106
-0.00005
0.00106

1,706
-949
1,706

3,839,021
9,909,889
3,839,021

0.00044
-0.00010
0.00044

12,330
-14,305
-16,244

36,726,584
94,804,470
101,393,779

0.00034
-0.00015
-0.00016

1,007
200
1,007

855,367
2,208,008
855,367

0.00118
0.00009
0.00118

1,764
-2,674
1,764

6,179,861
15,952,435
6,179,861

0.00029
-0.00017
0.00029

5,067
-31,123
-34,241

57,766,347
149,115,638
159,434,585

0.00009
-0.00021
-0.00021

1,409
-990
1,409

3,360,978
8,675,887
3,360,978

0.00042
-0.00011
0.00042

176,470
-332,601
-309,217

742,315,228
1,916,181,551
1,910,594,454

0.00024
-0.00017
-0.00016

Appendix D: Transit Greenhouse Gas Displacement and Expansion Scenarios—A User’s Guide
to the Calculators

Calculating Mode Shift and
Congestion Relief-Related
Greenhouse Gas Displacement
For the Current Year

1

Step 1: Estimate Reductions in Annual Auto Vehicles
Miles Traveled and Reductions in Annual Auto Fuel
Use due to Transit Mode Shift
Data needed for this step: 1) Passenger miles for the current year, available at
the Florida Transit Information System (FTIS), 2) mode shift factor by transit
area population size.
1. In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, insert passenger miles for
the current year for the appropriate mode of transit (if you would like to fill in
the other data you may, however it is not necessary to do the calculations).
2. VMT Equivalent will be calculated automatically when passenger miles is
input.

2
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Step 1: Estimate Reductions in Annual Auto Vehicles Miles
Traveled and Reductions in Annual Auto Fuel Use due to Transit
Mode Shift (continued)
3.

4.

Insert Mode Shift Factor by transit area population size from the table below.
Agency Size

Service Area Population

Small

Less than 500,000

Mode Shift Factor
0.34

Medium

Between 500,000 and 1,250,000

0.42

Large

Greater than 1,250,000

0.47

Annual Auto VMT Reduction will be calculated automatically. (If you would like to fill
in the other data you may, however it is not necessary to do the calculations).

3
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Step 2: Calculate and sum the GHG mobile emissions reductions
due to transit mode shift
Data needed for this step: 1) light duty fuel economy for the
current year.
1.

The calculator will automatically calculate the “Annual Auto fuel
reduction of gallons of gasoline” due to transit mode shift for the
year 2006.
a)

2.

Other years of Fuel Economy for Light Duty Stock are located in the
Fuel Economy Worksheet tab.

The calculator will automatically calculate the Avoided Metric
Tons of Carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2e) emissions due to
mode shift.
a)
b)

Fuel Economy
Worksheet tab:

It calculates Carbon dioxide, methane and Nitrous oxide content of
the Annual Auto fuel reduction of gallons of gasoline.
These three greenhouse gases are aggregated into the metric tons
Carbon dioxide equivalent.

4
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Step 3: Estimate the fuel wasted in congestion
Data needed for this step: 1) the Unlinked Passenger Trips (Ridership)
1.

In the Expansion worksheet tab, input the Unlinked Passenger Trips (Ridership).

5
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Steps 4 and 5: Adjust the gallons of fuel wasted to fuel saved due
to transit mode shift and Convert the adjusted gallons of fuel
saved to CO2e
1.
2.
3.

The TTI Urban Mobility Report Trip Adjusted Average Wasted Fuel will
automatically be calculated.
The Trip Adjusted Gallons of Fuel Saved will automatically be calculated.
The Avoided Metric Tons of Carbon dioxide equivalent, including Carbon dioxide,
methane and Nitrous oxide, is automatically calculated.

6
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Step 6: Total the Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent
Avoided due to Transit Mode Shift and Congestion Relief for the
Current Year
1.

The calculator will automatically add the Avoided Metric Tons of Carbon dioxide
equivalent emissions from mode shift and congestion relief

7
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Calculating the 2017
Expansion Scenarios

8
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Step 1: Quantify Data for each Transit
Mode
Data needed for this step: 1) Passenger miles for base year, 2) passenger miles
for benchmark year, 3) vehicle miles for base year, 4) vehicle miles for
benchmark year, 5) fuel consumption for base year, 6) fuel consumption for
benchmark year
1.

In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, insert your passenger miles,
vehicle miles, and fuel consumption for the base year for the appropriate
mode of transit (If you would like to fill in the other data you may, however it
is not necessary to do the calculations).

9
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Step 1: Quantify Data for each Transit
Mode (cont.)
2.

Estimate passenger miles for
benchmark year:

Base Year

-Insert the base year annual passenger miles into
the “2017 Projections” Worksheet Tab (this can
be placed into each scenario as the beginning
number will be the same for each of the three
scenarios)
-Make an assumption about the rate of increase
for passenger miles per year for each scenario
-Carry the assumption through to the benchmark
year

3.

Insert the estimated
passenger miles for
the benchmark year
into the “Expansion
Scenarios”
Worksheet Tab
under passenger
miles for the 2017
Scenarios.

Baseline Year

10
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Step 1: Quantify Data for each Transit
Mode (cont.)
4.

Estimate the vehicle miles for benchmark
year:

Base Year

-Insert the base year vehicle miles into the “2017
Projections” Worksheet Tab (this can be placed
into each scenario as the beginning number will
be the same for each of the three scenarios)
-Find the load factor by dividing the base year
passenger miles by the base year vehicle miles
-Make assumption about the rate of increase of
the load factor per year for each of the three
scenarios
-Carry the assumption through to the benchmark
year
-Divide the estimated passenger miles for each
year by the estimated load factor for each year to
get the vehicle miles for each year

5.

6.

Baseline Year

Insert the estimated vehicle miles for the
benchmark year into the “Expansion
Scenarios” Worksheet Tab under vehicle
miles for the 2017 Scenarios.
Once you have done this, the fuel
consumption for the benchmark year is
automatically calculated using your inputs
for the vehicle miles for the benchmark
year
11
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Step 2: Calculate Annual Auto VMT
Reductions
1.

Calculate the VMT-Equivalent of passenger miles
-In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically calculate the
VMT-equivalent of passenger miles (how many miles would have been driven by automobile
had transit not been an option) from passenger miles for both the base year and the
benchmark year for each of the three scenarios.

2.

Determine the mode shift factor for the base year
-Determine the mode shift factor from the following table provided by APTA
Agency Size

Service Area Population

Mode Shift Factor

Small

Less than 500,000

0.34

Medium

Between 500,000 and 1,250,000

0.42

Large

Greater than 1,250,000

0.47

- In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, insert the mode shift factor for the base year

12
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Step 2: Calculate Annual Auto VMT
Reductions (cont.)
3.

Determine the mode shift factor for the scenarios
-Make assumptions about how much of the increase in passenger miles (from the base year to the
benchmark year) is from choice riders for each scenario. For example:
-If it is assumed that the percentage of choice riders remains the same in the benchmark year as it was in
the base year, the mode shift factor does not change
-If it is assumed that the increase in passenger miles is from choice riders only from the base to the
benchmark year, then a new mode shift factor should be calculated for the evenly distributed and
metro areas scenarios. To do this, first, calculate the number of miles by dependent riders by
multiplying the passenger miles (from Step 1) for the trend scenario benchmark year by the mode
shift factor for the base year. Holding the number of transit dependent riders Second, subtract the
dependent rider miles from the total passenger miles for the trend scenario to get the miles by choice
riders. Third, divide the total passenger miles for the scenario by the miles by choice riders for the
scenario to get the mode shift factor for that scenario.
- In the “Expansion Scenarios” tab, insert the mode shift factor for each of the scenarios

4.

Calculate the annual auto VMT reductions
-In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically calculate the annual
13
auto VMT reductions (VMT equivalent * mode shift factor).
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Step 3: Calculate Energy Savings from
Annual Auto VMT Reductions
1.

In the “Expansion Scenarios” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically
calculate the energy savings from annual auto VMT reductions by dividing the
difference in annual auto VMT reductions from 2006 to 2017 by the average fuel
economy in miles per gallon for the fleet of cars on the road in 2017.

14
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Step 4: Calculate GHG Emissions from
Energy Savings and Annual Auto VMT
Reductions
1.

In the “Bus” or “Commuter Rail” tab, the calculator will automatically calculate the
GHG emissions of autos for CO2, N2O, and CH4 for each scenario.

15
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Step 5: Convert GHG Emissions for
Auto Trip Reductions to CO2e
1.

In the “Bus” or “Commuter Rail” tab, the calculator will automatically convert the
GHG emissions (CO2, N2O, and CH4) for auto trip reductions to CO2 equivalents
for each scenario.

16
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Step 6: Calculate GHG Emissions from
Change in Transit Use for each Mode
1.

In the “Bus” or “Commuter Rail” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically
calculate the GHG emissions of Transit for CO2, N2O, and CH4 for each scenario.

17
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Step 8: Calculate Net GHG
Emissions for each Transit Mode
1.

In the “Bus” or “Commuter Rail” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically
calculate the net GHG emissions for each scenario.

19
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Step 9: Sum GHG Emissions for All
Modes for the Agency
1.

In the “Results Summary” Worksheet Tab, the calculator will automatically sum the
GHG emissions for each mode.

Also automatically summarized are the changes in auto and transit activity for each
scenario and mode of transit so that the scenarios can be easily compared to one another.
20
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